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Summary 
This thesis considers the performance of OFDM in a non-linear satellite channel and mechanisms 
for overcoming the degradations resulting from the high PAPR in the OFDM signal in the specific 
satellite architecture. It was motivated by new S-DMB applications but its results are applicable to 
any OFDM system via satellites. Despite many advantages of OFDM, higher PAPR is a major 
drawback. OFDM signals are therefore very sensitive to non-linear distortion introduced by the 
power amplifiers and thus, significantly reduce the power efficiency of the system, which is 
already crucial to satellite system economics. Simple power amplifier back-off to cope with high 
OFDM PAPR is not possible. Two transmitter based techniques have been considered: P APR 
reduction and amplifier linearization. 
The thesis proposes a novel gradient based PAPR reduction algorithm using a Tone Reservation 
technique. The algorithm is shown to have significantly reduced complexity and improved PAPR 
reduction performance when compared with the most efficient existing algorithms. Moreover, it is 
also shown that the proposed algorithm is effective when it is combined with pre-distortion 
technique. 
The performance of polynomial based and LUT based pre-distortion techniques are evaluated and 
compared, in terms of adaptation speed, accuracy and complexity, in the remote adaptation 
scenario, assuming the feedback signal from the satellite is degraded by A WGN noise. The 
polynomial based pre-distortion technique shows more robustness to the noise whereas the LUT 
pre-distorter is more sensitive. For the LUT pre-distorter, a modified Secant algorithm is proposed 
and an adaptive strategy using the Secant and modified Secant algorithm based on an approximate 
threshold SNR is also proposed. 
Finally, the performance of OFDM based and HSP A based air interfaces are evaluated and 
compared in the return and forward links of future mobile satellite system. HSPA based air 
interfaces employing advanced rake receivers can outperform OFDM based air interfaces in the 
multipath channel. A CAZAC sequence is investigated for estimating the channel in the presence 
of amplifier non-linearity in SC-FDMA systems, shown to perform well. SC-FDE is proposed for 
S-DMB type systems as an alternative approach to OFDM and demonstrates approximately a 3dB 
gain compared to OFDM in the ideally linearized amplifier. Furthermore, SC-FDE has the same 
overall complexity and can easily be configured to co-exist with OFDM receiver. 
Key words: Mobile Satellite, OFDM, PAPR, Pre-distortion, HSPA, SC-FDE, SC-FDMA. 
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Chapter One 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The spectacular growth of video and data communication over the internet and the pervasion of 
mobile telephony, brings with it great expectations for mobile multimedia communications. 
Multimedia services have received impetus from the emergence of third generation (30) mobile 
communication systems and therefore, mobile operators are under pressure to assure that the 
capacity of the wireless networks is available to satisfy these growing demands [110LM02]. 
Consequently, the WCDMA based 30 system has continuously evolved over the past few years 
with new features being added to further enhance multimedia service delivery. For example, High 
Speed Packet Access (HSP A) is the high data rate versions of the WCDMA based UMTS 
standard; in which High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), defined in 30PP Release 5, 
and High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA), defined in30PP Release 6, were introduced in 
the forward and return links, respectively. A further standard, evolved HSPA (HSPA+) was 
proposed and defined in 30PP Release 7 [3GPP08j. The next major step in the evolution of the 
radio transmission scheme is the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE), defined in the 3GPP Release 
8 standard. In the latter, OFDM based interfaces, OFDMA in the forward link and SC-FDMA in 
the return link, are considered as suitable candidates for the next generation air interface with the 
objective of achieving enhanced user experience, low latency, higher throughput and improved 
spectral efficiency! 3GPP814j. 
Satellite systems have traditionally been successful in providing both broadcasting services and 
services to niche geographical areas lEV AN99 J. Standards have progressed in a rather different 
way from mobile satellite systems. The air interface standardization work jointly carried out by 
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and Telecommunications Industry 
Association (TIA) for the Thurya Mobile Satellite System called the GEO Mobile Radio (GMR)-l 
showed close resemblance to the terrestrial based GSM standard. This allowed the integration of 
standard GSM services into the system by using as much as possible, off-the-shelf components 
such as the mobile switching center (MSC), the visitor location register (VLR), short message 
service center (SMSC), etc [THUR08]. In addition INMARSAT have used the OSM network 
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architecture for their BGAN system but have chosen a different and proprietary air interface 
fEV AN04j. These strategies suggested an evolutionary path towards satellite based UMTS 
building on T-UMTS. 
The system definition and development of the Satellite UMTS (S-UMTS) system have largely 
been pursued within the context of the European Union (EU) projects SATIN, MODIS and 
MAESTRO, which champion a satellite WCDMA air interface to maximize the synergy with 
terrestrial UMTS (T-UMTS) IKARA041. Intermediate Module Repeaters (IMRs) are incorporated 
in order to enhance the signal coverage in the urban and indoor environments where the signal is 
often shadowed by large buildings as proposed in EU FPS SATIN project ISATI061. The 
validation and demonstration of this innovative concept with field trials in Europe was realized in 
the follow-on EU MoDiS Project. The latter concentrated on S-DMB - a broadcast system to 
mobiles, but was closely allied to S-UMTS IMODI06j. The S-UTMS standard was developed by 
the ETSI MSS group with an emphasis on the provision of services which are best delivered via 
satellite while keeping close synergy with their terrestrial counterparts. The S-UMTS standard has 
thus far not been adopted by any commercial system. Furthermore, the working group, also called 
ETSI-SES, has recently extended its focus towards investigating OFDM in the forward link of the 
mobile satellite system in order to improve capacity over WCDMA I [,fRI07]. 
In addition, by considering the most important aspect of the future mobile satellite system, 
keeping maximum commonality with the terrestrial mobile system, the Working Party (WP) 4C 
of the Radio-Communication part of International Telecommunication Union (ITU-R) has 
recently called attention for investigation into new satellite radio transmission technologies 
(RTTs) based on multicarrier transmission technologies for the satellite component of IMT-2000 
and IMT -Advanced, taking into account the compatibility with the new KITs for the terrestrial 
component liT I OER I. Derived from involvement in the EU projects and in ETSI by the satellite 
group at Surrey the objective of the work in this thesis was to investigate OFDM in its role as a 
component of future air-interface standards. The work has been based on the S-DMB system but 
is applicable to all satellite systems with OFDM air interfaces and in some cases to OFDM based 
in terrestrial systems. Results provided in the thesis have also formed part of the following 
projects; 
• European Union's FP6 1ST Projects - Mobile Applications & sErvices based on Satellite 
and Terrestrial inteRwOrking (MAESTRO) [MAES06] 
• Collaborative research project with Electronic Telecommunication Research Institute 
(ETRI) of Korea to investigate OFDM in satellite systems I ETRI071 
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1.2 Motivation 
The principal task of this thesis is to investigate the physical layer perfonnance on the OFDM 
based air interfaces in a non-linear wideband mobile satellite channel. The main factor that 
motivates us to embark in this investigation is the notion that the S-UMTS system should be 
developed with maximum commonalities with the continuous evolution of the T-UMTS radio 
access scheme within the 3GPP air interface standardization; OFDM based air interfaces are 
considered as attractive candidates for all next generation terrestrial air interfaces. For example, 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Single Carrier Frequency 
Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) schemes are presently being investigated under 3GPP 
Long Term Evolution (LTE), also called 3GPP Release 8 [3GPPR 1-1-1. 
An additional factor which motivates the investigation is the wider excess delay spread 
characterisation of the wideband mobile satellite channel defined in the S-UMTS system. This is 
due to the incorporation of terrestrial repeaters in the urban and indoor environment, which 
generate increased "artificial" multi path components with larger number of delayed signal 
components than in T-UMTS. Therefore, considering the OFDM based air interface in such 
systems was needed and further motivates the investigation. 
The current research literature in the area of satellite based air interfaces has not given much 
attention to the implementation of OFDM. The OFDM system needs to be adapted in a 
continuous evolution of the S-UMTS research. We investigate this adaptation via satellite HSPA 
to OFDM in S-UMTS and S-DMB to SC-FDE for long tenn evolution satellite systems. 
1.3 Thesis Aim 
The main aim of the thesis is to investigate the Physical layer perfonnance of OFDM based air 
interfaces for future mobile satellite systems with maximum commonalities with the terrestrial 
based air interfaces based on the extension of 3GPP standards. In the 3GPP LTE, there are two 
different air interfaces used in the return and the forward links. We therefore divide the aim into 
two individual components as given by: 
• To investigate the OFDM air interface in the non-linear mobile satellite channel and to 
evaluate the physical layer perfonnances of the OFDM air interface based on 3GPP 25.892 
standards in the forward link of the non-linear mobile satellite system. 
• To evaluate the physical layer perfonnances of the SC-FDMA based on 3GPP 25.814 
standards air interface in the return link of the non-linear wideband mobile satellite system. 
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1.4 Thesis Objectives 
In order to accomplish the aims set in section 1.3, the objectives are as follows: 
a) To conduct a survey of transmitter based compensation approaches available for mitigating 
the non-linear distortion introduced by the on-board satellite power amplifier. 
b) To identify the suitable compensation techniques from the existing literature. 
c) To propose an efficient algorithm in terms of performance and complexity for TR based 
PAPR reduction technique. 
d) To investigate the impact in the performance when the proposed algorithm and the amplifier 
linearization technique are combined. 
e) To identify the problem in implementing pre-distortion technique at the gateway of the 
satellite systems and to assess the applicability of the existing digital pre-distortion techniques 
in the context of remote adaptation scenario. 
f) To propose an adaptive strategy by improving the performance of the algorithm in realistic 
scenario. 
g) To evaluate and compare the link-level performance of OFDM based and HSPA based 
systems in the forward and return links of the non-linear wideband mobile satellite system. 
h) To investigate the CAZAC sequence for SC-FDMA channel estimation in the presence of 
non-linear TWT A and evaluate and compare the performance of SC-FDE as an alternative 
approach to OFDM. 
1.5 Original Achievements 
The original achievements detailed in this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
a) The proposal of a novel low complexity Tone Reservation (TR) algorithm for reducing 
the P APR of the OFDM signal. The algorithm provides improved PAPR reduction 
performance. The performance of the algorithm was further evaluated for different pilot 
locations and in combination with DFT -precoding based P APR reduction technique. 
b) The effective improvement of the spectral re-growth reduction when the amplifier 
linearization technique and the TR based P APR reduction technique are combined. 
c) The comparison between the polynomial based and LUT based pre-distorters with 
realistic assumptions in remotely adapting the pre-distorter's coefficients. The 
polynomial pre-distorter showed robustness to noisy feedback channel. Moreover, an 
adaptive strategy based on an approximate threshold SNR is proposed. This is based on 
the proposed modified Secant algorithm which can be used when the SNR in the feedback 
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channel is below an approximate threshold SNR and the conventional Secant algorithm can 
otherwise be used. 
d) First evaluation of comparison between OFDM and HSDPA, SC-FDMA and HSUPA 
over wideband mobile satellite channel. (The C++ based HSDPA simulator [A IT A05] was 
extended to include the OFDM transmitter and receiver based signal processing units based 
on 3GPP 25.892 standard) 
e) First proposal to use SC-FDE for Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcasting systems and 
evaluations which demonstrated it outperforms OFDM in the presence of ideally linearized 
power amplifier. The investigation of the Constant Amplitude Zero Auto Correlation 
(CAZAC) sequence for channel estimation in the presence of non-linear TWTA for SC-
FDMA system. 
1.6 Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis is organized in seven chapters as depicted in figure 1-1: 
Chapter 2 starts with a brief description of the historical developments in mobile satellite systems. 
Subsequently, Satellite UMTS and Satellite DMB systems are introduced, including key EU 
projects leading to standards developments. The chapter also describes the gap filler IMR channel, 
gap filler and the architecture of the integrated Satellite rrerrestrial S-DMB systems. 
Chapter 3 first introduces basic concepts in OFDM and also provides the mathematical modelling 
of signals, with reference to a generic OFDM system. The major advantages and drawbacks of 
OFDM systems are then discussed, giving special consideration to non-linear distortion 
introduced by the non-linear amplifiers. The rest of the chapter is dedicated to the specific 
characterisation of the non-linear distortion effects caused by the satellite TWTA, and possible 
transmitter based compensation techniques. A literature survey of these mitigation techniques is 
given, which covers power back-off, PAPR reduction techniques and amplifier linearization 
techniques. 
Chapter 4 provides an introduction to the Tone Reservation method as one of the appropriate 
compensation technique for mitigating the non-linear distortion encountered in mobile satellite 
systems. A review of the previous research work in the TR technique is provided. A low 
complexity gradient based proposed algorithm is elaborated along with the corresponding 
analytical derivations. Moreover, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is compared with the 
most efficient existing algorithm. The performance of the proposed algorithm is also evaluated in 
the presence of the non-linear on-board power amplifier. 
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Figure 1-1: The relationship between different chapters of the thesis: an arrow indicates the flow of 
some of the information from one chapter to another. 
Chapter 5 introduces a complete mathematical description of the non-linear power amplifier and 
an ideal linearizer model. The performance of the TR algorithm is evaluated in the combined 
"ideal linearizer + amplifier" scenario. In this chapter, we further evaluate and compare the two 
well known digital pre-distortion techniques, LUT based and Polynomial based, in the forward 
link of the wideband mobile satellite system, with realistic assumptions in remotely adapting the 
pre-distorters' coefficients. The computational complexity of the two algorithms is also provided. 
Moreover, a modified Secant algorithm is proposed and the performance of the algorithm shown 
based on some metrics defined in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 evaluates the performance of both the OFDM and the SC-FDMA air interfaces in the 
forward and return links, respectively. The performance evaluation is performed using the 
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multi path profiles which are representative of the future wideband mobile satellite system. The 
evaluated performances are then used to provide a fair comparison between the OFDM based and 
HSP A based air interfaces in the wideband mobile satellite system. The forward link performance 
is compared between HSDPA and OFDM whereas the return link performance comparison is 
based on the HSUPA and SC-FDMA. The performance is also evaluated in the presence of the 
non-linear TWT A. Moreover, the performance of the both polynomial and LUT based pre-
distorters are also evaluated in OFDM and SC-FDMA system. In the return link, a realistic 
channel estimation based on the CAZAC sequence is also investigated in the non-linear channel. 
In the forward link, the performance of the OFDM based system for extended cyclic prefix is also 
provided. Finally, the chapter also proposes SC-FDE, as an alternative approach to OFDM in the 
forward link of the mobile satellite broadcasting systems with low impact on the OFDM based 
receivers. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by highlighting impacts of its major findings and suggesting 
directions for future work. This is followed by the reference section which has comprehensive 
details of all the references used herein. The final part of the thesis contains the appendices. 
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Chapter Two 
2 Future Mobile Satellite Systems 
2.1 Introduction 
Satellite systems were traditionally used for one-way (broadcast) services such as television 
broadcasting and relaying of trans-oceanic telephone signals. Mobile satellite systems (MSS) have 
been around since the 1980s, in a similar time frame to terrestrial cellular communications, and 
the technology applied to them is forever growing in sophistication. Similarly, Terrestrial cellular 
development has also seen major advances in technology, and offer a more cost-effective, better 
QoS solution in many situations. However, mobile satellite communication systems offer some 
key advantages bringing communications to sparsely populated or barren areas, in addition to 
maritime and aeronautical services IEVANOSJ. Satellites also offer key advantage in multicast 
and broadcast services to mobile devices due to efficient delivery, and can complement well 
terrestrial cellular communications in this respect via an integrated terrestrial-satellite network 
approach [KARA04J. 
The delivery of broadcasting services to handheld devices via hybrid satellite-terrestrial networks 
is already a commercial reality in the far-east [SANG07j. Satellite Digital Multimedia 
Broadcasting (S-DMB) in Korea via the Mobile Broadcasting Satellite (MBSAT) has attracted 
around 1 million subscribers but recently suffered from terrestrial Digital Multimedia 
Broadcasting (T-DMB) being operated on a free basis for network television. In Japan the system 
did not take off at all. However there was a surge of interest recently due to two reasons; the 
offered discounted promotion (approximately 50% discount) and the 2008 Beijing Olympics 
IMOBlORI. 
There is great interest in implementing a similar broadcasting system based on hybrid satellite-
terrestrial networks in Europe in the near future [MAES06j. The efficiency of such networks in 
supporting high-speed links even in urban environments is an important motivation in considering 
an upgrade of the hybrid system in supporting bi-directional data services. Among other issues, 
such an extension would require choice of a new physical layer/multiple access technology. A 
crucial factor in making this choice is compatibility with T-UMTS, where presently WCDMA 
based air interfaces are used IKARA04], !EVAN05j. 
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Moreover, the integrated terrestrial-satellite channel or Intermediate Module Repeater (IMR) 
channel has more multipath components and wider excess delay spread than for T-UMTS 
systems. The integrated system should have low cost and complexity impact in order to address 
the mass consumer market. Thus, it closely follows the terrestrial based air interface standards 
IEVAN051. 
In this chapter, we first summarize some of the historical developments taken in mobile satellite 
systems. This is followed by the introduction of Satellite UMTS and Satellite DMB systems. 
Finally, the chapter describes the IMR channel with the illustration of IMR configuration. 
2.2 Brief History of Mobile Satellite Systems 
In 1945 Arthur C. Clarke proposed that a man-made Earth satellite can be used for 
communication by radio microwaves between distant locations on Earth. Moreover, if the 
satellite is positioned at an altitude of about 35 790 km its speed of revolution around the Earth 
will be the same as the speed of the Earth's rotation and therefore, appear in the same place in the 
sky. In 1962, the world's first true communication satellite Telstar was launched by the American 
telecommunication giant AT & T !EVAN991. Since then, countless communications satellites 
have been placed into earth orbit, and the technology applied to them was forever growing in 
sophistication. 
The first mobile satellite system, Maritime Communications Satellite (MARISAT), was launched 
in February of 1976 by the Communication Satellite Corporation (COMSAT), which was used to 
provide mobile services to the US Navy and other maritime customers. The European mobile 
satellite system was established when the Maritime European Communication Satellite 
(MARECS) was launched in the early 1980s by the International Maritime Satellite Organization 
(INMARSAT) which was set up as an establishment in 1979 by UN International Maritime 
Organization IWHAL071. At around the same time as the first cellular operators providing IG 
analogue services, INMARSAT provided analogue speech and low data rate services mainly to 
the maritime market of larger ships in L-band using global beam coverage. In 1990/91, 
aeronautical services (INMARSAT II) were added to passenger aircraft and to some land vehicles 
by introducing higher power spot beam satellites. Later in 1997/98, new services such as, paging 
and navigation were introduced (INAMARSAT III) and higher rate digital services to desktop 
sized terminals using worldwide spot beam coverage. Whilst INMARSAT concentrated on the 
use of Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites in providing all these services, there were also 
several regional GEO systems that came into operation for example, OMNITRACS, 
EUTELTRACS, AMSC and OPTUS targeting land vehicles both in Land Ku bands. Moreover, 
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they were only moderately successful whilst INMARSAT increased its number of customers to 
circa 400,000 today IEVAN04j. 
Meanwhile, inspired by the research work in the late 80's and early 90's, the Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) constellation satellite systems became attractive and in 
tum, encouraged the development of IRIDIUM and GLOBALST AR commercial systems. 
However, they were too late to compete with the already widely spread terrestrial 2G GSM and 
therefore, went into temporary bankruptcy by the early 2000' s. Despite their early failure, they are 
still in existence today with fewer customers than initially predicted but niche markets in military 
and disaster/emergence communication. The commercial 'failure' of the above systems and, 
more generally, the experience with the 2G satellite personal communication network (S-PCN) 
systems proved that satellite systems cannot capture the predominant voice market and 
furthermore, acquire a position in the mass market as stand-alone systems lEY AN04]. 
On the other hand, in the mid 1990' s, several super GEO mobile satellites were proposed with 
100-200 spot beams with THURYA operating from the early 2000's based on the ETSI GEO 
Mobile Radio-1 (GMR-l) standard and providing GSM like services covering Asia and much of 
Europe [MAT002]. This system also provides 'always-on' high speed GPRS packet data 
communications up to 144 kbps n'HURO~ I. Although it was considered to be successful in the 
early days, it has only sustained a niche market; areas where terrestrial mobile is expensive to 
deploy!EVAN04!. 
Meanwhile, INMARSAT continues to thrive providing digital services from 64 kbps up to 432 
kbps using its own super-GEO's (INMARSAT IV) targeting the Global Area Network (GAN) to 
broadband GAN (BGAN). Despite the move taken by the terrestrial operators to WCDMA, 
INMARSAT has continued to develop its proprietary TDMA based system to deliver 3G 
equivalent packet based services. The INMARSAT BGAN system can be considered as the only 
3G equivalent satellite system to date fEV AN04j. 
2.3 Satellite UMTS 
Third generation (3G) mobile communication systems, or better known as Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication Systems (UMTS), have now been deployed to deliver a more extensive range 
of applications such as wireless web browsing, voice, video telephony and streaming multimedia 
with higher data rates up to 2Mbps. A major aim of UMTS is that the end user can perform 
applications independent of the actual environment and location, which means he/she can access 
the same type of services anywhere at any time [HOUv102I. Moreover, in order to provide a 
seamless - anytime, anywhere - communication, a satellite component has been identified in 
UMTS due to its fundamental role in providing coverage over scarcely populated regions for true 
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global roaming and its efficient multicasting service provision. In this way, Satellite-UMTS (S-
UMTS) is expected to playa complementary role to the terrestrial-UMTS (TUMTS), rather than 
as a stand-alone system as in the 2nd generation mobile global satellite systems (Iridium, 
Globalstar, ICO), whereby the terrestrial and satellite mobile systems were developed 
independently ITAAG991. Thus, the S-UMTS standard provides services to mobile users in 
different scenarios, such as: (i) back up coverage for areas already covered by terrestrial cellular 
systems; (ii) areas where terrestrial coverage is not available. 
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defined the global requirements for 3G 
wireless communication in IMT -2000 standard and several standardization bodies proposed Radio 
Transmission Technique s (RTT) which can satisfy the IMT -2000 requirements. Among them the 
WCDMA based RTT proposed by ETSI was eventually approved as the 3G wireless 
communication standard and the UMTS specification work was then carried out by 3GPP 
[HOLM02], ITAAG991. In 3GPP, the research activities in terrestrial systems beyond IMT-2000 
are mainly focused on the WCDMA based radio access schemes augmented by HSDPA (high 
Speed Downlink Packet Access) systems to provide higher data rate requirements lEVANOS]. 
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Figure 2-1: IMT-2000 spectrum allocation 
The S-UMTS system is proposed to operate in the IMT-2000 Mobile Satellite System (MSS) 
frequency band which is directly adjacent to the T-UMTS frequency band, as depicted in Figure 
1-1. Moreover, the air interface definition has to be performed with particular attention to the on-
going T-UMTS standardization activities performed in the Third-Generation Partnership Program 
(3GPP), in order to maximize commonality. Thus, convergence of a dual-mode receiver, which is 
lower in complexity, size, and weight, greatly reduces the cost impact on the user terminal. Due to 
this fact, S-UMTS will boost the commercial opportunities of satellites by addressing mass 
market. ETSI has adjusted a SWCDMA system for S-UMTS with minimum modifications to the 
3GPP standard but as yet no commercial satellite has been launched that uses this system 
IKARA041, (NARE041, IEVAN05j. 
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2.4 Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (S-DMB) 
Following definition of the IMT-2000 family of technologies for 3G mobile services, including 
delivery by both satellite and terrestrial transmission, defined by International Telecommunication 
Union (lTU), there has been an increased demand for push type multimedia services or content 
delivery over the air to mobile terminals. Moreover, the rapid advancement of memory de vices 
and their significant reduction in cost facilitated the mobile terminal to store and play back large 
content volumes. Consequently, different technological approaches were considered. These 
technologies have typically built upon both 3G cellular/PCS and digital terrestrial TV broadcast 
technologies fKARA04j . 
Delivering the content based on radio access networks (RAN) such as GPRS, UMTS, HSDPA or 
CDMA-2000 are well adapted for uni-casting (one-to-one communication) but are not viable for 
multicastlbroadcast, since they severely reduce the capacity of the basic services I F~VAN(J-q . 
Thus, introducing a multicastlbroadcast layer on top of the existing 3G networks was considered 
to be an alternative way to efficiently deliver the multimedia content to mobile users and thi s 
work was standardized within the 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) 
framework which defines the unidirectional point-to-multipoint provision of multimedia services 
while optimizing the available capacity in cellular networks . But excessive multicastlbroadcast is 
arguably not efficiently delivered in a cellular structure I KARA04 1. 
UTRAN 
Drect ax:ess 
Baseline (I) + q:tional (II) 
Figure 2-2: S-DMB Concept I S .. \ TI06l 
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However, the inherent broadcast capabilities of satellites render them an attracti ve candidate for 
the provision of point-to-multipoint services. Thus, the content delivery capacity can be increased 
by implementing a satellite based broadcast/multicast layer, which is complementary to the 3G 
mobile networks. This prompted the EU FPS Satellite-UMTS IP based Network (SATIN) proj ect 
to propose a new way forward for mobile satellites in the form of an integrated satellite/terrestrial 
UMTS system. In this way, the so called S-DMB system, operating in the MSS band , which is 
directly adjacent to the IMT-2000 allocated to the terrestrial mobile network , has been realized 
and the basic architecture is shown in Figlllc: 2-2. The system makes use of the 3GPP UTRA FDD 
WCDMA standardized technology preventing additional cost impact on the 3GPP standardized 
handset. Thus, the 3G mass market can be addressed by implementing S-DMB features in a 3G 
handset and incorporates multicastlbroadcast via the satellite and all other services via terrestrial 
1 M /\ ES()() J, IS {\TI061 . 
Satellite ( East Longitude : 144') 
~~ 
Ku- Band .,W  
(13824-13.833GHz) ..... ··· ... ........ KlJ-Band 
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...• '. .... TOM 
Gap Filler ~:.... S-Ban~"""""" .•...••.••.••....•••..•...•. I ,,.,,,. ~ (2.630-2.655GHz)··.... . ....• Contents ----+. 'I~ -": --  COM .... S~t:lI: :: ............  
Broadcasting Center ""'" 
Subscription 
Management 
.~ 
..' 
.... ··s-Band 
~/CDM 
VOO services .4-------- Handset Receiver Vehicle Receiver 
Wireless Access over 
Cellular Network 
Figure 2-3: The system architecture of Korean S-DMB fSA\'G07] 
Traditionally, satellite systems have been very successful in fixed broadcasting applications where 
there is no mobility presence and the signal from the satellite can be received by various powerful 
fixed antennas. On the other hand, in a mobile satellite system, the signals from satellites are 
heavily shadowed and therefore, result in a poor indoor and urban coverage. In order to rectify 
this problem, Intermediate Module Repeaters (IMRs) (gap-fillers) were proposed in the EU FPS 
SATIN project. The IMR simply retransmits the amplified signal recei ved from the satellite and 
thereby , improves the coverage of the S-DMB system 1 SATI061 . The terrestrial integrated 
components have subsequently been named Auxiliary Transmission Component (ATC) in the US 
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and Complementary Ground Component (CGC) in Europe I LY AN()7I . Subsequent to thi s, two 
Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services (S-DARS) systems have been launched into commercial 
operation, Xm radio (GEO) and SIRIUS radio (HEO), incorporating the same idea of terrestri al 
repeaters for providing improved coverage in shadowed areas I EV;-\ NO) I, [DA V ,\(J2I . Al so in 
Asia the MBSAT, a commercial S-DMB system, was launched in May 2005 and operated by TU 
media in Korea which also uses terrestrial repeaters to provide seamless and high quality services 
to shadowed reception areas [S /\NG07 1, IMBCOOSI . 
Note that circa 1 million users of S-DMB have built up in Korea but since the recent introduction 
of free services via T-DMB they only operate in remote areas and for niche programs. The 
MBSAT also covers Japan but the S-DMB service never succeeded there. 
C.ontent client sw 
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tell~·~lal A ter,111 i"I hlI 
IW./."~ 
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J impairments: ....... 
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ModiS dJt.l server 
Ro uting Content Sel vice 
unit d elivelY centel 
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Figure 2-4: MoDiS Experimental Platform [IVIODW(il 
The first validation and demonstration of the S-DMB innovative system concept with field trials 
in Europe was realized in the follow on EU project Mobile Digital Broadcast Satellite (MoDiS) 
[MODI06]. An experimental platform representative of the integrated satellite and terres tri al 
cellular network system architecture of the S-DMB was developed on the Monaco 3G network as 
shown in Fi g lll't' 2--1-. An EU FP6 project Mobile Applications and sErvices Satellite Terrestri al 
InteRwOrking (MAESTRO) 2004/06 addressed the whole range of issues pertinent to S-DMB 
from system design and demonstration to regulation and standardi zation I X \THW:'i I. In particular, 
it was realised that WCDMA would not provide sufficient capacity and thus Orthogonal 
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Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) was investigated as an alternative air interface 
IMAESOA1· 
Today a commercial system called SOLARIS is proposed in Europe from 2009 via a 2GHz 
payload (transponder) on the EUTELSAT W2A satellite. It is a joint venture between 
EUTELSAT and SES. In the US, ICO have launched a GEO satellite (2008) and are conducting 
trials using the newly standardised DVB-SH standard based on OFDM I EVA N071. 
2.5 Mobile Fading Channel 
2.5.1 Fundamental of Mobile channel Characteristics 
When the signal travels from the transmitter to the receiver in the channels of interest, the signal 
suffers from different effects, which are characterised as follows: 
Multipath propagation occurs as a consequence of reflections, scattering, and diffraction of the 
transmitted signal at man-made or natural objects. Thus, at the receiver, a multitude of waves 
arrives from different directions with different delays, attenuations and phases. The superposition 
of these waves result in amplitude and phase variations of the composite received signal. 
Doppler spread is caused by relative motion between the transmitter and the receiver in the 
wireless channel. This in turn changes the phases and amplitudes of the signal components 
arriving at the receiver, resulting in a time-variant multipath propagation. This time-varying signal 
strength due to time-variant multipath propagation is referred to as fast fading. 
Shadowing occurs due to the obstruction of the transmitted signal by e.g. building, trees and hills, 
which results in attenuation of the signal strength. The varying signal strength by shadowing is 
called slow fading and can be efficiently counteracted by power control. 
Multipath fading is usually classified as slow/fast and frequency-flat/selective fading. The former 
is related to the rate of change or rapidity of the fading while the latter is related to the time 
spreading of the signal or signal dispersion. Their formal definitions are given below: 
2.5.1.1 Slow or Fast Fading 
The notion of slow or fast fading is related to the coherence time ( To) of the channel that is an 
expected time interval over which the fading process is correlated. Moreover, the coherence time 
is inversely proportional to the Doppler spread or fading rate, (fd) of the channel, i.e. 
(2.1 ) 
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A channel is said to be slowly fading if the symbol interval Ts is smaller than the channel's 
coherence time To, otherwise it is considered to be fast. In slow fading, a deep fade affects many 
symbols leading to a burst of errors whereas in fast fading, the fade levels are essentially de-
correlated from symbol to symbol [PROA95]. 
2.5.1.2 Frequency-Flat and Frequency-Selective Fading 
The concept of frequency-flat/selective fading is related to the coherence bandwidth (fa) of the 
channel that is a range of frequencies over which the fading process is correlated. Moreover, the 
coherence bandwidth is inversely related to the maximum excess delay spread (Tmax ), which is 
the difference between the arrival time of the first and the last resolvable multipath. 
1 
fo~­
Tmax 
(2.2) 
Fading is said to be frequency flat if the signal's bandwidth (lITs) is much smaller than the 
coherence bandwidth fa, or alternatively, when the symbol interval Ts is much larger than the 
maximum excess delay spread, otherwise the fading is said to be frequency-selective. In 
frequency-selective fading, the spectral components of the transmitted signal are affected by 
different amplitude gains and phase shifts whereas in frequency-flat fading, all the spectral 
components are affected in a similar manner I PROA 95]. Those systems that experience 
frequency-flat fading are also called narrowband systems and those that experience frequency-
selective fading as wideband systems. 
In flat fading, the transmitted signal is multiplied by the complex valued fading coefficient 
whereas in frequency-selective fading channels, the transmitted signal gets convolved with the 
channel impulse response that can be represented as: 
L-l 
h(t) = I ale- j8 / o(t - Tl) (2.3) 
l=O 
where al, 8[, and Tl are the amplitude, phase and delay associated with the [th path and 0(') is 
the Dirac delta function. The amplitude of the fading al is usually treated as a random variable 
following some distribution (mostly Rayleigh in terrestrial radio channels). The mean square 
value of the fading amplitude at also represents its mean power and it is customary to represent 
the power of each mUltipath along with a associated delay in a tabular format, which is called the 
power delay profile (PDP) or multipath intensity profile (MIP). The PDPs or MIPs of some of the 
integrated terrestrial-satellite channel are described in the next section. 
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2.5.2 Integrated Terrestrial/Satellite Channel 
Satellite signals are often blocked and shadowed by trees and buildings in urban and suburban 
areas. However, the effect can be easily eliminated in case of fi xed satellite service s, fo r example 
satellite television broadcastin g applications, by using a large di sh antenna moun ted on roof top 
with line of sight (LOS) connection between the satellite and the receiving antenna. On the other 
hand , thi s shadowing effect can result in significant coverage loss, even if the satell ite has high 
elevation angle , when the satellite's signal is received by mobile tenninals ID . ..\ \, ,A()] I. In order to 
address this problem and al so to provide sufficient fade margin to the satellite-mobile terminal 
link, Intennediate Module Repeaters (IMR) are incorporated in the urban and suburban areas ; 
proposed in EU FPS SATIN project ISATI06j . A similar approach has already been considered in 
Xm and SIRIUS satellite radio systems in US to provide seamless radio coverage for both urban 
and suburban areas I D/\ V A{)21 , as well as in Korea for S-DMB I SAN(;()7 1. 
Unicast + -. 1!1'-".., , ..... 
Millticast ".. ".. ..... 
traffic ".. ".. " ..... 
Satellite 
.......... A ir interface 
" ..... 
..... 
~ 
Inilermed late 
Module Repeater 
Figure 2-5: IMR concept proposed in SATIN [SEVE021 
Each IMR can be collocated with a T-UMTS Node B as shown in Figure 2-5 and simply re-
transmits a replica of the transmitted satellite signal via the MSS band . Thus, it does not 
necess itate standards modifications and thereby, minimi zes the modul e cost and complex ity. 
Fi ~ ml' 2-6 illustrates a typical IMR configuration in the urban area where the mobil e is in the 
proximity of the ref-IMR and the replica of the satellite signal is re-transmitted after amplification 
and frequency shift. Moreover, the re-transmitted signals fro m other IMRs will be recei ved with 
different time interva ls depending on the path length s, therefore, creating 'artificial' mul tipath 
interfe rence with a larger number of signal components and wider excess delay spread th an in 
typi cal T -UMTS cellul ar environments 1 K\ R, \ ()·t I. The result ing power delay profile (PDP) of 
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the channel depends on the type of environment in which the mobile recei ver is located . The EU 
FP6 MAESTRO project investigated different Power Delay Profile (PDP) and these are tabulated 
in Appendix A, and are used for investigation in the remainder of this thesis I M;-\f=:SOfl I. 
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Figure 2-6: IMR layout and artificial multipath due to the introduction of IMRs. The excess delay 
spread, normalized in chip duration in time units eTc), is much larger than in T-UMTS I K \R AO-lj. 
In order to further reduce the cost and complexity impact of the integrated system, a 
reconfigurable receiver which could utilize the existing hardware available in the T-UMTS IS 
desired, Thus, the satellite radio interface specifications must be as close as possible to the T-
UMTS standard I KAl<.A()-+'I , ISi<V LJ J:n As already mentioned, OFDM provides greater capacity 
for satellite based wideband applications and this is in line with the future migration of terrestrial 
systems towards OFDM based air interfaces I EV A NO) I. For example the EU FP6 project 
MAESTRO was initially focused on the use of 3GPP defined WCDMA radio interface 
technology for both satellite and terrestrial component. However, the project also investigated the 
use of OFDM for a satellite multimedia broadcasting system I CfON()) I. 
Recently OFDM has found its first application in satellite broadcasting standards, within the 
DYB-SH standard I DV BSOX I and the ETSI-SDR standard I EVA N07j , with its ability to provide 
reliable reception over hyblid satellite-terrestrial channels, which arise due to the use of terrestrial 
repeaters that facilitate coverage in urban environments IC IONU()j . Following the example of 
evolved UTRA (EUTRA) or 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) in T-UMTS the next generation 
wireless communication systems designed as a step towards the 4G systems IJC;PF>(),' j, OFDM is 
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currently being investigated within the ETSI Mobile Satellite Systems (MSS) group] as a possible 
upgrade of the present release of S-UMTS, and in order to ensure compatibility with its terrestrial 
counterparts [CIONOS], [LINGOOI. 
In the present standardization work on 30PP LTE, Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (SC-FDMA), a multiple access technique similar to OFDMA, features as a strong 
candidate in the return link of the LTE of T-UMTS, achieving better robustness with respect to 
amplifier non-linearity, relative to OFDMA 13GPP814j. Thus, evaluating the performance of SC-
FDMA in the return link of the satellite based system is of high relevance, if the satellite networks 
are to assume complementary services to the terrestrial ones. A performance evaluation study in 
the return link of the hybrid terrestrial-satellite channel is investigated in chapter 7 of this thesis. 
2.6 Summary 
We have provided a brief resume of the developments in mobile satellite communication systems 
in which 20 compatible OSM/OPRS systems are now in existence. No 30 comparable system 
apart from INMARSAT BGAN exits. It has been realised that the role of satellite is in delivery of 
multicastlbroadcast services and these so called S-DMB systems exist in Asia using terrestrial gap 
fillers and are proposed for Europe and the US in 2009. It has been shown that a 30 type 
WCDMA air interface cannot produce significant capacity and that OFDM is a better bet. OFDM 
has been incorporated in a new DVB-SH standard which will be used in the new S-DMB systems. 
OFDM is also likely to be used in some combination of LTE, WiMax which will form the next 
generation of Terrestrial and Satellite standards and thus the work of this thesis investigating the 
transition to OFDM over satellite is extremely relevant. 
] Known as ESTI S-UMTS until recently 
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Chapter Three 
3 OFDM via Satellite Payloads using Amplifier 
Non-linearity Mitigation Techniques 
3.1 Introduction 
Over the past few years, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been adopted 
by many high-rate wireless communication systems and standards, mainly because of its cost-
effectiveness in compensating the distortion introduced by the frequency selective radio channels. 
In particular, in the terrestrial arena OFDM is specified in Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) 
standards for fixed and mobile digital multimedia broadcasting: DVB-T and DVB-H, in the 
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) standard for digital audio broadcasting, wireless LAN and 
MAN standards IEEE 802. lla1g, IEEE 802.16 [ROHL991. OFDM is also due to replace W-
CDMA within the Long Term Evolution (LTE) of UMTS 13GPP814], and all indications show 
that OFDM will continue its domination as an air-interface option within the coming years. 
As described in chapter 2, OFDM is vastly considered as a possible future upgrade in the satellite 
based applications. Moreover, OFDM is currently being investigated within the ETSI Mobile 
Satellite System (MSS) group as a possible upgrade of the present release of S-UMTS, and in 
order to ensure compatibility with its terrestrial counterpart IC[ON051, [LINGOOj. In the 
performance evaluation of OFDM over satellite links within I ETS443 j, emphasis is given on the 
impact of the non-linear response of the on-board Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA). This 
becomes an important issue because of the high P APR characteristics of OFDM signals, which 
lead to increased sensitivity to non-linear effects and this in tum is translated to degraded link 
performance and more severe out-of-band emission levels, relative to the traditional TDM 
transmission. 
This chapter first introduces the basic concepts in OFDM and also provides the mathematical 
modelling of signals, with reference to a generic OFDM system. The major advantages and 
drawbacks of OFDM systems are then discussed, giving special consideration to non-linear 
distortion introduced by the non-linear on-board TWT A. From this point, the rest of the chapter 
is dedicated to the specific characterisation of the non-linear distortion effects caused by the 
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TWT A, and possible transmitter based compensation techniques. A literature survey of these 
mitigation techniques is given, which covers power back-off, PAPR reduction techniques and 
amplifier linearization techniques. 
3.2 Principle of OFDM 
3.2.1 Multicarrier Modulation 
The concept of using parallel data transmission and frequency division multiplexing (FDM) (i.e. 
multicarrier transmission) was first proposed in 1960s. In such a system, as shown in Figure 3- I, 
the total signal bandwidth, W, is divided equally into a number of, N,non-overlapping frequency 
sub-channels. Each sub-channel is modulated with independently generated narrow-band signals 
and then these sub-channels are frequency multiplexed. Guard bands are used in order to avoid 
spectral overlapping and thus eliminate the inter-channel interference. At the receiver, filters are 
used to separate the signals arriving from different sub-channels [RAMJOOI, IHARAO)I. 
, ... N sub-carriers 
l+- i'lf = WIN 
I 
kth sub-carrier 
Frequency 
Figure 3-1: Sub-division of Bandwidth W into N Sub-channels of equal bandwidth 
The process of generating the traditional multicarrier signal is demonstrated in Figure 3-2. 
Furthermore, the traditional multicarrier signal can be mathematically represented as a 
combination of modulated sub-carriers using the following equation I HARA031: 
N-l 
set) = I akCfJk(t) (3.1) 
k=O 
Where 
ak - data symbol modulating the kth sub-carrier 
CfJk(t) - modulation signal at the kth sub-carrier 
set) - multicarrier modulated signal 
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<poet) 
I-----i. s( t) 
Figure 3-2: Process of Generating the Multicarrier Modulation 
In a multicarrier system, a deep fade in the channel can only affect a small percentage of the sub-
carriers and these erroneous sub-carriers can be corrected by using a powerful error control 
coding. On the other hand, in the conventional single carrier system, the symbols are sequentially 
transmitted with each data symbol occupying the entire bandwidth available for transmission. 
Thus, a deep fade in the channel can cause the entire link of a single carrier system to fail 
I HARAO~ I. Moreover, the multicarrier transmission makes the resulting symbol duration 
relatively larger than the multipath excess delay spread and this solves the inherent Inter Symbol 
Interference problem encountered in high-rate single carrier systems. Using the non-overlapping 
sub-carriers in frequency domain (frequency limited pulse) leads to poor spectral efficiency and 
thus, it is not attractive to use multi-carrier transmission as a solution to the multipath self-
interference problem This is solved by OFDM, where the orthogonality of sub-carriers allows 
overlapping sub-channels without causing harmful Inter-Channel Interference (ICI) I RAMJOOj. 
3.2.2 OFDM Characteristics 
00000000 ~ 
(a) Frequency (flfftIISj I I Sav;ng orBandw;dlh I ~. ·1. 
(b) Frequency 
Figure 3-3: Concept of OFDM signal: (a) Conventional multicarrier technique, and (b) orthogonal 
multicarrier technique 
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As explained in section 3,2,1, OFDM is a special form of the multi carrier modulation technique 
which employs spectrally overlapping sub-carriers in the frequency domain, Figure 3-3 illustrates 
an OFDM system which uses spectrally overlapping sub-carriers and thus, saves almost 50 % of 
bandwidth. 
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Figure 3-4: Overlapping spectrum of an OFDM signal for Number of Sub-carriers = 4 
Since the sub-carrier waveforms are restricted in the time domain, the spectrum of individual sub-
carriers is a 'sinc' function in the frequency domain, illustrated in Fig.ure 3--1-, Moreover, the 
spectrum does not cause any interference at the carrier locations due to its orthogonal nature. 
Figure 3-...J. also demonstrates how frequency synchronization is crucial for OFDM systems. In the 
absence of very accurate carrier synchronization, sub-carriers will not be sampled at their peak 
energy points and this will lead both to collecting interfering energy from adjacent sub-channels, 
and degrading useful signal energies. 
According to 13GPP8921, IMUQU02J, [ZHENOO], there are several flavours of OFDM system 
available, however, this thesis focuses on the Cyclic Prefix (CP) based OFDM, as this has been 
adopted by most OFDM-based terrestrial and satellite standards: IEEE 802, 1 Ia/gln, IEEE 802,16, 
DVB-TIHISH, DAB, Asynchronous Digital ADSL, among others, 
Before describing the complete OFDM signal model, it is necessary to introduce some of the 
terminologies related to OFDM, which we do by following 13GPP892J. 
3.2.3 Useful OFDM Symbol Signal Generation 
The OFDM signal without the CP insertion is called the 'Useful OFDM signal'. The OFDM 
signal is made up of a sum of N complex orthogonal sub-carriers (indexed with 
k = {O,l,2, , ...... , N - 1} ) . each one independently modulated by using complex modulation 
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symbol Xm,k, where m is the time index and k is the sub-carrier index. Thus, within the symbol 
duration T the following signal of the mth OFDM block is formed IJA YA02J: 
N-l 
xm (t) = ~ L Xm,kej2nnf::,[t Bn (t - mT) 
k=O 
(3.2) 
where Bn (t) is a rectangular pulse applied to each sub-carrier IROHL99]. The total continuous 
time signal x(t) consisting of all OFDM blocks is given by: 
00 N-l 
x(t) = ~ "\: "\: X ej2nnf::,[tB (t - mT) VN L L m,k n 
m=O k=O 
(3.3) 
As consecutive OFDM symbols do not overlap, we can consider a single OFDM symbol x(t) 
where (m = 0) , without loss of generality. Moreover, the corresponding discrete time 
representation of the OFDM symbol x(t) can be obtained by appropriate sampling. Since the 
bandwidth of an OFDM signal is B = N 6f, the signal can be completely determined by its 
samples if the sampling time 6t = ~ = N~f' The samples of the signal are written as 
N-l 
X = ~ "\: X ej2nnk/N 
n VNL k , 
k=O 
n = 0,1,2, ... ,N-1. (3.4) 
Furthermore, equation (3.4) describes exactly the N-point Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform 
(IDFT) of the input data Xk , k = 0,1,2, ... , N - 1. Thus, the useful OFDM signal can be generated 
easily by applying the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) to the length-N modulated symbols 
and this will be used in Sections 3.2.5 of the chapter to describe the OFDM system model. 
Similar to the explanation in Section 3.2.1, the multicarrier nature of OFDM provides robustness 
to mUltipath interference incurred by the frequency selective channel. The Ouard Interval (01), in 
the form of CP, which is inserted in between the consecutive OFDM symbols at the transmitter, 
plays a key role in facilitating this robustness. In the next Section, it is elaborated how the CP 
helps to eliminate the Inter-Symbol Interference (lSI) or Inter-Block Interference (IEI) and Inter-
Carrier Interference (ICI). 
3.2.4 Guard Time and Cyclic Prefix 
One of the main properties that makes OFDM an appealing solution is its computational 
efficiency; low complexity equalization especially for high data rate transmissions [ZHENOOI. In 
most OFDM applications, a 01 is inserted between consecutive OFDM base-band signal blocks to 
prevent Inter-Symbol Interference (lSI). This guard time is normally chosen larger than the excess 
delay spread so that multi path components from one symbol do not interfere with the next one. 
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If the guard interval is composed of a 'silent period' in the time-domain, the system will be free 
from lSI due to the sufficient inter-symbol distances. However, the system may suffer from inter-
carrier interference (ICI) causing the sub-carriers to lose orthogonality. Hence, to overcome the 
ICI problem, the OFDM symbol is cyclically extended in the time-domain, so that any sub-carrier 
coming from direct or delayed replicas of the signal will continue to have an integer number of 
cycles within an FFf interval of duration T. This ensures orthogonality among the different sub-
channels as long as the delay remains smaller than the selected guard time [RAMJ()() I. In general, 
this cyclic extension (CE) is implemented in the form of a cyclic prefix (CP) as shown in Figure 
3-.\ where the extended OFDM symbol interval Ts = T + TCE is represented for only three 
separate sub-carriers. 
In baseband processing terms, the CP is attached by copying the Np samples at the end of the 
useful OFDM symbol according to the operation illustrated in Figure 3-6. 
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3.2.5 OFDM Signal Model 
Processing in the 
Frequency Domain 
Processing in the 
Time Domain 
Baseband Signal 
Figure 3-7: OFDM Baseband System Model 
In order to describe the OFDM signal model, a discrete-time baseband signal model, shown in 
Figure 3-7, is used. In the model, it is assumed that the frequency offset estimation and timing is 
recovered perfectly at the receiver. 
In OFDM transmission, a serial data stream u(n) of information bit is first passed through an 
error control encoder and then modulated to generate information symbols denoted as sen). The 
sequence sen) is then grouped into blocks of size K, Si = [si(1),Si(2), ...... ,si(K)], which are 
subsequently processed by an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFf): 
(3.5) 
Where F is the KxK Fast Fourier Transform (FFf) matrix with 
[F]p,q = K- 1/2exp(- j2rrpq/K). 
A cyclic prefix (CP) of length L is then inserted in Xito yield Xi = TCPXi of length (K + L), 
where Tcp = [OLX(K-L)' ILxL ; IKxK ] describes the CP insertion by concatenating the last L rows of 
an K x K identity matrix IKxK ' Thus, the resulting signal following the IFFf and CP insertion can 
be expressed as: 
(3.6) 
Assuming perfect symbol and block synchronization at the receiver, the received signal can be 
expressed as: 
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(3.7) 
Where Vi is additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN) with power (J'z and matrices Hoand HI are 
(K + L) X (K + L) in size with the following structures: 
ho 0 0 0 
H, = [1 
hl . " ~'l ho 0 0 Ho = hl and ... 0 0 hl ho 0 ... 
and h is the channel impulse response with taps values [ho, hI, ...... , hl], l + 1 ::; L. 
At the receiver, the CP is removed prior to FFf processing and this can be expressed by a linear 
transformation matrix: Rcp = [OKXL, IKxK ]. Hence, the received signal at the receiver: 
(3.8) 
Expanding equation (3.8), we have: 
(3.9) 
- H FHF Si + T)i 
Where H is a circulant-matrix which is defined only by the first row; the rest of the rows are 
determined by cyclically shifting the previous ones to the right. In particular, the first row of H is 
[ho, 0,0, .. , ... ,0,0, hl' hl- I , ...... , hI]' Using the algebraic property of circulant matrices, that they 
are diagonalized by pre-multiplication with the DFf and IDFf matrices, respectively, the overall 
system input-output relationship reduces to: 
(3.10) 
Where 1\. = FHFH , is a K X K diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are channel responses at 
corresponding sub-carrier frequencies. It is noted that due to the orthogonality of F the statistics of 
Gaussian noise terms do not change. Equalization can be performed in the frequency domain 
simply by multiplying each element of Si by a correction term which can be determined based on 
the zero-forcing or MMSE criteria, yielding: si(n) = si(n)/ Ann and 
si(n) = si(n)con}(Ann)/IA
nn
I2 + (J'z, respectively. The selection of the design parameters and 
their corresponding impact on the system are addressed in the next section. 
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3.2.6 Impact of OFDM parameters 
In this sub-section, the design criteria on some of the OFDM parameters are briefly exposed, such 
as: Guard Interval, Number of Sub-carriers, and OFDM symbols duration. 
Impact of Guard Interval 
The length of the CP must be designed so that it absorbs the signal energy dispersed by the 
mUltipath channel. Thus by choosing the CP-Iength to be greater than the maximum multipath 
excess delay spread of the channel, the lSI and ICI problems are avoided .Thus the design 
condition is, 
(3.11 ) 
where Tmax is the maximum delay spread which in practice is characterised through channel 
measurement campaigns within the operating physical environment. 
Impact of Symbol Duration 
As stated in the previous Section, the length of the CP should be larger than the delay spread of 
the channel. However the CP introduces information and energy utilisation overheads and thus it 
should be much smaller than the symbol duration in order to obtain the maximum possible 
throughput. Thus, 
(3.12) 
On the other hand, the larger the symbol duration is the more sensitive to fast temporal fading, 
especially if the symbol period is larger than the channel coherence time. Therefore, the inter-
carrier orthogonality is not maintained and the performance in the fast temporal fading will be 
degraded 13GPpg921. In other words, the symbol duration has direct connection with the selection 
of suitable number of sub-carriers. But, the number of sub-carriers, on the other hand, is limited 
by the coherence bandwidth of the channel. 
Impact of Inter-carrier Spacing 
Sub-dividing the bandwidth into a large number of individual sub-bands makes the bandwidth of 
these sub-channels smaller relative to the overall bandwidth. With sufficient number of sub-
carriers, the inter-carrier spacing can be made much narrower than the coherence bandwidth of the 
channel. Due to the inverse proportional relationship between the coherence bandwidth and the 
excess delay spread of the channel, the inter-carrier spacing is generally designed such that: 
1 
t::.[« -
T 
(3.13) 
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In this case, the channel is converted into a number of flat fading channels and the individual 
fading on each sub-carrier is modelled as a constant complex gain. Furthermore, the channel 
equalization is performed simply by dividing received data with the corresponding fading 
coefficients of the particular FIT grid [3GPP8921, IF AZE031. 
Therefore, for any realization a trade-off between the number of FIT points, the sensitivity to the 
Doppler and the rate losses due to the CP has to be found I FAZE031. 
Having provided a short description of the principles of OFDM, the next sub-section will discuss 
the advantages and drawbacks of OFDM when employed in real communication systems. 
3.2.7 Advantages and Drawbacks of OFDM 
According to I FAzr::o:3J, IRAMJOOJ, IIIARA03 I, some of the strong motivations behind OFDM 
for its increasing popularity, especially in high data rate systems, are as follows: 
• Simple digital implementation is possible by using the FFT operations. However, OFDM 
was not used some time due to the high complexity associated in realizing it in practical 
systems. Due to subsequent advances in digital signal processing, the implementation of 
OFDM systems has now become a very easy task. 
• By providing sufficiently large CP and thereby avoiding the lSI and ICI, a low 
complexity receiver is possible. This feature of OFDM is significant in comparison with 
the other candidates especially for high data rate systems. 
• High spectral efficiency due to nearly rectangular spectrum for large number of sub-
carriers and due to the overlapped nature in the frequency domain. 
• Having the Channel State Information at the transmitter, individual sub-carriers can be 
adaptively employed via differently modulated symbols according to the transmission 
conditions. 
In spite of the aforementioned attractive features of OFDM, it also has some drawbacks which are 
briefly listed below: 
• OFDM systems exhibit high Peak-to-A verage Power Ratio (PAPR), as a consequence of 
independently modulated sub-carriers, and therefore, require highly linear power 
amplifier at the analogue front end of the transmitter. 
• Although the guard interval plays the main role in realizing a low complexity receiver for 
OFDM systems, it causes loss in spectral efficiency. 
• Due to the multicarrier nature of OFDM, it is more sensitive to Doppler offsets than the 
single carrier modulated systems. Thus, very accurate frequency synchronization is 
required. 
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Timing synchronization is important to locate the FIT windowing operation . 
Coding techniques are extremely important for OFDM to realize the frequency diversity 
of OFDM systems. Otherwise, the system performance will be dictated by the deeply 
faded sub-carriers in the OFDM system IZHENOOj. 
All of the aforementioned disadvantages of OFDM are common to both terrestrial-based and 
satellite-based systems. There are several approaches to be found in the literature which mitigate 
these effects for terrestrial systems. However, these approaches are not directly applicable to 
satellite- based systems due, in particular, to its architectural differences. For example, the 
onboard high power amplifier and the modulator are not physically co-located, as in terrestrial 
system architecture. This introduces a complication, for instance, in the design of digital amplifier 
linearization techniques, which need to have access to the amplifier's output in order to train their 
linearization parameters. 
This thesis mainly focuses on the first drawback and deals with the possible compensation 
approaches when employing OFDM in the satellite environment with a non-linear on-board 
amplifier. The rest of the thesis assumes that the considered satellite system is ideally 
compensated against the other drawbacks listed above. 
3.3 Non-Linearity Effects of Power Amplifiers and compensation 
techniques 
3.3.1 Power Amplifiers (PA) 
Power Amplifiers (PA) are a crucial component, particularly in satellite communication systems, 
which are power-limited and every dB of amplifier gain can have a large impact on the system's 
capacity. However, due to their non-linear characteristics, they cause severe non-linear 
distortions to signals; particularly those whose instantaneous power fluctuations come close to the 
PA's saturation power level. Even a small amount of non-linear distortion can lead to undesirable 
spectral re-growth and in-band distortion. The spectral re-growth causes Adjacent Channel 
Interference (AeI), whereas the in-band distortion increases the Bit Error Rate (BER) 
performance of the system. In order to keep the ACI within acceptable limits, the regulatory 
bodies impose stringent spectral masks on the transmitted signals [DANf08], ICHEN991. 
In general, the PA's instantaneous nonlinearity characteristics are represented using amplitude 
distortion (AM-AM characteristics) and phase distortion (AM-PM characteristics). Figure 3-1' and 
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3-9 illustrate the measured AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics2 respectively of an S-band on-
board TWT A. There are three different P A operation regions which can be seen from these 
figures: a linear region where the output signal is simply a scaled version of the input signal, a 
non-linear region or compression region where the PA's gain decreases, and a saturation region 
where the output signal reaches maximum [CHEN99J. Operating the HPA in the saturation region 
provides highest power efficiency [COST991, [CrON061, but has other disadvantages. 
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Figure 3-8: S-band TWTA AM-AM Characteristics [CIO],;06] 
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Figure 3-9: S-band TWTA AM-PM Characteristics rCION06] 
10 
2 The TWT A characteristics were obtained within the EU FP6 MAESTRO project (see 
ICION(51) 
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Furthermore, in literature, the PAs are often assumed to have no memory effects on the input 
signal. In other words, it is assumed that the PA's output only depends on the PA's present input, 
exhibiting static nonlinear characteristics (both AM-AM and AM-PM) and therefore, it is 
generally termed as a memory-less PA. 
However, this assumption tends to be unrealistic for signals with wider bandwidth. The PA begins 
to exhibit memory effects, which can be explained both from a time-domain and frequency 
domain perspective. In the time domain, the PA's output will not only be decided by the PA's 
present input signal but also by the PA's past input signals depending on the memory level. While 
in the frequency domain, the memory effect will be reflected by frequency dependency on the 
non-linear characteristics of the PA. There are several system models that have been considered in 
the literature for investigating the memory effects of PA's eg: Volterra series model [CHAN951, 
Hammerstein model! DINCi04i, memory-polynomial mode11DING04j, I KIMJOI]. The symptoms 
of the memory effect in the non-linear PA include: (i) scattering or hysteresis of the AM-AM and 
AM-PM curves, (ii) asymmetry in the inter-modulation distortion (IMD) products; (iii) IMD 
variation as a function of tone spacing in a two-tone test [HYUN03]. 
According to I MOHA041, the amplifiers with relatively wide modulation bandwidth (baseband), 
such as applications requiring more than 20 MHz, start to heavily suffer from memory effects. 
Due to this fact, the thesis concentrates on the memory-less power amplifier models, as shown in 
Figure :1-8 and 3-9, for investigating the non-linear distortion of OFDM signals. 
3.3.2 Non-Linear Distortion on OFDM signals 
As discussed in section 3.2.7, an important drawback of OFDM is its high envelope fluctuation 
due to the IFFf processing at the transmitter; resulting from a large number of independently 
modulated sub-carriers IIJUW99j. The random distribution of the OFDM signal's envelope 
results in the amplifier being driven in an uncontrolled way in all of its operating regions, 
including the compression region, which is highly non-linear. Consequently, OFDM signals are 
more vulnerable to amplifier non-linear distortions, relative to more traditional single carrier 
transmission systems. 
Due to this multicarrier nature of the OFDM signal, the TWT A introduces severe inter-
modulation distortion (IMD). The inter-modulation frequency components falling in-and out-of-
bands are then associated with signal error probability degradation and signal spreading, 
respectively rCOST99 j, I SANT981. F:igure 3-10 shows a typical example for the spectral 
spreading effect of the OFDM signal with 64 sub-carriers, when it is passed through the non-
linear TWT A characteristics represented by Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9. In addition to the spectral 
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spreading effect, there will also be in-band distortion which will increase the BER perfonnance of 
the system. 
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Figure 3-10: Spectral Growth caused by the TWTA 
In order to avoid these degradations, a straight forward option would be to incorporate a TWT A 
with larger linear range or higher maximum output rating in systems employing OFDM 
modulations. However, such an amplifier leads to a less power efficient communication system. 
Furthermore, building such a TWTA with maximum power rating is very expensive and therefore, 
the cost of the system can rise sharply which is affected not only by the TWT A itself but also by 
some TWTA associated components such as heat sinks, fans etc. IDANI081. 
Therefore, it is essential to consider alternative approaches for compensating the non-linear 
distortion introduced by the TWT A on OFDM signals. The next sub-section introduces various 
techniques, in particular for OFDM systems, for compensating the non-linear distortion. 
3.3.3 Compensation Techniques 
In order to obtain a power efficient system with tolerable level of BER and out-of band emissions, 
the non-linear distortion of the TWT A must be mitigated in some manner and thus allow the 
TWT A to be operated close to saturation. To achieve this goal, there are different approaches 
available in the literature which provides compensation at the transmitter I KENJ02j, [KA TZ() II, 
I SEUN05j or at the receiver IQUAC93j, I CHEN03]. For the case of transmitter based 
compensation, the signal to be transmitted is modified prior to its transmission through the TWT A 
and therefore, mitigates the effect of both in-band distortion and out-of band distortion. On the 
other hand, in the receiver based compensation, only the in-band distortion can be mitigated and it 
is still necessary to operate the power amplifier in a region which creates interference falling 
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within acceptable spectral mask requirements imposed by regulation. Therefore, only the 
transmitter based approaches are investigated in this thesis. 
In the literature, several transmitter-based mitigation techniques have been proposed for OFDM 
based systems and they can be further grouped into three different main classes, namely: Power 
back-off method IKENI02], PAPR Reduction Methods ISEUN())\, [MULL97], lXIAOt)g] and 
Amplifier Linearization Methods [KATZOII, IKENI02]. 
In the following sections Power back-off method, PAPR Reduction Method and Amplifier 
Linearization Methods are introduced, and the related literature is also reviewed. 
3.4 Power Back-Off 
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Figure 3-11: Definition of IBO and OBO 
According to this approach, the input signal is attenuated (,backed-off') to ensure the amplifier 
operates in the linear region and therefore, the non-linear distortion of the HPA will be reduced by 
the amount of back-off level which is measured using the two quantities such as: Input Back-Off 
(IBO) and Output Back-Off (OBO). They are defined as I COST')') I: 
IBO = 10 log Pmax,in [dB] and 10 0'2 
X 
aBO = 10 IOg10 Pma~out [dB] 
O'y 
(3.14) 
where Pmax,in and Pmax,out are the input and output saturation powers and a; and a; are the 
average power of the input and output signals. Either IBO or aBO can be used to specify the PA 
operating point. aBO is useful to quantify how much output power the amplifier generates 
compared with the maximum available power. Fig,urc J-I I illustrates the definition of I BO and 
a B a parameters, 
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On the other hand, using back-off to mitigate the non-linear distortion comes at the expense of 
decreased power efficiency. Traditionally the optimal back-off level is obtained at the point where 
the Carrier over Noise plus Inter-modulation power (C/(N+Intermodulation» is maximised, as 
shown in Figure 3-12, although this optimal point needs also to satisfy the out-of-band emission 
constraints. 
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Figure 3-12: Design of optimal Back-off point 
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Figure 3-13: Effect different input back-off (IBO) on the spectral re-growth of the output signal 
l:ipm: ,;-13 shows the spectral spreading of the OPDM signal, with 64 subcarriers, for different 
180 level. It is observed that larger 180 levels are required to reduce the spectral spreading of the 
output signal. As explained in Figure 3-1 I, the larger 180 level will reduce the output power at 
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the TWT A output and thereby, cause a significant reduction in the power efficiency of the system. 
Due to these reasons, the larger 180 is not an attractive option for satellite based systems due to 
its inherent power limitation by the on-board power sources I SANT98]. 
In order to minimise the required back-off level, in order to achieve reasonable power efficiency, 
and at the same time satisfy the spectral mask constraints, other compensation approaches must be 
incorporated with the system design. The next section describes the different schemes proposed 
in the literature for P APR reduction method and amplifier linearization technique. 
3.5 P APR Reduction Method 
As already explained a significant disadvantage associated with the OFDM signal is its large 
envelope fluctuation, and this is usually measured using the Peak-to-A verage Power Ratio 
(PAPR) of the signal. Looking at the IFFf operation at the transmitter, we see that xm is 
generated as : 
(3.15) 
where F is the N x N Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) matrix with [F]p,q = (Jiv) exp( - j2rrpqj N). 
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Figure 3-14: PAPR CCDFs for Number of Sub-carriers= 64,128,256,512. 
The elements of Xm are independently generated random variable resulting from the information 
data modulated into QPSK or other constellations. The IFFf operation is simply a linear 
combination of N - frequency domain samples, which form N time domain samples. From the 
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Central-Limit Theorem (eLT), a linear combination of independent zero-mean random variables 
can be approximated to a zero mean Gaussian distribution as the number of random variable goes 
to infinity. Similarly, with the large number of N in typical OFDM systems, the magnitudes of the 
complex time-domain samples can be approximately modelled as Rayleigh random variables. 
Consequently, with some non-negligible probability the magnitudes of the time-domain samples 
will be 'entering' the saturation and compression region of the amplifier. Figure 3-14 shows the 
PAPR distribution of OFDM signal for different number of sub-carriers ITELL99!. 
3.S.1.1 Mathematical Definition of PAPR 
In order to quantify the envelope fluctuation of an OFDM signal, the most popular envelope 
variation metric, Peak-to-A verage Power Ratio (PAPR), is used throughout this thesis. This is 
evaluated from the ratio between the maximum instantaneous power and the average power of the 
signal. In some literature, PAPR is related to another parameter called Crest Factor (CF) 
according to the following relationship ISEUN051: 
CF = -JPAPR (3.16) 
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Figure 3-15: Oversampled (L=4) time domain signal and nyquist-rate sampled signal 
The PAPR of a discrete-time signal x(n), similar to signal xn in equation (3.4), where n is 
discrete-time index, is defined as: 
(3.17) 
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Correspondingly, PAPR of a continuous-time signal x(t) over t E T is defined as: 
PAPR(x(t)) = maXtET(lx(t) 12) 
E [~ItETlx(t) 12dt] (3_18) 
where we assume that xU) is an ideal analog reconstruction of x[n]. In general PAPR(x(t)) ~ 
PAPR(x[n]) ,because analog reconstruction of a signal will result in a peak at least as large as 
the nyquist-rate sampled discrete-time signals, while its average power remains constant 
[TELLO 1]. This fact is demonstrated in I;-igure 3-15, where the linear power of the nyquist-rate 
sampled signal and that of the continuous-time signal are compared and the peak-missing of the 
nyquist sampled signal become obvious. 
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Figure 3-16: Block Diagram of OFDM Transmitter 
Power ~ Amplifier 
On the other hand, the signal that passes through the High Power Amplifier (HPA) is a 
continuous-time (analog) signal and computing this requires a continuous-time Fourier transform 
(CTFT). This is hard to implement with analog components and can only be approximated with 
available digital hardware. Due to this fact, in practice, complex base-band OFDM signals are 
typically generated by using an IDFT as described by the block diagram in Figure 3- J 6 
ITELL99J. Thus, it approximates the PAPR(x(t)) by using an oversampled version of x[n] so 
that for sufficiently large L, PAPR(x[n/ L]) ~ PAPR(x(t)), where x[n/ L] denotes the L-times 
oversampling of signal x[n]. 
Although for large values of L the discrete-time signal will approach to the continuous-time 
signal, an oversampling factor of four is adequate to approximate the continuous-time signal with 
negligible differences ITELLO lJ. Figure 3-17 shows the deviation of the PAPR of x[n/ L] from 
the PAPR of x(t) for different values of L, L E {1,2,4,8}. 
In practice, it is the PAPR of the pass-band signal that determines the non-linear distortion of the 
PA. Thus, if we assume that the complex baseband signal x(t) is transmitted by modulating the 
signal onto a carrier frequency fe. The resulting pass-band signal is given by I PRO-\\):" I: 
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XPB(t) = ~{x(t)ej2rrfct} 
(3.19) 
= X/(t)cos(2rrfet) - xQ(t)sin(2rrfc t ) 
Where x/(t) and xQ(t) represents the in-phase and quadrature components of x(t). 
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Figure 3-17: CCDF of PAPR for L E {1, 2,4, 8}, N=64 sub-carrier OFDM signal 
When the carrier frequency fc is much greater than the signal bandwidth (i.e. fe » BW ), which is 
the case in most practical systems, the peak magnitudes of the complex-baseband and pass-band 
signals are approximately the same I'rELL.99J,IJA Y A021: 
maX!XPB(t)! ~ max!x(t)! (3.20) 
The average power of the XPB(t) is written as (assuming equal average in-phase and quadrature 
phase components of x(t) [TELL99J,IlA Y A021: 
= E [{x/(t))Zcos22rrfet + {XQ(t)}2sin22rrfe t ] 
~E[!X/(t)!2] + ~E [lxQ(t)1 2 ] 
E[!X(t)!2] 
2 
Combining this result with equation (3.20) and the definition of PAPR, the relationship between 
the complex-baseband PAPR and the pass-band PAPR is: 
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PAPR(xPB(t)) == 2PAPR(x(t)) (3.21) 
Therefore, the pass-band PAPR is roughly 3 dB higher than that of the complex-baseband signal. 
We can therefore gauge the P APR of a pass-band signal by simply analyzing it in the complex 
base band domain. 
3.5.2 P APR Reduction Technique 
There have been a number of methods proposed for reducing the PAPR in OFDM system and the 
literature on them is already quite large. In all of these schemes, the PAPR reduction is achieved 
from the trade-off among the bit-error rate increase, transmit signal power increase, data rate loss, 
computation complexity increase fSEUN051. In the following section, each of these popular 
schemes will be reviewed. 
3.5.2.1 Amplitude Clipping and Filtering 
The amplitude clipping belongs to the simplest technique for reducing the P APR of OFDM signal. 
According to this approach, the peak envelope of the input signal samples is deliberately limited 
by a pre-determined value, according to the following threshold: 
~() f x, Ixi ::; A 
x t = tAej¢(x), Ixl > A (3.22) 
where 0(x) is the phase of x. Since larger peaks occur with low probability, clipping could be an 
effective technique for P APR reduction. However, clipping is a non-linear process and can cause 
significant in-band and out-of-band distortion. The in-band distortion degrades the bit-error rate 
(BER) performance of the system whereas the out-of-band distortion reduces the spectral 
efficiency by producing spectral re-growth. Filtering after clipping can reduce the out-of-band 
distortion but may tend to cause some peak re-growth so that the resulting signal after clipping 
and filtering will exceed the clipping level at some points IXIA09X I. The repeated clipping and 
filtering approach was proposed in [ARMS021 in order to reduce the overall peak re-growth. But, 
in general, this approach takes many iterations to reach a desired amplitude level I SEUN051. 
Due to the adverse effects introduced on the signal spectrum, the clipping technique (also known 
as distortion technique) is not generally favoured and the search for distortion-less techniques to 
reduce the PAPR was needed. 
3.5.2.2 Selected Mapping (SLM) 
In the SLM technique, the transmitter produces a set of sufficiently different candidate data 
blocks, all representing the same information as the original data block. Among these candidate 
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blocks, the most favourable block, in terms of PAPR, is selected for transmission. Figure .3-18 
shows the block diagram of SLM technique IBAUM961. 
As shown in Figure 3-18, each data block is multiplied by U different phase sequences, each of 
length N, B(u) = [bu,o, bU,l, .......... , bu,N-d, u = 1,2, ........ , U. This results in U modified data 
blocks. The modified data block for the uth phase sequence is given by: 
(3.23) 
TOFT f--x(1) 
X (2),., 
TOFT r-X (2) 
choose 
Data Serial to 
Source ~ Parallel I-Conversion 
one 
X with x .... 
Min. 
PAPR 
X(U)~' TOFT f--x(U) 
Figure 3-18: A block diagram of the SLM technique [SEUNOS] 
Having modified the data block using the sequence, the multicarrier signal becomes [SEUN05]: 
N-l 
x(u)(t) = ~ '" X b e j2rrnt,ft {N L n u,n , 
n=O 
o :::; t < NT, u = 1,2, ...... , U (3.24) 
Finally, the data block which shows lowest PAPR will be selected for transmission. The technique 
requires a bank of IFFTs at the transmitter and therefore introduces U - times more complexity 
when compared with the conventional OFDM system IBAUM961. 
At the receiver, the information about the selected phase sequence must be available in order to 
correctly recover the transmitted data. This is achieved simply by transmitting this information as 
side information to the receiver. Using this knowledge, a return operation is performed at the 
receiver to recover the original information. Thus, the conventional OFDM receiver needs to be 
modified in order to accommodate SLM into the system and is therefore not advisable for systems 
which strongly restrict further modification to the available receivers I BAUM961, ISl:::UNOS I. 
3.5.2.3 Partial Transmit Sequence (PTS) 
In the PTS technique, an input data block of length N symbols is partitioned into several disjoint 
sub-blocks. The subcarriers within a sub-block are weighted by a phase factor, which is specific to 
this particular sub-block and they are, in practice, chosen to take discrete values. These phase 
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factors should be optimised in order to minimize the PAPR of the combined signal. Figure 3-19 
depicts the block diagram of the PTS technique I MULL971. 
In the conventional PTS technique, the input block X is partitioned into M disjoint sub-
blocks Xm = [Xm.o, Xm.v .. · .. · ..... , Xm.N-If,m = l,Z, '" ... , M, such that L~=I Xm = X . These 
are called partial transmit sequences (PTS). They are multiplied by a set of complex phase 
factors b = e jqJm , m , 
b I 
-XI IDFT I Y , 
A b2 
-X2 IDFT I 
-0 , 
All- b3 
Serial to ~ IDFT J Data Partition into \( , X(b ~ Parallel --+ I A Source Sub-blocks I I + -j. Conversion I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I bM 
I-XM IDFT I ~ ,1"", 
l Optimization for b I 
Figure 3-19: A block diagram of PTS technique [SEUN05] 
m = l,Z, ........... , M and then the resulting sequences are combined. The set of phase factors are 
denoted by b = [bl , bz, ... '" ... , bM F. The combined time domain signal is given by: 
M 
x(b) = I bm·xm (3.25) 
m=1 
where x(b) = [xO(b),XI(b), ... ..... 'XNL-I(b)F. The optimization problem is to find the set of 
phase factors which minimizes the P APR, which can be formulated as [SEUNOS J: 
(3.26) 
Moreover, the PAPR reduction performance can be further increased with greater number of sub-
blocks; however, the complexity of the exhaustive search in determining the phase factors 
producing lowest P APR is higher. In addition, similar to the SLM technique, the PTS technique 
also requires the transmission of transmitter side information to the receiver in order to correctly 
recover the original information. Consequently, conventional OFDM receivers must undergo 
modifications I MULL97j, ! SEUNOSI. 
3.5.2.4 Coding 
Coding schemes are another distortion-less approach for reducing the PAPR of OFDM signals, 
and some coding techniques are similar to the phase optimization methods mentioned above. In a 
more general sense, all distortion-less PAPR reduction methods could be classified as coding 
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schemes, where some 'codeword' of reduced PAPR is transmitted for any given symbol vector 
Xm [SEUN05]. In [JONE941, the block codes were used to reduce the PAPR of OFDM systems. 
According to this approach, the original data sequence is mapped onto a longer sequence with 
lower PAPR in the corresponding OFDM signal. In addition, it can also provide additional 
advantage in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) performance due to the error correction capability of 
the codes. However, the main problem is that the data rate is vastly reduced in order to get good 
PAPR reduction. Furthermore, the trade-off of PAPR, data rate, and coding gain are not very 
attractive. On the other hand, the usefulness of this technique is rather restricted to OFDM 
symbols with higher number of sub-carriers due to the requirement of larger look-up tables. 
More generally, error control coding is used in virtually all OFDM-based communication 
systems, and plays a key role in compensating the performance degradation effects caused by 
non-linear effects (as well as other noise effects). However, classical coding is a receiver-based 
compensation technique, and is thus unsuitable for preventing out-of-band emissions. 
3.5.2.5 Interleaving 
In [JAYAOOJ, an interleaver based approach was proposed for reducing the PAPR of OFDM 
signal. Since highly correlated data blocks have large PAPR, interleaving helps to 'break' this 
correlation. Similar to SLM different interleaving patterns can be applied in parallel and the 
interleaved sequence with the lowest PAPR will be selected for transmission, and the information 
about the selected sequence has to be transmitted to the receiver in order to correctly recover the 
original information signal. As this approach also depends on the transmission of side information 
to the receiver, incorrectly received side information can cause severe system degradation 
fSElfN05]. 
Interleaving is less complex when compared with the original PTS technique, but achieves 
comparable results. Notably, there is no practical limitation to use this technique in conjunction 
with the other PAPR reduction technique. In this way, the combined scheme will further improve 
the PAPR reduction performance IJ A Y AOO I. 
3.5.2.6 Tone Reservation (TR) 
Tone Reservation (TR) was independently proposed by Gatherer and Polley fGATH98] and 
Tellado and Cioffi ITELL991. In this technique, certain subcarriers are reserved for reducing the 
PAPR of OFDM signal, and as such they do not convey any useful information. Figure 3-20 
illustrates the basic operation of TR technique. 
At the transmitter, a peak-cancelling signal c[n] is added with the information carrying signal 
x[n] to reduce the PAPR: 
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x[n] = x[n] + e[n] (3.27) 
Since the sub-carriers in an OFDM signal are mutually orthogonal, these reserved tones do not 
cause any interference to other sub-carriers, which are exploited for data transmission; thus it is a 
distortion-free technique. i.e. if the indices of the sub-carriers reserved for PAPR reduction 
belongs to 'B, then the indices of the sub-carriers used for data transmission will be 'Bl.. 
o 
~------I 
~--~------~;xo ! 
i i 
I------~' X ' i 2! 
: : 
: : N-FFT N -I FFT ~t+-+7'--\-----,------..r , , 
l i 
: : , , 
, , 
, , !.. ______ J 
c[n] 
N -IFFT r-------r""'==''--''-------' 
Figure 3-20: Basic operation of Tone Reservation (TR) Method 
X[k] = { X[k], 
C[k], (3.28) 
The objective of the TR algorithms is to find the optimum peak-cancelling signal C[k], satisfying 
the condition in equation (3.28) , which is dependent on the OFDM symbol. This can be 
formulated as: 
C[k] = ~rgmin [max (Ix[n] + IFFT(C[kJ)12)] 
e[k] kE'B 
(3.29) 
Unlike PTS and SLM techniques, TR technique does not need the transmitter side information at 
the receiver. Despite its many advantages, it slightly reduces the data rate of the system with 
respect to the number of sub-carriers are assigned for PAPR reduction purpose ISEUN05J. 
3.5.2.7 Tone Injection (TI) 
The Tone Injection (TI) technique was originally proposed by Tellado !TELl CJ91 and according to 
this approach the original constellation space is expanded to include S-times as many 
constellation points as the original constellation points. The extra constellation points are 
generated by shifting copies of the original constellation. The basic idea is that a number of tones 
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in the OFDM symbol are modified to reduce PAPR by adding a complex constant C and 
furthermore, receiver will be able to correctly decode the modified tones. 
Assuming M-QAM is used as a modulation scheme and the minimum distance between 
constellation points is d. Then the real and imaginary parts can take values {±d / 2, ±3d / 
2, ... , ±(VM - l)d / 2} where v'M is equal to the number per dimension. For example, consider 
the symbols Xn = d/2 + j 3d/2. Transforming Xn by adding the complex constant C: 
(3.30) 
where Pn and qn are any integer values and selected to reduce the PAPR, while D is a positive 
real number known at the receiver ISEUNOSI. I WA'TTOSJ. 
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Figure 3-21: QPSK eM = 4) constellation extended for Tone Injection (TI) [WA TT051 
The transmitted signal after adding the constant Cis: 
N-l 
~ j2rrnk 
Xk = L (Xn + Pn D + jqnD)e-N - (3.31) 
n=O 
Figure 3-21 illustrates the possible constellation extension for QPSK modulation for applying TI 
method. In I:igure 3-21, the constellation points marked by white circles carry the same 
information and the TI algorithm selects the constellation point that minimizes the PAPR of the 
resulting OFDM signal. Generally these equivalent constellation points are spaced by D = pd{M 
with p ~ 1. Thus, the peak values can be reduced by choosing appropriate Pn' qn and n 
ISLUNU51· 
..+5 
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At the receiver, the complex constant C can be simply removed by performing a modulo-D 
operation on the real and imaginary part of the output of the Frequency Equaliser (FEQ). Thus, 
the only addition to the standard receiver is a modulo-D block to correctly decode the received 
signal and therefore avoid the requirement of transmission of additional information bits as in the 
SLM and PTS techniques IW A TT051. 
Although there is no loss in the data rate of the system, the TI approach is more problematic than 
the Tone Reservation approach since the injected signal occupies the same frequency band as the 
information bearing signal. In addition to this, the TI technique also increases the average power 
of the transmitter signal very much due to the newly injected signal I SEUN05j. 
3.5.2.8 Active Constellation Extension (ACE) 
I I I + + I I I I I 
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Figure 3-22: Constellation extensions possible in ACE. Plot a) is for QPSK and b) is for 16-QAM. 
Active Constellation Extension (ACE) is similar to the Tone Injection method described in section 
3.5.2.7 but the difference is to how the constellation is expanded. In ACE, some of the outer 
constellation points are dynamically extended towards the outside of the original constellation 
such that the PAPR of the OFDM symbols is reduced. Figure 3-22 illustrates the constellation 
extension possible in ACE for QPSK and 16-QAM constellation plane. Extending only the outer 
constellation points without altering the maximum likelihood region increases the noise margin 
between the constellation points and thereby, tends to slightly decrease the BER performance of 
the system I KRON031. Moreover, these modifications increase the transmit signal power of the 
data block and the usefulness of the scheme is rather restricted to modulation with larger 
constellation size IS!'.UN05]. 
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Amongst the reviewed techniques, Tone Reservation (TR) was identified as the most suitable 
class of PAPR reduction technique, for mitigating the effects of the TWT A in the mobile satellite 
environment. This selection was based on the following competitive features of this technique: 
• 
• 
• 
In the TR technique, the inserted pilot symbols in the transmitter are simply discarded at 
the receiver. In other words, no side information is required at the receiver. Thus, it leads 
a minimum impact on the receiver side. 
It requires minimal modifications to existing standards and systems, since the P APR 
reducing pilots can simply substitute a small number of the tail-zero sub-carriers that are 
typically specified in practical OFDM systems. 
It is also suitable for a SC-FDMA system which has recently been proposed in the 3GPP 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) as an attractive return link candidate. 
3.6 Amplifier Linearization Techniques 
This section provides an overview of the different types of linearization approaches that have 
been proposed in the literature. Main emphasis is given to digital linearization techniques, and in 
particular digital pre-distortion, since they offer a more cost-effective solution relative to analogue 
ones, mainly due to their efficient baseband implementation, and also their higher flexibility in 
adapting to drifts in the amplifier's characteristics, over time, temperature and frequency 
(channel) IANDR96], IQIUJOSI, [WOOY07j. 
3.6.1 Feed-forward Linearizer 
Feed-forward amplifier linearization I COS KOJj is an RF-Ievel technique, whose principle is 
illustrated in }:igure 3-2:). A typical feed-forward system involves two cancellation loops: signal 
cancellation loop and error cancellation loop. The purpose of the signal cancellation loop is to 
suppress the reference signal form the main power amplifier output signal, leaving only the 
amplifier distortion, both linear and non-linear, in the error signal. The error signal is then 
amplified by an auxiliary amplifier and subtracted from the delayed distorted output of the 
amplifier. The resulting signal is (in principle) distortion free. The auxiliary amplifier only needs 
to amplify the distortion products and it can therefore be operated at the more linear regions of the 
device. Furthermore, the feed-forward configuration makes the scheme unconditionally stable, 
and it is also effective over large signal bandwidths. Disadvantages of the feed-forward linearizer 
are such as poor overall power efficiency and complex implementation for adaptive tracking when 
component behaviour changes I BOU~'1041· 
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Figure 3-23: Feed-forward Linearizer 
As far as the linearization of the onboard amplifier is concerned, the feed-forward structure does 
not appear to offer an attractive option, since it would have to be part of the payload (leading to 
higher complexity, mass and power consumption), 
3.6.2 Other (two amplifier based) RF Linearization Techniques 
3.6.2.1 Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER) 
signal 
separation S~( t) 
AF amplifier 
..... 
Figure 3-24: EER principle 
The principle of the EER technique I YANG021, [QIUJ05j is illustrated in Figure .~-2.f, The 
modulated signal: sCt) = ACt) cos(wct + (lICt)) is split into two components: the baseband 
envelope component S1 Ct) = ACt) and a constant envelope phase modulated RF component 
S2Ct) = cos(wct + (lICt)). The constant envelope RF component is then amplified by the non-
linear amplifier, whose power supply is modulated with the baseband signal S1 (t), amplified by 
an efficient low frequency amplifier. 
The EER technique is characterized by good linearity and efficiency, and also simplicity of 
implementation. On the other hand it is sensitive to timing mismatching between the amplitude 
and phase component. 
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3.6.2.2 Linear amplification using Nonlinear Components (LINC) 
The LINC ICOXC741, II-IETZ911, ILANG991 technique relies on two equal gain high power 
amplifiers (usually a power efficient class C amplifier is used), as illustrated in Figure 3-2:\ 
Similarly to EER, the modulated signal is fed to a signal separation unit, but this time the input 
signal set) = vct) cos( wet + 0(t)) is separated into two constant amplitude phase-modulated 
signals: Sl (t) = V cos( wet + <p(t)) and s2 (t) = V cos( wet + a(t)), where <pet) = 0(t) + aCt) 
and aCt) = 0(t) - aCt).Thus, as the EER technique, this configuration achieves driving the 
amplifiers with constant envelope signals. After addition the output signal is given as: SlCt) + 
( ) Vet) S2(t) = 2s(t), where cos aCt) = v' So V can be chosen so that !VI ~ max(!V(t) I) = Vmax · 
So setting V = Vmax we have aCt) = cos- 1 (vet)). Vmax 
Component 1\' 
G 
'I on-linear Output Signal Input S iglWI 
ScIJluator A m~lifier~ 
G 
Figure 3-25: LINC principle 
In practice it is difficult to implement the inverse cosine function with analogue components and a 
baseband DSP implementation is preferred. LINC is also sensitive to mismatches between the two 
paths, in terms of I-Q imbalance in up-conversion and the amplifier characteristics. 
3.6.2.3 Combined Analogue-Locked Loop Universal Modulator (CALLUM) 
Figure 3-26: CALLUM basic architecture 
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CALLUM l BATE921, I J EN N99 j is an evolution of the LINC technique, and the basic 
architecture is shown in Figure 3-26. Again, similar to LINC, the objective of the circuit is to 
drive the high power (non-linear) amplifiers with constant envelope signals, and the (amplified) 
time varying waveform is generated by the combination of the amplifiers' outputs. The CALLUM 
architecture provides a relatively easy way for generating the constant envelope signals. As it is 
shown in Figure 3-26, differential amplifiers subtract the I and Q branches of the input signal 
from the corresponding down-converted outputs of the overall system. The error signals are then 
used to control voltage control oscillators (in each path), whose outputs then drive the high power 
amplifiers. It is noted that CALLUM is a type of feedback linearization technique, as these are 
described next. 
3.6.3 Feedback Linearization 
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Figure 3-27: Generic structure of feedback Iinearizer 
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Figure 3-28: Architecture of Cartesian Feedback Linearizer 
The principle of feedback linearization is illustrated figure 3-27. The output of the non-linear 
amplifier is attenuated and subtracted from the input signal, so that the amplifier is driven by an 
error signal. It is easy to show that the closed loop gain is Gc = G /(1 + PG), where G is the gain 
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of the non-linear amplifier. Therefore the feedback structure results m a reduction of the 
amplifier's gain, but it also attenuates the distortion products by a factor of 1/(1 + f3C) 
IKENN981. A direct (RF) level implementation of the feedback linearizer is mainly applied to 
audio amplifiers I QIUJOS l. 
Feedback linearization of RF amplifiers is usually performed using a baseband variation, known 
as Cartesian feedback linearizer I PETR841. The baseband implementation makes the feedback 
loop more robust to delay mismatches. I;'igure 3-2g shows the generic structure of the Cartesian 
feedback structure. It is observed that the error signal is generated at baseband, by subtracting the 
feedback attenuated and demodulated signal from the baseband input signal. Synchronization 
between the feed-forward and feedback branches is achieved through the local oscillator (LO) at 
the modulator/demodulator unit. Implementation issues (effects of phase misalignment) and 
descriptions of fully integrated Cartesian feedback linearizers are reported in I PI PI05!, 
IDOWSC)J1.IDOWSU4j. 
3.6.4 Pre-distortion 
As the name implies, pre-distortion consists of distorting the transmit signal, prior to 
amplification, according to a non-linear function that exhibits inverse transfer characteristics, to 
those of the amplifier. The combination of the two non-linear responses results into a linearized 
overall response. Depending on the position of the pre-distortion unit in the transmitter, two main 
categorizations can be made I ANDRt)61: 
• Analogue IF/RF pre-distortion 
• Digital Baseband pre-distortion 
Pre-distortion techniques are further categorized as adaptive or non-adaptive, depending on their 
ability to adapt their response to changes in the amplifier's characteristics, which occur due to 
temperature variations, aging and possibly also due to channel switching IANDR96l. 
PA 
Figure 3-29: Cubic Analogue Pre-distorter 
Analogue pre-distortion linearizers have the advantage of being small and inexpensive, but 
because of the accuracy to which the non-linear functions may be realized with analogue 
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components, they generally focus on the reduction of (only) third-order inter-modulation 
products. The non-linearity is typically modeled as a cubic function of the input signal, as 
illustrated in Figure 3-29 I MORR03]. In this configuration the input signal is split into a direct 
path that attenuates and delays the input signal, and a cubic non-linearity branch, which also 
includes voltage controlled amplitude and phase adjustments in order to achieve the desired non-
linear response. The lower branch also includes a buffer amplifier in order to compensate the 
significant attenuation introduced by the cubic element. Experimentation results reported in 
[MORR(3), showed that the cubic pre-distorter suppressed the 3rd order inter-modulation products 
by 18dB with a carrier frequency of 900MHz. However the technique, not only fails to suppress 
5th order products, but on the contrary enhances them. 
The deficiency of the 3rd order pre-distorter is addressed by the higher order non-linearity pre-
distorter (with adjustable coefficients) that is reported in [YIYAOOj, IY ANG02], whereas an 
efficient implementation of higher order non-linearities is proposed in [QIUJ05 j. Analogue pre-
distortion linearizers that rely on a "curve-fit" of the amplifier distortion characteristic have also 
been used to compensate higher order distortion, but this approach is inherently dependent on the 
particular amplifier for which the linearizer is designed [KENN981. 
The design of fully analogue adaptive pre-distorters is a challenging task, and adaptation is 
commonly accommodated within a hybrid analogue-digital solution (analogue pre-distorter, with 
digitally optimized parameters). For example, IBERN971 reviews different (digital) optimization 
approaches (e.g. based on MMSE criterion), for determining the amplitude and phase parameters 
in 3rd and 5th order pre-distorters. In IGHAD941 the AM/AM and AMIPM characteristics of the 
pre-distorter are implemented using polynomial functions, whose coefficients are optimized 
digitally with a recursive least squares algorithm. Another common approach for adapting the pre-
distorter parameters, is based on minimizing the measured out of band interference, as it was 
originally proposed in [ST'AP92I. Again digital level processing has to be performed in order to 
optimize the polynomial function coefficients for the analogue circuit. A fully analogue 
adaptation circuit, that tries to minimize the inter-modulation products, has been reported in 
[PARKOOI. 
Analogue pre-distortion techniques can provide a cost-effective solution for linearizing the on-
board TWT A, although the cost benefits of the analogue implementation are compromised if an 
adaptive implementation is required. In the recent years digital pre-distortion has been gaining in 
popularity (relative to analogue pre-distortion), mainly because of the rapid advancements in 
DSPs, FPGAs and ASICs, which allow cost effective implementations. Moreover digital pre-
distortion techniques are intrinsically easier to be made adaptive [WOOY071. In the next section 
digital pre-distortion is discussed in more detail. 
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3.6.5 Digital Pre-distortion 
There are two main types of digital pre-distortion techniques I ANDR9() J: 
• 
• 
Data Pre-distorters are implemented at baseband, before the shaping filter and they 
essentially compensate for the deformation of the constellation diagram, caused by the 
amplifier. They are simpler to implement (relative to signal pre-distorters), but they are 
not effective in eliminating adjacent channel interference. Moreover they are modulation 
format specific, and thus not suitable for random signals such as those encountered in 
CDMA and OFDM. 
Signal Pre-distorters, are also implemented at baseband, but they are placed after the 
pulse shaping filter and this makes them constellation format independent (and thus 
suitable for CDMA and OFDM signals, and relevant to the investigation in Chapters 6 & 
7). Signal pre-distorters operate on (over-sampled - relative to symbol rate) signal 
samples, which are subjected to a non-linear distortion that is dependent on their 
amplitude level; according to the AMI AM and AMIPM characteristics of the amplifier. 
Further to the classification of digital pre-distorter's, with respect to their position relative to the 
shaping filter, there is another level of categorization related to the generation of the distortion 
parameters. In particular digital pre-distorters are either based on a Look-Up Table (LUT) 
[NAGAR9], addressed for example by the instantaneous signal power, or on some parametric non-
linear function I GIIAD94 J, which is typically a polynomial function of a 2nd or 3rd order. These 
two main types of digital pre-distorters are described in more detail below3. 
3.6.5.1 LUT -based Digital Pre-distortion 
e(x) Re(y) ~Re(Z)+jlm(U ~ (x) Im(Y) V 
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Q:Im 
Hi=[Re(Xl]<t-[Im(Xl]2 ~ LOOK-UP TABLE 
(COMPLEX) 
] LUT[i] 
ADAPTAnON 
.... ALGORITHM 
(SECANT) 
Figure 3-30: Generic Structure of the gain based LUT Pre-distorter 
3 A third type of digital pre-distorters based on neural networks has also been studied recently 
ICHE\VU3j 
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The first LUT -based digital pre-distorter was proposed in [N AGAR9], where two LUTs, one for 
each of the I and Q components of the complex baseband signal, are used for storing scalar 
distortion parameters. The tables are addressed by quantized (according to some precision level) 
samples of the I and Q signal components. The generated distortion parameters are added to the 
original signal sample (which is properly delayed according to the delays involved in the table 
indexing process). In effect each possible complex input is mapped to a unique distorted complex 
output, and thus this type of LUT pre-distorter is commonly referred to as mapping pre-distorter. 
The main drawback of the mapping pre-distorter is the large size of the LUT, which is in the order 
of Megabits for a reasonable level of signal quantization. The large LUT size also results into 
slow adaptation to changes in the amplifier's characteristics. In [NAGA891 an adaptation delays 
of lOs at 16ksymbols/s (2 bits per symbol) was reported using a simplified iteration: 
(3.32) 
where J1. (::; 1) is positive step parameter, ci (m) is the value of the i-th LUT cell at iteration m, 
zen) is a sample at the pre-distorter's output and zPA(n) is the corresponding sample obtained 
from the (demodulated) amplifier's output. 
A much more efficient LUT pre-distorter was proposed in [CAVE90j, where the pre-distorter 
signal is generated by mUltiplying (rather than adding) the original signal sample with the 
complex LUT parameter. In this gain based pre-distorter, the LUT is addressed only by the 
quantized power level of the transmit sample; effectively taking into advantage the dependence of 
the amplitude and phase distortion only on the amplitude of the transmit signal. This approach 
reduces the table size dramatically, since only hundreds of cells are sufficient. In rC/\ YE901 a 
table of about 100 entries was used and this allowed an adaptation delay of 4ms at 16ksymbols/s. 
The generic structure of the gain based LUT pre-distorter is illustrated Figure 3-30. 
In ICA YE90j a LUT adaptation algorithm based on the Secant (root finding) method was 
proposed. An alternative LUT adaptation algorithm, based on the method of successive 
substitution (also a root finding algorithm) was proposed in rCA VE97J. The optimal LUT point 
spacing, with respect to input power level, was studied in ICAVE99], where it was concluded that 
uniform spacing provides the optimal solution. 
3.6.5.2 Polynomial-based Digital Pre-distortion 
The polynomial pre-distorter is similar to the LUT gain pre-distorter, however instead of a table, 
two polynomial functions are used in order to generate the pre-distortion multiplicative parameter; 
one for the amplitude and the other the phase, as it is shown in Figure J-J I IANDR961. The 
smaller number of parameters required to model the non-linearity allow faster adaptations 
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(relative to the LUT pre-distorter), which are typically performed by an LMS or an RLS iteration 
r GIl A I )\)-t,. 
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Figure 3-31: Generic Structure of the Polynomial Pre-distorter 
Amongst the reviewed techniques, digital pre-distortion was identified as the most suitable class 
of linearization technique, for mitigating the effects of the TWTA in the satellite environment. 
This conclusion was based on the following competitive features of digital pre-distortion: 
• 
• 
The digital implementation allows easy and accurate adaptation to changes In the 
amplifier's characteristics, by updating the pre-distortion parameters (LUT entries or 
polynomial coefficients) jWOOY071. 
The pre-distortion unit does not need to be physically co-located with the amplifier, 
allowing remote linearization of the onboard TWT A (by pre-distorting the transmit 
signals at the gateway/terminal). This important feature is difficult to be achieved with 
analogue-RF linearizers. 
• It has reduced implementation complexity and concurrently benefitting from the 
continuous improvements of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) circuitry. Thus a proven 
cost-effective solution [BOUM041. 
3.7 Summary and Conclusions 
The contents of this Chapter can be summarized as follows: 
• A brief introduction to the physical layer of the satellite OFDM air interface was provided 
including a brief description of OFDM system model. 
• One of the major drawbacks of OFDM is its higher PAPR resulting from a large number of 
independently modulated sub-carriers and therefore it is very sensitive to inherently non-
linear on-board amplifier; resulting both in-band distortion and out-of-band distortion. 
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• In order to compensate the non-linear distortion, transmitter based compensation techniques 
were reviewed from the literature, namely: Power back-off, PAPR Reduction Method and 
Amplifier Linearization Methods. 
• Since the power available on-board the satellite systems is limited, back-off method is not an 
attractive option as it comes at the expense of decreased power efficiency of the amplifier. 
• Among the reviewed PAPR Reduction techniques, TR method is most competitive since it 
does not require transmission of additional information and, in addition, causes minimal 
impact on the available OFDM receivers by simply discarding the reserved sub-carriers. 
• Among the reviewed P A linearization techniques, digital pre-distortion technique is most 
competitive because it not only allows easy and accurate adaptation with varying TWTA 
characteristics but also provides a cost effective solution by which it can be located at the 
gateway station. 
The subsequent chapters 4 and 5 are separately dedicated to investigation of Tone Reservation 
(TR) technique and digital pre-distortion technique, respectively, when applied to mobile satellite 
systems employing OFDM air interface. 
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Chapter Four 
4 Gradient Based Tone Reservation Technique for 
PAPR Reduction of OFDM Signals 
4.1 Introduction 
As discussed in chapter 3, a considerable research has already been carried out on various 
techniques for reducing the P APR of OFDM signals. The ultimate goal of this research has been 
to produce specific algorithm implementations, which not only succeed in minimising the 
dynamic range of OFDM signals, but also largely satisfy some additional criteria, namely, 
introducing minimum bandwidth losses, lower rates of average power increase (increase in 
average power moves the signal operating point upwards on the amplifier characteristics, thus 
resulting in degradation of BER performance) and offering minimum implementation complexity 
(even if spectral constraints are to be associated). Taking as a background from among the 
existing methods, the Tone Reservation (TR) method initially proposed by Tellado ITELL991 and 
Gatherer and Polley [GATH9T] is one of the most promising approaches, as indicated by the level 
of attention it has received in the literature. 
Although derived independently, the methods in [TEIJ})91 and IGATI-I97] are very similar and 
use a pre-computed projection of an impulse onto the reserved subcarriers to reduce the 
magnitude of large peaks. Moreover, they exhibit slower convergence when compared with the 
active-set algorithm proposed in I B RIA041, which is the most efficient existing algorithm for TR 
based PAPR reduction for OFDM signals. Since the active-set algorithm can only be applied to 
real problems, r B RIA04] uses the polygon approximation of circles in the complex plane, similar 
to [CHEN87]. Thus, the complexity of the algorithm depends on the chosen polygonal 
approximation. In addition, the computational complexity of the algorithm also depends on the 
maximum number of iterations used; the complexity increases with the number of iterations 
I BR lAO,+ I. In order to avoid the computational complexity associated with the number of 
iterations, the algorithm is usually repeated for smaller number of iterations and thus, the 
performance is significantly reduced. 
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In this chapter, we propose a new gradient-based TR algorithm for creating the peak-cancelling 
signal in the time-domain by utilizing the reserved subcarriers. The algorithm follows a simple 
update rule and hence, exhibits low computational complexity and is thus, suitable for real time 
implementations. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm facilitates a simple incorporation of the 
spectral constraints by limiting the reserved subcarriers' power in the frequency domain with 
negligible computational cost. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is 
significantly smaller than the existing active-set based approach. 
In the remainder of this chapter we first review the fundamental theory and concept behind the TR 
technique. In section 4.3, the analytical problem formulation of the TR technique is described, and 
this is followed by a review of previous research work in the TR technique. In section 4.5, the 
derivation of the proposed algorithm is presented along with the corresponding analytical 
equations. Subsequently, in Section 4.6 the convergence properties of the proposed algorithm are 
discussed in terms of the step size parameter. In Section 4.8, the complexity evaluation of the 
proposed algorithm is compared with the most efficient existing active-set algorithm in IBRIAO"+j. 
In Section 4.9, simulation results are discussed for three different subcarrier locations. The 
simulation results also show the effect of the spectral constraints. In addition, investigation is 
further extended in evaluating the performance of the TR algorithm in the presence of non-linear 
TWT A model. The performance is evaluated for different mos in terms of both the Bit Error 
Rate Performance and the reduction in spectral re-growth. Finally, the chapter concludes with 
summary and conclusions. 
4.2 The Tone Reservation Scheme 
In TR, the PAPR reduction of OFDM signals is essentially achieved through the incorporation of 
an additive 'peak-cancelling' signal. This peak-cancelling signal cm[n] is added to the original 
signal xm [n] such that the resulting signal xm [n] minimizes the effect of troublesome peaks 
associated with the original signal xm[n]. The above process can be formulated as lBRIAO"+I: 
(4.1) 
where m denotes the mth OFDM block and n denotes the time index. Due to the linearity of the 
IFFT operation, we can also represent the additive operation in the discrete-frequency domain as: 
(4.2) 
where k indicates the sub-carrier location in the mth OFDM block. 
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Figure 4-1: Demonstration of Tone Reservation Method 
Equation (4.2) gives the following relation [BRIA04]: 
N-l 
xm[n] = ~ ~ (Xm + Cm)ei2nkn/N ffiL k k 
k=O 
(4.3) 
where the frequency vector em = [Cr, ... , C~-d represents the PAPR reduction signal. The 
above additive PAPR reduction concept is demonstrated in Figure 4-\, where x(t) and eCt) 
represents the continuous-time signal version of xm[n] and em[n], respectively. 
The main objective is to design, based on some constraints, the signal em [n] in order to reduce 
the peak power of a system. Despite being a distortion-less and an effective method for reducing 
the PAPR of the OFDM signal, TR techniques must also fulfil most of the following list of 
desirable properties I'fELL99j, I BRIAO]]: 
• The combined signal xm[n/L] + em[n/L] must show a significant PAPR reduction and 
this can be defined as: 
(4.4) 
It must be noted in the above definition of PAPR that the energy of the peak-cancelling 
signal em [n/ L] is not considered in the average power calculation. This is due to the fact 
that, in practice, it is the peak-power at the input of the HPA that causes the distortion, 
although the problem is extensively known as the PAPR problem. Moreover, the energy 
of the peak-cancelling signal em[n/L] simply reduces the PAPR by inflating the average 
power in the denominator in equation (4.4). In order to avoid this problem and also 
provide a fair comparison the average power of the original data signal is considered. 
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The receiver must be able to efficiently decode the data symbols Xm from the combined 
vector Xm + em without any performance degradation. Moreover, the transmitter should 
not communicate with the receiver for the purpose of transferring any side information. 
Since the transmitter needs to generate the peak-cancelling signal for many OFDM 
signals the technique should be computationally efficient. 
The technique should not prevent the performance improvement obtained via any error 
control coding technique. 
These peak-cancelling signals should not reduce the data throughput significantly. 
It is necessary to easily incorporate the power constraint on the combined signal such as 
the new average power of the signal, E[x[n] + c[nJ] and the peak-power constraint on 
each individual sub-carrier. i.e. IXr + Cr12. 
4.3 Tone Reservation: Problem Formulation 
As explained in Section 3.5.1.1, the oversampled versions of the continuous-time multicarrier 
signal are accurate predictors of the continuous-time P APR. Therefore, all mathematical 
formulation, used in the following sections, will be based on the L-times oversampled version of 
the discrete-time signal xm [n]. At this time, no assumption is made on the value of L unless 
explicitly stated. 
As already mentioned, the main idea behind the tone-reservation based PAPR reduction technique 
is to design an additive signal em[n/L] to form a lower peak-power signal xm[n/L]. Some sub-
carriers in the frequency domain are reserved for the purpose of creating the additive signal 
em [n/ L] . This process can be represented by the following matrix formulation: 
-m xrr err Xo 
-m 
X1/ L 
-m -m -m 
X 2/ L XN / 2- 1 CN / 2- 1 
0 0 
- F -1 
- 1 + F1 - 1 (4.5) 
-m 0 0 Xn/L 
-m -m XN / 2 CN / 2 
-m Xm em 
X(NL-1)/L NLx1 N-1 NLx1 N-1 NLx1 
Where F1 - 1 represents the N L x N L inverse Fast Fourier Transform matrix with elements 
F = ~ej2Trnk/NL. The inclusion of NeL - 1) zeros both in the Xm and em vectors are used for 
In,k ..[N 
interpolating the signal in the discrete-time domain [TELL991. This matrix equation can be 
further simplified by excluding the zero padded portions together with the corresponding columns 
in Fl -1 to result in a simpler equation represented by: 
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(4.6) 
where F-1 is a sub-matrix of Fi 1 formed by selecting its first and last N /2 columns and the 
new matrix has dimensions NL X N. 
A set of pre-defined indices U = {ro, r1l ....... , ru-tl of V elements are reserved in the frequency 
domain for the purpose of reducing the PAPR of the OFDM signal. Since Xm and em do not use 
the same sub-carrier in the frequency domain, we can express them as follows: 
xm + Cm = { c{:'-, 
k k Xm 
k ' 
k EU 
k E U C 
(4.7) 
Since the symbol demodulation at the receiver is done in the frequency domain on a sub-carrier 
by sub-carrier basis, the sub-carrier reserved for the purpose of PAPR reduction can simply be 
discarded at the receiver, while the data bearing sub-carriers can be used to determine the 
transmitted bit stream. 
Given the set U, the tone reservation approach attempts the following optimization problem 
(minimax problem) [BRIAO-+I: 
C* = argminIlF- 1 (Xm + em)lloo 
CEC 
(4.8) 
Where C is the V-dimensional signal space of all possible peak-cancelling signals lying in the set 
of sub-carriers U. 
Alternatively, the optimization problem in equation (4.8) can also be formulated using equation 
(4.6) as; 
4.4 Previous work 
C* = argminllxmll oo 
CEC 
(4.9) 
The idea of utilizing the reserved or unused sub-carriers to design the peak-cancelling signal was 
independently developed by Gatherer and Polley [G;\TH98J and Tellado and Cioffi ITLLL991. 
Both groups proposed a technique which iteratively projects the "peaky" portion of the signal 
onto the reserved sub-carriers. These techniques are very much related in the way they reduce the 
PAPR of the signal and they will be outlined in this section. In addition, in this section, the active 
set approach [BR[AO-+], which is the most efficient existing TR based algorithm for reducing the 
PAPR of OFDM in the literature, will also be outlined. 
Gatherer and Polley [GATH9l-51 jointly developed two algorithms for controlling the clipping of 
the multi-carrier modem; one based on the projection in the transmitter and the other based on the 
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parametric estimation in the receiver. Each of these algorithms can be independently implemented 
either in the transmitter or receiver and operated without the coordination of the far-end modem. 
The first algorithm, Fourier Projection Algorithm (FPA), utilizes a time-domain shaping vector 
generated in the frequency domain for iteratively reducing the peak to average power by adding 
energy to the unused sub-carriers in the transmitter. The second algorithm, the Clipping 
Estimation and Correction (CEC) algorithm, operates in the receiver by estimating the position of 
the time-domain signal at which the clipping occurred. Based on the error amplitude and the 
phase in the frequency domain, the receiver constructs a correction vector to compensate the 
clipping I GA'fH98j. Due to the fact that the receiver based algorithm does not prevent the out-of-
band distortion occurring at the transmitter, only the transmitter based algorithm is discussed here. 
Figure 4-2: Implementation of the projection algorithm [GA TH981 
FPA operates based on the Projection onto Convex Sets (POeS) technique where the peak level 
reduction is achieved by the iterative projections onto a set of convex sets, as shown in 
Fiflure 4-2. Assuming a subspace of complex matrix Sx E [NXM, N > M which maps M-length 
,-
complex data vector D E [M to X by the following relation IGATH98j: 
X=SxD (4.10) 
These convex sets are defined as fGATH981: 
1. The convex set A (SA) consisting of all vectors y E [N such that IIYlloo :::; A for some 
positive constant A. 
2. The convex set B (SB E [NX'U), where 'U = N - M, orthogonal complement of SB = 
si· 
In the frequency domain, 'U subcarriers are reserved for designing the peak-cancelling signal and 
therefore, carrying no information. The data subcarriers are reflected in the vector X. The 
projection of the resulting N -length time domain signal onto the first set can be used as the 
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operation in time domain that clips all samples with magnitude greater than the pre-specified 
level, A. The clipped signal is then projected back onto the second set; projection is done in the 
frequency domain, where only the information carrying sub-carriers are reset to their original 
values. The respective time-domain signal is then projected back onto the first convex set, and the 
entire process will be repeated until both projections yield no change. The POCS algorithm is as 
follows IGATH9XI. 
1. Starting with X, apply IFFf to get the time domain x 
2. Clip x (i.e. project onto SA) . If any element changes value go to step 3. Otherwise, 
return x and terminate. 
3. FFf x and set the data subcarriers back to the original data values in X. IFFf to get the 
new x. 
4. Return to step 2 . 
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Figure 4-3: Decomposition ofthe POCS algorithm [GATH98] 
The complexity order of this algorithm is the order of the FFf processing, O(N log N). By 
utilizing the linearity property associated with the FFfIIFFf processing, a reduced complexity 
algorithm was proposed in IGATJI98]. Moreover, by considering the fact that the signal vector x 
has nearly independent Gaussian elements and therefore, is unlikely to have more than one or two 
clips in any vector. Thus, their effects can be handled independently and combined linearly. Using 
these features, the algorithm can be decomposed by set of pre-processed functions which can be 
completely iterated in the time-domain and thereby eliminates the FFf -IFFf loop in the original 
algorithm. 
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Figure 4-3 illustrates how the decomposition can be accomplished. Considering the first step, in 
which x is clipped to create Xc and c = L~~J aDn-d 
Xc = x + c ( 4.11) 
Taking the FFf on both sides yields X and C. 
( 4.12) 
Where QNXN is N X N discrete Fourier transform matrix. 
Projecting Xc onto the set of used subcarriers $ x gives us X , whereas projecting x onto the set of 
used subcarriers returns x unchanged. Projecting C onto $ B, which effectively zeros out the 
subcarriers used for transmitting data, giving us : 
(4.13) 
Where l sB is the indicator function for $ B' After the projections onto the convex sets, 
transforming the resulting signal back into time-domain: 
(4.14) 
x+ c®s 
= x + L~=o as(n-d)mod N 
Where ® denotes the circular convolution ISA YE03 1. Thus, the POCS approach may be 
completely iterated in the time-domain by simply applying scaled and shifted version of the 
shaping function S to x. 
1. IFFf the input vector to get x. 
2. Record the positions and amplitudes of any clip that would occur if x were clipped. If no 
clipping occurs return x and terminate. 
3. For each clip add to x the shaping function scaled by the clipping amplitude and 
circularly shifted so it is centred about the clipping position. 
4. Go back to step 2. 
Although the second algorithm has significantly reduced the complexity of the approach, the 
convergence of the algorithm is still slow and therefore, may require infinite number of iterations 
or projections to achieve the optimal solution. Furthermore, it may even take many iterations to 
obtain a good, yet suboptimal, solution I BRL\O-l-]. 
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Figure 4-4: Illustration of the controlled clipper algorithm [TELL99] 
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Figure 4-4 illustrates the controlled clipper algorithm ITELL991, which iteratively calculates the 
peak-reduced time domain OFDM signal as follows: 
Xi+l = Xi - /-l I ahP~2 
Ix~I>A 
( 4.15) 
where xi is the peak-reduced signal at the jth iteration, XO = x, x is the OFDM signal, A is the 
target magnitude upper bound of the peak-reduced signal, ah are the clipping noise samples at the 
ith iteration, p~2 is the prototype peak-cancelling (time domain) signal. In the ideal case, the 
prototype peak-cancelling signal must have minimum side lobes and therefore, the time domain 
prototype peak-cancelling signal must be equal to the impulse, i.e. [1,0,0, ...... ,0] = eo, for 
optimal performance: every time when the TR algorithm cancels a peak in the given symbol, 
secondary peaks are not generated at other locations. However, this prototype signal requires all 
sub-carriers in the frequency domain and therefore, no sub-carriers will be available for useful 
data transmission. Thus, a methodology must be adopted to design the prototype peak-cancelling 
signal as close to eo as possible. In addition, this method must also satisfy the condition, 
num ber of Reserved Tones (R) « Number of subcarriers(N). 
Accordingly, a Mean Square Error (MSE) based approach was considered in ITELL991 assuming 
a small portion of the sub-carriers reserved for designing the prototype signal. This MSE problem 
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formulation for designing the prototype peak-cancelling signal has a simple straight forward 
closed-form solution, given by4: 
(4.16) 
where R denotes the number of reserved subcarriers in the frequency domain and lR is a vector 
with ones assigned to those locations. Solving (4.16) directly, requires 2NLR real multiplications 
and 2NLR(R - 1) real additions ITELJ.991. The convergence rate of this algorithm slows down 
after several iterations, and therefore may require many iterations to obtain a reasonable PAPR 
reduction [BRIA04]. 
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Figure 4-5: Polygonal approximation of the peak boundary 
On the other hand, Korngold I BRIAO-J.J proposed an algorithm, similar to the mathematical 
algorithm proposed in [CljAR7~], which utilises the Linear Program (LP)-based active set 
approach for solving the complex plane optimization problem in (4.9) by separately looking at the 
real and imaginary coefficients of the samples. The problem is therefore equivalent to trying to fit 
the magnitude of all samples into a square in the complex plane; the square is used to approximate 
the peak boundary (a circle centered at the origin of the complex plane)5. Obviously, square 
approximation does not lead to optimal solution and therefore, it must be replaced by an octagonal 
boundary for closely approximating the circular boundary using a polygon. This is shown in 
4 This is the final equation which produces highest value at the first sample of the prototype signal 
and therefore, it is not biased by the sample location. 
5 A similar approach was used by complex FIR filter design technique presented in ICHENX71 
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Figure 4-5 which approximates the peak boundary by an octagon of radius A. The magnitude of 
point X in the complex plane can be approximated by: 
(4.17) 
Where 9t(.) and ~(.) represent the real and imaginary part of x, respectively. Therefore, all 
points that satisfy IXlapprox $ A will be within the octagon of radius A. Moreover, the reduction 
in the approximated peaks of the OFDM signal to A would result in an OFDM signal with actual 
peaks slightly larger than A. This new problem can be written as a linear program with four times 
more constraint equations than the originally proposed algorithm in I BRIA04j. Further phase 
rotations, e.g. 16-agon and 32-agon or larger, may produce well approximated results compared 
to the octagon approximation of the peak boundary. Since the complexity increases accordingly, a 
cost-performance trade-off dictates which boundary should be used in practice. 
With this polygonal approximation, the complex OFDM vector x is written as a real vector x 
consisting of the real and imaginary parts of x and its phase shifted versions. Similarly, the 
prototype peak-cancelling signal p~2 will also be written as a real vector p. The algorithm then 
maintains an active set containing the peaks of X, whose magnitudes are reduced to the same level 
as that in the previous iterations. Each sample xni in the active set is associated with a peak-
cancelling kernel PiCa shifted version of P whose peak is at ni)' These Pi are weighted and 
summed together to form the peak-cancelling signal p. In each iteration, the weighting factors of 
Piare calculated by solving a set of l linear equations, where l is the iteration number, to find the 
proper optimization direction. Then, the peak-cancelling signal Ii will be scaled by /16 and 
subtracted from X. This will equally reduce the magnitude of all samples in the active-set. 
Likewise, the algorithm is repeated for more iterations. 
There is an interesting problem which occurs in this approximated complex problem at the worst-
case magnitude points outside the circle, which is called 'corner effect'; when the signal sample 
lies on corner of the reduced boundary. This has significant consequences on the convergence 
speed of the active-set approach. As the size of the polygon boundary increases, the number of 
corner points also increases and therefore, the distance between them decreases. Thus, a better 
circle approximation could cause slower convergence toward the optimal solution IBRIAO-+I. 
In real life applications the values of the reserved sub-carriers have to be limited as there are 
power spectral density constraints for different applications imposed by the standards for spectral 
compatibility reasons. Therefore, the average power levels of the reserved tones are constrained 
by the power spectral mask levels. This average power constraint can be converted to peak 
6 step size parameter, which represents the distance travelled in the decent direction. 
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magnitude constraints for algorithmic convenience, III which case we can write the peak 
minimization problem as the constrained optimization problem: 
minimize J(p), 
(4.18) 
subject to p ::; J3 
Where J3 is the positive vector of peak magnitude constraints. 
In Section 4.5, we present a gradient based framework used for directly minimizing the cost 
function in (4-9). Basic contributions and benefits of the proposed gradient-based approach can be 
listed as follows: 
• Due to the fact that the information symbols are in the discrete-frequency domain, it may 
be very difficult to directly design em [n] in the discrete-time domain. Therefore, the 
technique proposed in this chapter considers designing the Cr in the discrete-frequency 
domain and evaluating its performance on xm[n] 
• This gradient based approach allows the direct treatment of the original problem in (4-9), 
instead of dealing with equivalent problems, by simply approximating the infinite-norm 
function using the p-norm function. 
• The approach can easily be extended to incorporate the spectral constraints by simply 
limiting the reserved sub-carriers power in the frequency domain with negligible 
computation cost. 
• The algorithm follows a simple update rule and hence, exhibits low computational 
complexity; thus, is suitable for the real time implementations. (A complexity comparison 
is given in Section 4.8). 
4.5 Proposed Algorithm: A Gradient Based Approach 
In this section, a step-by-step derivation of the proposed gradient based algorithm is elaborated. It 
should be noted that we use the oversampled versions of the above signals in order to closely 
approximate the continuous-time PAPR of the OFDM signal. As a common convention used in 
the literature, we denote the signals using the over-bar notation, if they are formed by the 
combination of both the information signals and peak-cancelling signal. For example, the 
oversampled signals are denoted by x[n/L], y[n/L] etc. Moreover, the algorithm is briefly 
described using a flow chart considering only the main steps to reduce the PAPR of a single 
OFDM signal. 
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4.5.1 Proposed Algorithm Derivation 
As described in Section 3.5.1.1, the Nyquist-rate samples might not reveal the peaks of the 
continuous-time signal and therefore, it is desirable to show PAPR performance on over-sampled 
discrete-time signals. This oversampling is done by simply performing the IFFf to the frequency 
domain symbol vector, X, formed by concatenating N (L - 1) zeros to the original frequency 
domain vector ISEUN05j: 
, [~~ ~ ~ ~ T 
X = XO,X1, .. · ... ,XN/ 2 - 1 , 0, ....... . 0,XN/ 2 , ...... ,XN-d (4.19) 
According to equation (3.5), the OFDM signal is generated by: 
X= QX' (4.20) 
Where Q = [Qlm]NLxNL is the IFFT matrix with Qlm = k e j2rr(l-1)(m-l\ l = 1,2, ... , N Land 
m = 1,2, ....... . ,NL. 
In order to simplify equation (4.20), the zeros in the column vector X' and the corresponding 
columns in the matrix Q are eliminated in the following algorithmic formulations. Therefore, the 
reduced form of the equation (4.20) becomes: 
(4.21 ) 
Where F-1is a matrix with size N L x N in which the columns are eliminated. 
If we assume that V pilot symbols are assigned to V sub-carriers with indexes Lv = {ll' l2' ..... , lv} 
in the OFDM transmitter, equation (4.21) can be decomposed into (4.22), which is similar to 
equation (4.5) & (4.6): 
(4.22) 
Where the column vector C consists of the sub-carriers to be used for PAPR reduction and the 
column vector X consists of the information to be transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver. 
The above equation can be further simplified into: 
(4.23) 
As common with all PAPR reduction schemes, our task now is to minimize the cost function 
given by (4.18): 
(4.24) 
The above defined function is an infinity-norm function and such functions are very often used in 
minimization problems because they are convex functions; therefore, are easily tractable in 
minimization problems ICHAR7~1. We can show the convexity of this type of function by using 
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the triangle inequality and scaling properties of the nonns !BOYEO-l-I: for a given A E [0,1]. If we 
define the cost function as: 
(4.25) 
L b E <e NXl b . h . et a, e two vectors In t e convex set. If theIr convex combination, Aa + (1 - A)b , 
also lies in the convex set then the cost function is a convex cost function. Substituting C = Aa + 
(1 - A)b in (4.25) gives: 
f(Aa + (1 - A)b) = Ily + F-1(Aa + (1 - A)b) \100 
f(Aa + (1 - A)b) = \lA(y + F-1a) + (1- A)(y + F-1b)\loo 
(4.26) 
f(Aa + (1 - A)b) $ \lA(y + F-1a)\loo + \1(1- A)(y + F-1b)\loo 
f(Aa + (1 - A)b) $ Af(a) + (1 - A)f(b) 
Therefore, the cost function of this form is a convex function and thus it can also be shown that 
the local minimum of a convex function is necessarily a global minimum. 
Despite its convexity, the infinity-norm function in (4.25) is not differentiable due to its non-
smooth nature. Thus, a simple gradient descent approach cannot be directly used for such cost 
functions. This necessitates converting the infinite-nonn cost function to a differentiable one by 
approximating it using a p-nonn cost function with a large p value, which is a differentiable cost 
function. Similar to [GONZ98j, we take an approximated approach based on the p-nonn 
approximation for infinite-norm: 
(4.27) 
According to I BOYE041, the p-norm function can also be shown as a convex function for any 
value of p (can be proved using the similar approach used in equation (4.26)) and therefore, leads 
to a simplified optimization problem with smooth cost function. Accordingly the cost function 
defined in (4.25) can be minimized directly using an iterative approach similar to the steepest 
descent algorithm in l1-fA YK961. 
The definition of p-norm is given by: 
(4.28) 
Where 1 < P < 00 and IXrl2 = x;xr' 
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Equation (4.28) gives a family of cost function for different values of p: least square criterian, 
p = 2, to the minimax criterion, p = 00, and the intermediate steps, p = 2k with k a positive 
interger, can be called weighted least squares. However, our study focuses on the limiting case 
when p tends to infinity; minimax criterion. 
Equation (4.28) can be further simplified into: 
(4.29) 
The cost function can be differentiated with respect to the real and imaginary parts of the reserved 
tones in the frequency domain, CR and C1, and the resulting expression can be combined into a 
single complex expression [I-IA YK961: 
(4.30) 
Expanding the column vector x in terms of the components of y, F-l, and C will give the 
following: 
= [(Yr + Wr,l C1 + ............... + Wr,NCN r (Yr + Wr,1 C1 
PI 
+ ............... + Wr,NCN)] 2 
h th f h . F-1 Where row vector Wr denotes t e r row 0 t e matnx . 
(4.31) 
The derivative of the cost function Jp with respect to the first element in the real vector of C is 
given by: 
(4.32) 
The above equation (4.32) can be reduced to: 
NL 
aJp 1 ( )l-P ~I IP-2('W W* ) ~ = 2' Jp L., Xr Xr r,l + Xr r,l 
1,R r=l 
(4.33) 
Similarly, the derivative of the cost function Jpwith respect to the first element in the imaginary 
vector of C is given by: 
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NL 1/p-1 NL 
!!L = ~(~I IP) E. ~(* )P/ -1 [ * aXr aX; 1 ac p L Xr zL XrXr Z Xrac+ xrac 
1,/ r=1 r=1 1,1 1,1 
(4.34) 
The above equation (4.34) can be reduced to: 
(4.35) 
Combining equation (4.33) and (4.35), the complex expression for the derivative of the cost 
function Jp with respect to the first element in the column vector C will be: 
Equation (4.30) can be expanded as : 
aJp = 
ac 
NL 
(Jp)l-P LIXrIP-ZXrW:'1 
r=1 
+ 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
Looking at equation (4.37), each element in the vector is similar to (4.36) and thus, the gradient 
vector of the cost function becomes: 
Further reducing equation (4.38) gives: 
NL 
Llxrlp-zxrW;,l 
r=1 
NL 
L IXr IP-z Xr w:'z 
r=l 
NL 
LIXrlp-zXrW:'N 
r=l 
(4.38) 
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(4.39) 
Replacing W by F-1in the above equation will give: 
(4.40) 
In order to find the gradient of the cost function defined in equation (4.18), we set p 4 00 similar 
to the equation (4.28). Then, the cost function Jp 4 IXb I and r 4 b and therefore, equation (4.40) 
becomes: 
(4.41) 
where the subscript b represents the index of the maximum magnitude of the output sample. 
Moreover, the above equation is obtained by assuming that only one output sample has maximum 
magnitude compared with the others. In case of multiple equal maximum samples, a random 
selection of one sample has to be considered. 
According to (4.41), the gradient vector is N x 1, which means that all the sub-carriers in the 
frequency domain are used for designing the peak-cancelling signal. In practice, only a few sub-
carriers are reserved for this purpose in order to sustain the overall data rate of the system. 
Accordingly the gradient vector now becomes a V x 1 column vector and therefore, the search 
direction is reduced to V - dimension. Introducing this effect in equation (4.41) will result in: 
(4.42) 
Where lv denotes the corresponding columns of the matrix F-1 which multiplies the reserved 
sub-carriers in the frequency domain and the V x 1 column vector p represents the pilot 
symbols used for designing the peak-cancelling signals. Furthermore, the values of p will be 
inserted with the data vector in the locations denoted by Iv· 
Using the above defined gradient, we formulate a simple gradient based algorithm which follows 
a simple update rule such that the cost function value is iteratively improved. The goal is to 
eventually reach the neighbourhood of a global minimum point of the convex cost function 
defined in equation (4.18). The gradient based equation for updating the reserved pilot symbols in 
the frequency domain is as follows: 
(4.43) 
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Where /1 i IS a step-size parameter and the effect of thi s on the algorithm are investi gated In 
Section 4.6. 
4.5.2 Simplified Case: p - norm cost function with two variables (one peak 
cancelling symbol) 
Visualizing the cost function helps to understand the behaviour of the gradient-based algori thm. 
In this section we investigate a simplified case of the cost function (with two variables), in order 
to visualize its behaviour and also to understand the function characteristics when p takes 
different values. 
Table 4-1: Parameters Used for the Investigation 
Parameter Value 
Number of Sub-carriers 16 
Oversampling Factor (L) 4 
Number of Peak-Reduction Symbol 1 
Location of the Peak-Reduction Symbol 1 
Figure 4-6 shows the linear power of the OFDM signal samples used in the considered example 
(parameters are shown in Table 4-1). The real and imaginary parts of the peak-reduction symbol 
in the frequency domain is represented using X and Y, respectively. 
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Figure 4-6: Power of the original OFDM sample 
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Figure 4-7 : Cost function when p= 1 
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Figure 4-8: Cost function when p=2 Figure 4-9: Cost function when p=lO 
Figure 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9 show the shape of the cost function for the cases p= 1, p=2, and p= 10, 
respectively. It can be observed that the cost function is smooth and convex, as illustrated by the 
shape of the contour lines. 
From Figure 4-11 and 4-13 (p =100 and p=infinity, respectively) it is observed that the cost 
function becomes non-smooth when p takes higher values. In addition the peak power reduction 
capability shown in Figure 4-10 and 4-12 exhibit approximately similar performance when p= 100 
and p=infinity. In this way, similar behaviour was observed for different OFDM signals, with 
different information sequences. Accordingly, the approximation used for deriving the gradi ent of 
the infinite norm cost function, in the previous section, can be justified in the application of peak 
power reduction algorithms. 
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The numerical values of the real and the imaginary part of the peak-reduction symbol for different 
values of p are tabulated in Table 4.2. From these results, it is observed that the peak-reduction 
symbol for p=100 and p=infinity have approximately same power. 
Table 4-2: Peak-Reduction for different values of p 
p values p-norm value PAPR Reduction Symbol 
Real Part Imag. Part 
p=l 25.5770 -0.1 -0.7 
p=2 3.8730 0 0 
p=1O 1.1013 -2 1.4 
p=100 0.9057 -2.6 1.6 
p=infinity 0.8964 -2.6 1.7 
4.5.3 Flow Chart Explanation of the proposed algorithm 
In this section a simplified flow chart explanation of the proposed algorithm is presented, where 
the most important stages involved, in reducing the PAPR for a single OFDM symbol, are given. 
As seen in the flow chart, Figure 4-14, the inverse fast Fourier transform is performed only once 
on the data signal. The corresponding peak-cancelling signal will be designed by following the 
simple update rule, given by equation (4.43), in the frequency domain . During the iteration 
process, the PAPR of the combined signal is evaluated and compared with the previously 
evaluated values. The best peak-cancelling signal will be chosen and added with the data signa l in 
the time domain for transmission. Although the algorithm follows a direct minimization approach 
si milar to the conventional steepest descent algorithms, the gradient obtained in each iterati on is 
in fact not the exact gradient of the cos t function . Instead it is an approximated grad ient and 
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therefore, does not always monotonically reduce the cost functI'on Therefo . d d 
. re, III or er to spee -up 
convergence the value of the cost function at each iteration should be tracked and the best value 
retained until the end of pre-determined number of iterations Extended' I t' h h 
. Slmu a IOns ave sown 
that there is no significant performance advantage when the maxI'mum b f . . . num er 0 IteratIOn IS 
increased. 
xl = TFFT(X) 
x2 = zeros 
Calculate PAPR & 
Keep the best PAPR & 
the best pilots sequence 
(time domain 
Find the gradient 
& 
Update the pilots 
(X2 
iter> max iter >-__ N___ -..-l 
y 
Use the best PAPR and 
the best Pilots for 
transmission 
Figure 4-14: Simplified Flow Chart of the Proposed Algorithm for PAPR Reduction 
4.6 Convergence behaviour 
There are infinite numbers of tangential directions possible in a smooth bowl shaped function and 
therefore, the convergence curves usually produced in this kind of problem exhibits smooth 
curves. On the other hand, in the present problem, the convergence curves exhibit abrupt slope 
changes, as illustrated in F'igurc 4- J 5, which are explained by the non-smooth nature of the cost 
function. Moreover, the dependence of the abrupt slope changes on the step size parameters can 
also be observed; each of these different slopes corresponds to different maximum peak power 
being minimized. When the step size parameter is higher, the algorithm tends to minimize 
different maximum peak power of the signal within the considered number of iterations and 
therefore, it has more slope changes. However, the higher step size parameter also tends to cause 
oscillations in the minimum value of the cost function and therefore, creates the non-monotonic 
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nature explained in the previous sub-section (this introduces unnecessary complexity in tracking 
the minimum value of the cost function). 
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Figure 4-15: Convergence with different Step Size values (for No of subcarriers=256, Reserved 
subcarriers=8, oversampling factor=4) 
4.7 Constrained Optimization 
As was noted in the equation (4.18), the PAPR minimization encountered, in practice, is actually a 
constrained optimization problem, where the peak-cancelling signal cannot be designed from an 
arbitrarily chosen tone values. Instead, they should satisfy the Power Spectral Density (PSD) 
mask set by the communication standards. Therefore, the problem we need to solve is (4.18) 
rather than (4.9). 
Since the proposed algorithm follows a simple update rule in the frequency domain, the algorithm 
can simply incorporate the necessary spectral constraint, by simply limiting the power amplitude 
or power of the pilot tones. As a result, after the update given by (4.43), we apply the following 
projection rule to each component of p: 
Ipkl :::; ~k' 
Ipkl > ~k' 
(4.44) 
Where ~k'S are the magnitude constraint for the kth component of p. This projection operation is 
consistent with the Gradient Projection method [LEY 1661 for minimizing functions over convex 
sets. 
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4.8 Complexity Analysis 
In this section, we provide a complexity comparison study of the proposed algorithm against the 
existing active set method. The complexities of the algorithms are evaluated based on the total 
number of real multiplications, real additions and real divisions. Here, we count the complex 
multiplication as four real multiplications and two real additions I SA YL03j. 
4.8.1 Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Algorithms 
Considering the complexity of our proposed algorithm, in each iteration, the execution time of the 
proposed gradient based algorithm is determined by the following steps of this algorithm: 
1. Inserting pilots at the pre-determined sub-carrier locations and computing the 
corresponding time domain data and peak-cancelling signals: Since the data signal does 
not change during the iterations, we can neglect the complexity associated with the IFFf 
processing to generate the time-domain data signal. However, the complexity associated 
with the IFFT processing to generate the peak-cancelling signal must be taken into 
account, because this part must be repeated after every update of the pilot tones in step 3. 
On the other hand, the associated complexity can significantly be reduced by the property 
of the IFFT matrix: since the pilot is updated with the selected elements7 in the IFFf 
matrix, we do not need to take the IFFf to compute the time domain contributions. 
Instead, the cyclic shifted version of the same kernel p as used in the active set approach 
I BRIA04] can be used. 
2. Find the maximum absolute value of the time-domain sample which is essential for 
finding the gradient vector at each iteration. The determination of this peak point would 
require N L comparisons which can be performed using N L real additions and N L complex 
multiplications (for computing the magnitudes of the samples): equivalent to 4N L real 
multiplications and 3N L real additions. 
3. Gradient Update: The length of the gradient vector is M x 1. Thus, finding the gradient 
vector requires 6M real multiplications8. Similarly, gradient update also requires 2M real 
multiplications and 2M real additions. 
Thus, total overall-complexity of the proposed algorithm is (for J iterations): 
{
(4LN] + 8M]) 
Mproposed ~ (3LN] + 2M]) 
real multiplications 
real additons 
7 Only the elements (in a row) that multiplies with the pilot locations. 
!l Step size multiplications with the M x 1 sized vector is also taken into account. 
(4.45) 
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Looking at equation (4.45), the complexity of the proposed algorithm is approximately of the 
order (J U)· Moreover, the complexity per single iteration is of the order (J (N). 
4.8.2 Complexity Analysis of Active-Set Algorithm 
Assume that the active-set algorithm uses the (2G)-agon approximation (G = 4,8, ... ). Then, the 
length of the OFDM signal vector and that of the peak-cancelling vector proceeded in each 
iteration is 2GLN. According to I BRIA041, in each iteration, the execution time of the active-set 
algorithm is mainly determined by the following steps of this algorithm9: 
1. Determining the active set descent direction 
This step involves solving a l linear equations and weight the l peak-cancelling kernels 
associated with the active set, where l is the iteration number. The complexity associated 
with the former can be ignoredlO, if we assume a small number of iterations. However, the 
complexity associated with the latter is 2GLNl multiplications and 2GLN(l- 1) 
additions IBRIA041. 
2. Determining next active set constraint 
This step involves finding the optimal step size /-I. and then weight the peak-cancelling 
signal by /-I.. The complexity is mainly due to finding the optimal step size /-I., whereas 
weighting the peak-cancelling signal by /-I. introduces only 2GLN real multiplications. 
Since each samples requires 4 additions and 2 divisions, the complexity introduced in 
finding the optimal step size /-I. is 8GLN real additions and 4GLN real divisions. 
Thus, the overall complexity introduced by the active set method is (for J iterations): 
M Act 
(2GLNj + t, 2GLNI) = 2GLN f: + 31- 1) real multiplications 
(4.46) 
;:::; (4GLNj) real divisions (t, 2GLN(l- 1) + 8GLNj) = 2GLN G -71) real additions 
When comparing equations (4.45) and (4.46), the complexity of the active set method is of the 
order (JU 2), which is larger than the complexity of the proposed algorithm. Moreover, in active 
9 The complexity associated with some steps in the algorithm is not considered here (for exam~le 
finding the next peak, matrix inversion), however they all are included in the complexIty 
computation of the proposed algorithm. 
10 In fact, this contributes a complexity equivalent to matrix inversion and the complexity 
therefore increases as the matrix size increases at each iteration. 
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set method, the complexity associated with a single iteration heavi ly depends on the iterati on 
number and therefore leads to a complexity of the order hi gher than 0 eN). 
4.9 Simulation Results 
Table 4-3: Simulation Parameters 
Parameters Value 
Num. of Sub carriers 256 
Number of Pilots (Frequency Domain) 1111 « 5% of the total sub-carri ers) 
Modulation QPSK 
DFf Spreading 245 
Performance Metric CCDF 
Number of Iterations for each OFDM symbol 50 
Oversampling Factor (L) 4 
Pilot Locations 
Position I Equal-spaced starting from first location 
Position 2 Suffix with the data block at both ends 
Position 3 Randomly found best 10cation i L 
The performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated by means of computer simulations as 
shown in Figure -+- 16. All the simulations were carried out for lOs OFDM blocks in order to 
obtain the probability up to 0.0001. The corresponding si mulation parameters are given in -I dhk 
4<", . All the performances are evaluated based on the Complementary Cumulati ve Distribution 
Function (CCDF) curves of the PAPR of OFDM signal blocks. These curves represent the 
probability that the PAPR of an OFDM block is greater than some value, PAPRo , i.e., 
CCDF(PAPR(x)) = Prob(PAPR(x) > PAPRo) 
The simulated system consists of equal power QPSK modulation in the data carrying sub-carriers 
and the rest is reserved for designing the peak-cancelling signal. Moreover, a step size parameter 
of 0.3 was chosen in this investigation. Extended simulations have shown that thi s va lue makes 
the algorithm to minimize different max imum peaks values and there is no significant 
performance advantage between 0.5 and 0.3 , as shown in Figure -+-15 . 
11 Only 8 pilots used for the combined case (when combined with Off spreading technique) 
12 In IBRI /\()-+ !, the pilots are chosen in the fo llowing locati ons :{5, 25 , 54, 102, 125. 131. 147. 
200,204,209,247 }. 
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Figure 4-17: PAPR Reduction Performance of the Proposed Algorithm compared with active-set 
algorithm {BRIA04]. 
Figure 4-17 shows the performance obtained by the proposed gradient based TR algorithm for 
different pilot locations. It is observed that the P APR reduction performance is pilot location 
dependent and it is better when the pilots are randomly13 selected. In addition, Figure -+-17 also 
shows the PAPR reduction performance obtained by active set algorithm I BRIAO-l- I for the pilot 
location case 3. It was shown that the algorithm converged after six iterations and therefore, no 
further PAPR reduction was achieved. It can be observed that the performance obtained by the 
13 Same pilot location used in IBRIAO-l-I for active set algorithm investigation. 
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proposed algorithm is 2dB (at 10-4 ) better than the active set approach M h' 
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Figure 4-18, the proposed algorithm provides improved PAPR reduction performance when the 
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Figure 4-18: PAPR Reduction Performance with different Number of Sub-carriers 
F:ig.url~ 4-19 compares the above simulations results with the DFT spreading technique proposed 
in [l'IE;:UN071 for different pilot locations. It is observed that the proposed TR technique can 
achieve better results than the DFT spread OFDM systems. However, its performance appears to 
be dependent on the pilot arrangement with the OFDM block. 
Figure 4-20 shows the PAPR reduction performances of the proposed algorithm for different pilot 
locations with the Power Spectral Density (PSD) mask constrained to the average power-level of 
the data tones. The performance of the algorithm is approximately similar to the DFT -spreading 
technique in all three cases. Among the three different pilot locations, the pilots located in the best 
locations (case 3) in the unconstrained scenario, is mostly affected by the incorporation of the 
PSD mask constrained. On the other hand, the pilot location case 2 is less affected. It can be 
commented that the more the pilots are scattered within the spectrum of the signal the more it is 
affected by the incorporation of the PSD spectral constraints. 
14 In all cases, 5% sub-carriers are uniformly allocated for creating the peak cancelling signal. 
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Figure 4-20: Flat PSD mask level over all sub·carriers is assumed 
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Figure 4-21: Loosely constrained TR only 
In l'igure 4-21, the PSD is increased by 50% in magnitude for each tone. Comparing this with 
Figure 4-20, we see that simulated PAPR reduction performance increases by about 0.6 dB, 
except suffixing the pilots at the end of the data block. The latter case provides only 0.2 dB 
improvement in the P APR reduction performance. 
X IFFT INPUT 
1 -- -- -- -- -- -- L 1 -- M 
DATA PART PILOTS 
Figure 4-22: A typical example for Dummy Sequence Insertion (DSI) technique with L-data symbols 
and M-pilot symbols IHEUN04]. 
For systems, where bandwidth scarification cannot be afforded, the proposed technique can be 
introduced, without any further modifications, by simply incorporating the Dummy Sequence 
Insertion (DSI) approach proposed in I HEUN041. In the DSI technique, all of the or fraction of 
the reserved subcarriers are chosen from the null sub-carriers in the OFDM systems and therefore, 
reduces the bandwidth inefficiencies. Figure 4-22 illustrates a typical example of the OFDM 
symbols and corresponding pilot arrangement used in such technique. Unlike the Partial Transmit 
Sequence (PTS) 1M t TIJ,l)7] and Selected Mapping (SLM) [Ht\ UM961 methods, in DSI the 
phases of the dummy sub-carriers are controlled to reduce the PAPR of the OFDM signal. Hence, 
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the transmitter does not need to communicate any side information to the receiver. Instead, it 
simply discards the reserved subcarriers in the frequency domain processing at the receiver. 
In order to further reduce the PAPR of the OFDM signal, the proposed algorithm can simply be 
combined with other PAPR reduction techniques discussed in Chapter 3. Thus for instance the 
DFf pre-coding technique 15 proposed in IHEUN07j has been combined with the proposed 
algorithm, and Figure -J.-2~ illustrates the block diagram of the combined scheme. Moreover, 
3GPP has recently launched a study item called 3GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution). In which, SC-
FDMA is considered as the uplink candidate which uses DFf spreading technique to reduce the 
PAPR. Correspondingly, the combined scheme is also appropriate in such type of systems. 
[ Pilot" V)·· l itmt'i 
"' ~" ~"-'- ----~l 
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Figure 4-23: Block Diagram of a combined Scheme -TR and DFT spreading Technique [HEC\U71. 
Figure 4-24 shows the performance of the combined TR and DFf spreading schemes for different 
pilot locations. It is observed that the best performance is obtained for the case the pilots are 
suffixed with the data block (case 2). 
Figure 4··25 shows similar simulations results as Figure -1--24, but using the restrictive spectral 
constraints, (equal to the average power-level of the data tones), and these constraints are 
incorporated in the frequency domain by using the projection rule in equation (4.44). It is 
observed that introducing spectral constraints into the combined schemes affects significantly the 
achievable PAPR reduction only for the case when the pilots located in the randomly selected best 
positions. In the other cases, the achievable PAPR reduction is only slightly affected by the 
incorporation of the spectral constraints. 
15 Three different type of pre-coding technique was investigated in I HHJN07]. However, we have 
considered only the first method. 
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Figure 4-24: PAPR Reduction Performance of OFDM for different pilot locations - Combined 
technique, 
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Figure 4-25: PAPR Reduction Performance of OFDM for different pilot locations- constraints 
applied, 
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Figure 4-26: P APR Reduction Gain !1G and relative mean power increase !1E for different number of 
pilots/subcarriers (Ns = 1,2,3,4,5,8,12,16,23,32), 
Since TR method is based on the addition of a peak-cancelling signal to reduce the PAPR of the 
OFDM signal, the transmitted power of the combined signal also increases. This obviously can 
damage the transmission quality (BER) if it is allowed to increase indefinitely; due to the upward 
movement of the operating point of the amplifier. The relative mean power increase, !1E, due to 
PAPR reduction is defined as [TELJ,99j. 
(4.47) 
This parameter must be as small as possible in order to be compatible with the existing power 
amplifier. Indeed, it is easy to understand that if the average power of the signal x + c is 
indefinitely increased the resulting PAPR would reach OdB, but the signal cannot be transmitted. 
On the other hand, the PAPR reduction gain l6 , t::.G, must be kept as high as possible while keeping 
the t::.E small. Thus, it is necessary to have a balance between t::.G and t::.E. 
Figure .+-26 shows the PAPR reduction gain t::.G obtained with various relative mean power 
increase t::.E for different number of pilot subcarriers, N s. For example, when N s is equal to 12 
and 16, the power increase t::.E is equal to 0.15 dB and 0.18 dB respectively, while the difference 
r is equal to 1.65 dB and 2.35 dB respectively. Therefore, TR based PAPR reduction method 
based on the proposed algorithm offers an interesting trade-off between PAPR reduction gain and 
relative mean power increase, at the cost of slight spectral efficiency loss. 
16 PAPR reduction gain is measured at CCDF=10-3 • 
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Figure 4-27: Uncoded BER Performance of PAPR Reduced OFDM Signal in the presence of TWTA 
non-linearity for different mo 
The performance of the proposed algorithm has so far evaluated in terms of the PAPR reduction 
capability. However, its performance must also be evaluated in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) and 
spectral re-growth reduction in the presence of the TWT A model. Therefore, simulations were 
further extended to evaluate both uncoded BER performance and the spectral re-growth reduction 
for different IBOs in the presence of non-linear TWTA amplifier. These performances were first 
evaluated for the pilot position 3 and the results are shown in Figure 4-27 and 4-2X. Figure 4-27 
shows the BER performance of the PAPR reduced OFDM signal in the presence of non-linear 
TWT A, whereas Figure 4-28 shows the spectral re-growth at the output of the non-linear TWT A. 
It is observed that there is slight improvement in the BER performance of the PAPR reduced (TR 
based) OFDM signal when the IBO is increased. However, the obtained BER performance 
advantage is not very significant. On the other hand, it is observed from Figure 4-28 that there is 
significant performance advantage in the reduction of spectral re-growth when the rno is 
increased. Moreover, a further increment in IBO results a substantial spectral re-growth reduction. 
It can therefore be concluded that the TR based PAPR reduction technique becomes effective with 
larger rno value. This fact provides the motivation to further extend the performance 
investigation of the proposed TR algorithm in the combined 'pre-distorter + TWTA' system. This 
will be considered in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4-29: Comparison between BER Performances of PAPR Reduced OFDM Signal with three 
different pilot positions in the presence of TWT A non-linearity for different rno 
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Figure 4-31: Comparison between Output Power Spectra of the PAPR Reduced OFDM signal with 
three different pilot positions in the presence of TWTA non-linearity when IBO= 28dB 
Simulations were continued to provide the performance comparison between the different pilots 
positions used in the TR algorithm. Figure -1--29 shows the BER performance of the PAPR 
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reduced OFDM signal with three different pilot positions. It is observed that there is no significant 
difference in the BER performance. 
Fig.ure 4-30 and 4-3) show the reduction in spectral re-growth obtained at the output of the 
TWT A for different rno values. It is observed that when the rno is equal to 24 dB, there is no 
significant difference in the obtained spectral re-growth reduction in all three cases considered. 
However, when the IBO is increased to 27dB, the pilot position 3 provides significantly greater 
reduction in spectral re-growth than the other two cases. Among the rest, the pilot location 1 
provides slightly larger reduction in the spectral re-growth when compared to the pilot location 2. 
4.10 Summary and Conclusions 
This chapter can be summarized as follows: 
• As introductory topics, a detailed description of TR method together with the problem 
formulations and the related work were first provided. 
• A low complexity gradient based algorithm was proposed for reducing the Peak-to-A verage 
Power Ratio (P APR) of OFDM signal using the Tone Reservation (TR) method, which 
outperforms the existing most efficient TR algorithm based on the active-set approach. 
• The approach is very flexible in terms of the selection of search directions and can also be 
applicable for constructing efficient algorithm for problems involving similar non-smooth 
cost functions. 
• The proposed technique performs better than the DFT spreading technique irrespective of the 
pilot locations. However, the performance significantly depends on the pilot locations. 
• The more the pilots are scattered within the bandwidth, the more it is affected by the 
incorporation of spectral constraints. Moreover, the pilots can be loosely constrained to obtain 
a slightly improved PAPR reduction performance. 
• The combined scheme (TR + DFT spreading) reduces further PAPR of OFDM signals and the 
best performance is observed when the pilots are suffixed to the data block at both ends. 
• Introducing spectral constraints significantly affects the achievable P APR reduction for the 
case when pilots are randomly located. While the performance in the other cases are slightly 
affected. 
• It was also shown that the proposed algorithm offers an efficient trade-off between PAPR 
reduction gain and relative mean power increase, at the cost of slight spectral efficiency loss. 
• TR based PAPR reduction technique becomes effective in the larger rno level. Thus, it is 
essential to investigate the performance of the TR technique in the combined 'pre-distorter + 
TWT A' system. 
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• Pilot position 3 showed significant reduction in spectral re-growth over the other two pilot 
positions. However, the reduction is significant only in higher IBO level. 
As already reviewed in the previous chapter, amplifier linearization is another approach for 
compensating the non-linear distortion introduced by the high power amplifiers and it will be 
investigated in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Five 
5 Pre-distortion Techniques 
5.1 Introduction 
Following the literature survey on amplifier (memory-less) linearization techniques, provided in 
Chapter 3 (section 3.6), this chapter is concerned with evaluating the performances of pre-
distortion techniques as a compensation approach for non-linear distortion introduced by the on-
board satellite amplifier. Before embarking into the evaluation of the pre-distortion techniques, it 
is important to provide the mathematical modelling of the pre-distorter, along with that of the 
TWT A amplifier. Furthermore this chapter analyzes the performance of the TR technique l7 (also 
reviewed in section 4.2), within the combined 'Pre-distorter + TWT A' configuration. 
The main objective of this study is to evaluate the pre-distorter's adaptation algorithm in the 
context of the remote adaptation scenario. Subsequently, the performance of two digital adaptive 
pre-distortion techniques, Lookup Table (LUT) based and Polynomial based pre-distorters, are 
evaluated and compared in terms of convergence speed and accuracy in the context of the remote 
adaptation scenario. More specifically, it is assumed that the observed training sequence at the 
output of the amplifier is contaminated by AWGN, and the effect of noisy training signals (on the 
adaptation and performance of the digital pre-distorters) is studied for different SNR levels via 
simulations. The comparisons were made using the conventional adaptation algorithms; Secant 
algorithm for the LUT pre-distorter and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) parameter 
estimation for the polynomial pre-distorter. Due to the sensitivity of the Secant Algorithm towards 
the noisy feedback channel, a modified Secant based algorithm, based on the modified Newton-
Raphson method in [II U AN04 J, was proposed for updating the LUT pre-distorter. 
For the evaluation of the adaptation algorithms in the 'remote adaptation scenario', the following 
assumptions were considered throughout the study: 
• A memory-less power amplifier model is assumed in all these investigations, which is a 
valid assumption for TWTA's in the considered bandwidth I r..-'lOHA041. 
17 The pilots were constrained to the average power level of the data tones. 
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Ideal I-Q modulator and demodulator (i.e. no implementation-level inaccuracies have 
been modelled). 
Ideal delay matching circuits. So that, there is no implementation inaccuracies in 
calculating the error between the signal at the TWT A output and the corresponding input 
sample. 
Only the non-linear effects of the onboard TWT A are modelled and compensated. The 
gateway/handset amplifiers are assumed to be perfectly linear. 
• Linearization techniques are assumed to be implemented at the gateway (i.e. no onboard 
processing functionalities are assumed). 
In the remaining chapter, we first describe the mathematical modelling of the TWT A and Pre-
distorter models used for investigation. Section 5.3 evaluates the performance, in terms of BER 
and spectral re-growth, of the proposed TR algorithm in the combined "pre-distorter + TWT A" 
system. Section 5.4 presents the performance comparison between the LUT based Polynomial 
based pre-distorters. The performance was evaluated in terms of the Relative Mean Square Error 
(RMSE)18. Moreover, comparison was also performed in terms of the computation complexity of 
the both algorithms in adaptation mode and in operation mode. In Section 5.5, a modified Secant 
algorithm is proposed for adapting the LUT pre-distorter, which showed performance 
improvement in the low SNR regions. Based on this, an adaptive strategy is proposed for updating 
the LUT pre-distorter in the remote adaptation scenario. Finally, the chapter is summarized with 
the important outcomes. 
5.2 Mathematical Modelling of TWT A and Pre-distorter 
In order to investigate the pre-distortion algorithms, it is essential to model the TWT A and Pre-
distorter circuits. Thus, this section introduces the TWT A and Pre-distorter modelling 
incorporated in this thesis. 
Xet) ( 
I 
... ~ 
PrC'-di~tnrtrr 
(PO) HPA ... TWTA 
Figure 5-1: Simplified block diagram for the HPA with the Pre-distorter 
Figure 5-1 shows a simplified block diagram for the HPA with the pre-distorter circuit typically 
used in communication systems. Let the input signal to the pre-distorter, output of the pre-
18 Definition is given in section 5.4. 
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distorter or input to the HPA and output of the HPA be X(t), yet) and Z(t), respectively. Their 
complex base-band representations are: 
( '8 X t) = px(t)eJ x(t) 
'8 yet) = py(t)e J yet) 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Where Px(t), Py(t), Pz(t) and 8 z (t), 8 z (t), 8 z (t) are the instantaneous amplitudes and phases of the 
complex signals X(t), yet), and Z(t), respectively. 
x(£) Input x Gain 
Power 
10 loge·) Table Make 
Lookup Complex 
Average 
Power Phase y 
xU) 
Figure 5·2: Simulation Model used for modelling the TWTA 
The TWT A simulator block diagram is presented in Figure 5-2. In our simulations and analyses 
the LUT describing the TWTA's response is based on measurement data l9 provided in the EU-
FP6 project MAESTRO IMAES06j. For simulation purposes the measurement data have been 
normalized with respect to the input and output saturation powers of the amplifier. The model 
illustrated in r::"il1ure 5-2 is based on IYUGA051, INGUY031. The instantaneous input power,p~(t), 
and the average power, P x(t) are input to the TWTA model as illustrated in Figure )-2. The 
normalized input power will be: 
Px(t) 
( 
2 ) PIN(dB) = 1010gl0 P 
x(t) 
(5.4) 
As illustrated in Figure 5-2, the Table Look up function will then output the Gain and the Phase 
for the corresponding input signal power defined in equation (5-4). The normalized complex gain, 
G, of the power amplifier is given by: 
(5.5) 
G= 
19 Measurement data can be found in Appendix B. 
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where PHPA and 8HPA are the normalized output power in dB and the output phase in degrees is 
obtained from the HPA table lookup function. Considering the rest of the circuit in Figure 5-2, the 
output signal from the TWT A IHPA can be expressed as: 
( PHPA - PIN) Z(t) = X(t) 10 10 ej8HPA (5.6) 
In order to model the combined effect of both the pre-distorter and the HPA, the block diagram in 
Figure 5-1 is further simplified as illustrated in F'igure 5-3. Moreover, the direct line in Figure 5-2 
which multiplies the complex gain of the amplifier will be replaced by the output signal from the 
pre-distorter. The pre-distorter model used for this purpose is described in the following. 
xU) 
x(t) 
X(lj 
Input 
Power 
Average 
Power 
Pre-distorte r 
(Po) 
Z(n 
Figure 5-3: Simplified Block Diagram of Figure 5-1 
10Iog(·) 
y 
Table 
Lookup 
Gain 
Phase 
Z(L) 
Figure 5-4: Simulation model used for modelling the Pre-distorter 
Make 
Complex 
Figure 5-4 illustrates a similar non-linear model to that illustrated in Figure 5- J, but this 
represents the pre-distorter modelling based on [NGUY031. According to Figure 5-3, the pre-
distorter is fed by the same signal as the input to the HPA block. The instantaneous input power 
. d b 2 d P respectively Similar to equation and the average mput power are represente y Px(t) an x(t), . 
(5-5), the complex gain, F, of the pre-distorter is given by: 
F= (
PPD - PIN) 
10 10 e j8PD 
(5.n 
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where PPD and 8pD are the nonnalized output power in dB and output phase in degree obtained 
from the Pre-distorter's table lookup function. With reference to Figure 5-4, the output signal 
from the pre-distorter can be expressed as: 
Z(t) = X(t) (S.8) 
The output signal of the combined system (Pre-distorter + HP A) can be detennined by 
multiplying equations (S-8) and (S-5). 
Z(t) = X(t) (5.9) 
This can be further simplified into: 
Z(t) = X(t) (5.10) 
Furthermore, according to equation (S-10), the amplifier will be perfectly linearized if the 
following conditions satisfied: 
PPD (dB) = {PIN (dB) - PHPA (dB), PIN (dB) :::; 0 
-PHPA (dB), PIN (dB) > 0 
8PD (degree) = -8HPA (degree) 
(5.11) 
(S.12) 
where equation (S-ll) and (S-12) represent the AM-AM and AM-PM responses of the pre-
distorter, respectively. 
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I-:jgure 5-5 and 5-6 show the AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics of the 'd I d' 1 ea pre- Istorters, 
respectively, It is observed that the pre-distorter's responses are ' , f h ' mverSIOn 0 t e amplifier's 
responses and the resulting response will represent an ideal soft Cll'p H ' . per. owever, m practIce, 
only a portion of the input signal range can be input to the pre-distorter and the input signal higher 
than the saturation power is clipped by the pre-distorter. 
JO 
... , ... "'"""---
-3 
JO 
- IBO= 18dB TWT A 
--e- IBO= OdB LTWTA 
-a- IBO= 3dB L TWT A 
-4 
JO 
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I\/No [dB] 
Figure 5-7: Uncoded BER Performance of OFDM signal in the combined 'ideal Pre-distorter + 
TWTA' for different IB020 
The performance of the ideal pre-distorter was investigated in terms of BER performances and the 
spectral re-growth at the output of the TWT A and the results are shown in Figure 5-7 and 5-B, 
respectively. The simulations are based on the simulation parameters listed in Table 4,_~, It is 
observed from Figure 5-7 and 5-8 that the incorporation of the ideal pre-distorter significantly 
reduces the required IBO which is otherwise required to achieve the near theoretical ideal 
performance. Moreover, it can also be observed from Figure 5-7 that IBO level greater than 6dB 
is sufficient to compensate the in-band distortion introduced by the inherent non-linear TWT A. In 
addition, the spectral leakage performances obtained with the considered IBO level should also 
satisfy the spectral mask limitation introduced by the regulatory bodies, 
20 L TWT A means Linearized TWT A 
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The incorporation of the ideal pre-distorter reduces the required rno level by around 12dB. 
Moreover, in the presence of the ideal pre-distorter the perform d . 
, ance a vantage gamed by a 3dB 
IBO increment is significantly greater than the performance advanta bt' d h . ge 0 ame w en there IS no 
pre-d i storter. 
-10 -- --- -----
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, , 
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o 0.5 1.5 2 
Normalized Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 5-8: Power Spectra of the OFDM signal at the output of the combined 'Ideal Pre-distorter + 
TWTA' for different IBO 
5.3 Performance Evaluation of PAPR Reduced OFDM signal in the 
combined 'ideal Pre-distorter + TWT A' Scenario 
As concluded from chapter 4, the performance of the PAPR reduced OFDM signal is effective in 
the linear region of the TWT A. This was reflected in the fact that the obtained performance 
advantage was substantially increased with increasing rno level. Due to this fact, it is essential to 
investigate the performance of the P APR reduced OFDM signal for the case when the TWT A is 
preceded by the ideal pre-distorter. 
In this section, we therefore evaluate the performance of the PAPR reduced OFDM signal, using 
TR method, in the combined 'ideal Pre-distorter + TWT A' scenario. The performances are 
evaluated in terms of BER performances and spectral re-growth at the output of the TWT A. The 
simulation results are based on the simulation parameters listed in Tahle .+.3 In addition, the 
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perfonnances of the P APR reduced OFDM signal was also compar d f d'ff '1 .. e or I erent PlOt posItIOns 
in the TR algorithm. 
5.3.1 Performance Evaluation with Equally Spaced Pilots 
In this section, we evaluate the performances of the PAPR reduced21 OFDM signal in the 
combined 'ideal pre-distorter + TWT A' scenario with results reported in Figure )-9 and 5-10. 
Fi2ure 5-9 shows the BER perfonnance for different IBO in the combI'ned . h ~ scenano, w ereas 
Figure 5-10 shows the power spectra at the output of the TWTA for different IBO. 
·2 
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Figure 5-9: Uncoded BER Performance of PAPR Reduced OFDM signal in the combined 'ideal Pre-
distorter + TWTA' for different IBOs 
As shown in I:igure 5-9, the performance obtained by the PAPR reduced OFDM signal in the 
linearized case is significantly greater than the case when there is no ideal pre-distorter present. 
Similarly, from Figure 5-10, a similar observation can be noticed in the output power spectrum at 
the output of TWT A. Moreover, in Figure 5-10, the performance is compared with that of the 
performance obtained without the P APR reduction technique being applied. It is observed that 
there is a significant improvement in the performance advantage by the incorporation of PAPR 
reduction technique. It can therefore be concluded that the PAPR reduction technique and the Pre-
distortion technique become very effective when they are combined. 
c I Pilot position 1 (Equally spaced locations) were used in reducing the PAPR of the OFDM 
signal. 
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Normalized Frequency [Hz] 
Figure 5-10: Power Spectra of the PAPR Reduced OFDM signal at the output of the combined 'Ideal 
Pre-distorter + TWTA' for different IBO 
5.3.2 Performance Comparison with different pilot locations 
In this section, we compare the performance of the PAPR reduction algorithm with different pilot 
locations, as already discussed in chapter 4. As in Section 5.3.1, the performance was compared in 
terms of the BER performance and the power spectra at the TWTA output. Figure 5-11 shows the 
BER performance of the PAPR reduced OFDM signal for different IBO, whereas Figure 5-12 
shows the power spectra at the TWT A output for different IBO. 
It is observed from Figure 5-1 I that there is no significant difference in the BER performance for 
the three different pilot locations investigated. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5-12, there 
is a slight difference observed for the spectral re-growth. However, they are not significant due to 
the fact that the PAPR reduction obtained with the considered pilot locations was varied by about 
O.2dB when the pilots are constrained. This variation in the PAPR reduction performance was 
shown in F"igure -+-I~. 
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Figure 5-11: Uncoded BER Performance ofPAPR reduced (with different pilot positions) OFDM 
signal in the combined 'ideal Pre-distorter + TWTA' for different IBOs 
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Figure 5-12: Power Spectra of the PAPR Reduced OFDM signal (with three different pilot positions) 
at the output of the combined 'ideal Pre-distorter + TWT A' for different IBO 
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5.3.3 Observations 
The following main points can be observed from these simulation results: 
• The TR technique becomes very effective when combined with a Pre-distortion 
technique22 . The performance advantage is significantly greater than the perfonnance 
advantage obtained with any single mitigation technique: TR technique or ideal Pre-
distortion. 
• The choice of pilot location did not significantly affect the performance in tenns of both 
the BER performance and the spectral re-growth. This is because the P APR reduction 
obtained with the considered pilot locations were only varied by about 0.2dB when the 
pilots are constrained. 
5.4 Pre-distortion Technique: Comparison between Polynomial and 
LUT Pre-distorters in noisy feedback channel 
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Figure 5-13: Typical OFDM communication system with Pre-distorter and HPA 
In this section, we evaluate and compare the performance of LUT pre-distortion and Polynomial 
pre-distortion techniques in the context of a remote adaptation scenario, assuming that the 
, . f h l'f' 's contaminated with AWGN. This observed trammg sequence at the output 0 t e amp 1 ler 1 
reflects the fact that the pre-distorter is assumed to be located in the modulator at the gateway 
n An ideal pre-distortion model is used in this case, 
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earth station in the satellite system, illustrated in Figure 5_13 23 • The performance of the pre-
distortion techniques is compared in terms of adaptation speed and accuracy of the adaptation 
algorithms employed. In the case of the LUT Pre-distorter, the performances were further 
evaluated for different LUT sizes, whereas, in case of polynomial pre-distorter, the performance 
was evaluated for both 3rd and 5th order polynomials. The performance was evaluated based on the 
Relative Mean Square Error (RMSE) [IIUAN061 between the input and output of the 
concatenated pre-distorter and TWT A model, which can be expressed as: 
RMSE = E{lr(t) - G(IF(lr(t)I)I)12} (5.13) 
Where E{·} denotes the expectation operator. 
Following the training phase, the pre-distorter distorts the transmitting signal such that the 
combined system (Pre-distorter + TWTA) follows a linear overall response. The investigation 
was further extended to evaluate the computational complexity associated with the pre-distorters, 
both in the adaptation mode and in the operation mode. The complexity of the algorithms was 
evaluated based on the number of real multiplications and real additions per a single iteration of 
the algorithm. Here, we count the complex multiplication as four real multiplications and two real 
additions ISAYE031. 
5.4.1 Performance Evaluation of the Secant-based LUT Pre-distorter 
As reviewed in chapter 3 (section 3.6.5.1), there are various adaptation algorithms used for 
updating the LUT entries according to the PA variation. Among these, the pre-distortion 
adaptation algorithm based on the Secant method, proposed by 1.K. Cavers in ICAVEt)OI, is the 
most efficient in terms of computational complexity. Thus, we consider only the Secant method as 
a comparator. 
The performance of the LUT based pre-distorters was evaluated for various Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(SNR) values in the noisy feedback channel: 0 dB, 10 dB, 30 dB, inf dB. 
5.4.1.1 Adaptation of the LUT pre-distorter based on Secant's Method 
The assumed LUT -based pre-distorter model is shown in Figure 5-14. The linearization system 
initially incorporates a training phase in order to optimize the LUT entries. The pre-distortion 
process is accomplished by simply multiplying the transmitted signal samples with the complex 
LUT parameter. This complex parameter is derived from the LUT based on the addressing 
scheme used. In general, the LUT is addressed by the quantized power level of the transmit 
sample, using a linear scale; effectively taking advantage of the dependence of the amplitude and 
23 OFDM Tx & Rx blocks are not used for training purposes. 
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the phase distortion only on the amplitude of the transmit signal I CAVE90j. The impact of 
different LUT indexing techniques have been investigated in depth in fBOUMO-1-l, rCA VE99j. 
Thus, the thesis does not investigate this aspect. 
x y 
Look Up Table (complex) 
LUT[i] 
Adaptation Algorithm 
(Secant) 
z 
AWGN 
Figure 5-14: Generic Structure of the Gain based Pre-distorter with a noisy feedback channel 
In more detail, assuming a training sequence X of N complex samples, is used for training the 
LUT pre-distorter of size L, and referring to Figure 5-1-1-, the instantaneous squared amplitude 
At (0:::; i :::; N) of the signal is extracted and quantized to the nearest of the L power levels 
(producing (A2)i.k), which correspond to the kth table entry. Consequently the LUT outputs the 
complex pre-distortion parameter F i•k , which multiplies the input sample xi. The predistorted 
signal yi.k = Fi.kxi is then input to the HPA, which outputs the distorted signal zi.k. In the ideal 
case the pre-distorter perfectly compensates the amplifier's non-linearity so that zi.k = Xi. In 
practice, however, there will be an error between the transmit signal and the output of the HPA, 
which is associated with the kth LUT entry: 
(5.14) 
In ICAVE901 a numerical root finding technique (Secant's method) is used in order to iteratively 
determine the optimal value of Fk, which sets the error to zero. Thus during the training 
procedure the kth entry of the table is updated towards the optimal entry (Fkr· The Secant's 
method is a variation of the Newton-Raphson method, which iteratively evaluates a root of a 
continuously differentiable function by making use of the gradient of the function at each step 
I BURD89J. In particular: 
(5.15) 
Where (e i.k )' is the first derivative of ei.k with respect to Fi.k. In the LUT training sequence, an 
analytic expression of e i•k is not available and therefore, only an approximation of the function's 
gradient can be evaluated based on instantaneous observations (finite difference approach): 
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(5.16) 
This approximation to the derivative constitutes the difference between the Newton-Raphson and 
Secant methods. Therefore, the update for the kth LUT entry is given by: 
Fi,k _ Fi-1,k ei,k Fi-1,k _ Fi,kei-1,k 
Fi+1,k = Fi,k _ ei,k. . _ ---:-;------,---,,.--
e~,k - e~-l,k ei,k _ ei-1,k (5.17) 
5.4.1.2 Evaluation of convergence speed and accuracy 
The convergence speed and accuracy of the LUT based pre-distorters were evaluated VIa 
simulations, by applying a training sequence, of N samples, in the concatenated models of the 
LUT based pre-distorter and the S-band TWTA24. The LUT entries were uniformly 'distributed' 
between the minimum and maximum25 input signal power level: [0, 1] (in linear scale). Moreover 
the training sequence was chosen to ramp-up linearly in power: from ° to 1 in steps of 1/ L (linear 
scale). During the training phase of the LUT based pre-distorter, the output of the TWT A (which 
is fed-back for training the LUT) is contaminated by AWGN, in order to model the "remote 
training" of the pre-distorter (since it is assumed to be located at the gateway). 
Following the training phase of the LUT, a long sequence26 of random data signals was applied to 
the concatenated LUT and TWT A models, and the Relative Mean Square Error (RMSE) between 
the 'input' and (the noiseless in this case) 'output' signals was estimated according to (5-13). The 
results are tabulated in 'l'able )-1 to 5-4 for four LUT sizes: 32,64, 128 and 1024. 
Table 5-1: RMSE between input-output signals with a 32-element LUT pre-distorter, for different 
training sequence lengths and SNR levels in the feedback channel 
L = 100 L = 500 L = 1000 L - 10000 
SNR = inf. 2.44.10-4 2.10-5 2.4.10 5 2.4.10 5 
SNR = 30dB 0.0016 6.16.10 4 2.5. 10 4 2.10 4 
SNR = 10dB 0.211 0.02 0.0377 0.0277 
SNR = OdB 0.28 0.13 0.11 0.12 
24 The AMI AM and AM/PM characteristics of the simulated TWT A can be found in Appendix B 
25 Corresponding to the saturation point of the TWT A 
26 I millions samples long 
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Table 5-2: RMSE between input-output signals with a 64-element LUT pre-distorter, for different 
training sequence lengths and SNR levels in the feedback channel 
L 100 L 500 L - 1000 L = 10000 L = 20000 
SNR - inf. 0.0936 2.88.10 5 1.45.10 5 6.4· 10-6 6.34.10-6 
SNR 30dB 0.0918 0.0022 3.88. 10 4 2.10 4 1.86· 10-4 
SNR - 10dB 0.2 0.0545 0.0528 0.0245 0.0265 
SNR - OdB 0.23 0.2 0.1476 0.145 0.143 
Table 5-3: RMSE between input-output signals with a 128-element LUT pre-distorter, for different 
training sequence lengths and SNR levels in the feedback channel 
L = 100 L = 500 L = 1000 L = 10000 L = 20000 
SNR = inf. 0.1812 3.6.10-5 1.3 . 10-5 1.6.10-6 1.5.10-6 
SNR = 30dB 0.1813 0.002 0.0014 2.19.10-4 2.13 . 10-4 
SNR = 10dB 0.22 0.11 0.0619 0.0247 0.0228 
SNR = OdB 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.15 0.16 
Table 5-4: RMSE between input-output signals with a 1024-element LUT pre-distorter, for different 
training sequence lengths and SNR levels in the feedback channel 
L = 1000 L = 10000 L = 20000 L = 40000 L = 60000 
SNR = inf. 0.2125 6.4.10-7 2 . 10-7 2.28.10-6 2.52.10-6 
SNR = 30dB 0.214 9.54.10-4 5.10 4 4.37. 10 4 5.10 4 
SNR = 10dB 0.2524 0.0591 0.0451 0.0391 0.033 
SNR = OdB 0.22 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.14 
Before commenting on these results, we will examine the complexity of the pre-distorter. 
5.4.1.3 Complexity of LUT -based Pre-distorter 
Adaptation Mode: 
As described in Section 5.4.1.1, the adaptation process is based on the error between the two 
signals; the perfectly down-converted output signal and the corresponding delay matched signal at 
the input of the Pre-distorter. In addition, the algorithm needs to identify the LUT location to be 
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updated. Then, the Secant method will be applied to the identified LUT entry which requires two 
complex multiplications, two complex additions and a complex division. 
However, the complexity associated with this is not considered in the adaptation mode. Instead, it 
will be considered in the operational mode. Moreover, the Secant method requires the knowledge 
of the LUT entries and of the errors at the preceding step. Thus, three times the LUT sized 
memory needs to be allocated. 
Operational Mode: 
The complexity in the operational mode can be divided into two consecutive phases: finding the 
right LUT entry (LUT address) and then multiplying the sample by the corresponding LUT entry. 
Finding the LUT address can be performed by using a square operation (real and imaginary part 
of the signal), as shown in Figure 5-14 and followed by a rounding operation: 
address = round[(real 2 + imag 2)(LUTsIZE - 1)] + 1 (5.18) 
The above operation requires approximately three real multiplication and three real additions. 
The obtained LUT entry will then be multiplied with the input signal sample to produce the pre-
distorted signal output and therefore, resulting in a complex multiplication. The size of the LUT is 
directly proportional to the cost of the memory. However, it does not introduce any additional 
complexity. 
The overall complexity of the LUT pre-distorter is presented in Table 5-5. 
Table 5-5: Complexity Analysis per sample for LUT pre-distortion schemes (Secant) 
Method Mode Real x Real + Complex -7-
LUT Pre-distorter Adaptation 8 8 1 
(Secant) 
Operation 4 2 0 
5.4.1.4 Observations: LUT Pre-distorter using Secant Method 
The following main points can be observed from the simulation results: 
• 
• 
Assuming a noiseless feedback channel (SNR= inf dB) in the adaptation phase, the 
accuracy improves with increasing LUT sizes. Moreover, the accuracy provided by the 
LUT pre-distorter improves by increasing the length of the training sequence: up to some 
point which depends on the size of the LUT. 
When A WON (noisy channels) is applied to the feedback channel the accuracy provided 
by the pre-distorter becomes practically independent of the LUT size (within the range of 
the examined cases). 
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• The accuracy provided by the LUT pre-distorter deteriorates consistently and significantly 
with decreasing SNR. 
5.4.2 Performance Evaluation of the Polynomial Pre-distorter 
Similar to LUT based pre-distorters; polynomial based pre-distorters also utilize various 
adaptation algorithms for adapting the polynomial coefficients according to PA variations 
I BESBO 11. However, we consider an adaptation algorithm in which the coefficients are derived 
based on Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion. In this Section, we evaluate the 
performance of the polynomial pre-distorter, in which the coefficients are derived based on the 
MMSE criterion I LEEKO II, ILATH99l. The performance is mainly evaluated in terms of the 
convergence speed, accuracy and computational complexity. 
The performance of the pre-distorter was evaluated for various Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
values in the feedback noisy channel: 0 dB, 10 dB, inf dB . Moreover, both 3rd and 5th order 
polynomials are investigated. 
5.4.2.1.1 Adaptation of the Polynomial Pre-distorter based on MMSE Estimation 
x y 
Pre-distorter 
AM/AM: Ia,..N r=0,1 ,2,3 
AMIPM: Ibr.N r=0,1 ,2,3 
[a"a2,al,ao] 
rb"b2,bJ,bo] 
Adaptation Algorithm 
AWGN 
Figure 5-15: Generic Structure of the Polynomial Pre-distorter 
z 
The assumed polynomial pre-distorter model is shown in Figure 5-15. The linearization system 
initially goes through a training phase in order to optimize polynomial coefficients. The pre-
distortion process is accomplished by simply multiplying the transmitted signal samples with the 
complex pre-distorter's output parameter. This complex parameter is derived from the polynomial 
evaluated by substituting the magnitude of the input sample. The polynomial model of the pre-
distorter includes even-order terms in order to increase the modelling accuracy and therefore, 
lower order polynomials can be used I LEID041. 
. . . 1 I' ed for training the polynomial of Assummg a trammg sequence X of N comp ex samp es, IS us 
., t d by two real polynomials instead 
order R, the amplitude and phase pre-dlstortlOns are represen e 
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of representing them as a complex polynomial. Referring to Figure 5-15, the instantaneous 
magnitude Ax,i (0 < i ~ N), of the signal is extracted and used to find the pre-distortion 
parameters Aq,i and 8q,i' Subsequently, this is multiplied by the input signal sample xi. The pre-
distorted signal yi,k = Aq,iejeq,iXi is then input to the HPA, which outputs the distorted signal 
zi,k. In the ideal case the pre-distorter perfectly compensates the amplifier's non-linearity so that 
Zi,k = xi. In practice, however, there will be an error between the transmit signal and the output 
of the HPA, which is associated to the polynomial coefficients. 
Two real polynomial functions of the instantaneous input magnitude are used in order to produce 
the amplitude and phase pre-distortion parameters. They can be represented: 
R 
Aq,i = L ar(AX,it (5.19) 
r=O 
R 
8q,i = L Pr(Ax,it (5.20) 
r=O 
where R is the polynomial order, which in practice is usually chosen to be 3 or 5, and a = 
[ao, ai, ...... , aR], IJ = [Po, Pl1 ...... , PR] the polynomial coefficients [DING04]. In MMSE 
estimation, the objective is to determine the polynomial coefficients, which minimize the MSE: 
The MSE can be estimated as: 
a* = arg minE[leAI 2 ] 
a 
W = arg min E[lee 12] 
P 
(5.21 ) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
. . aE[leAI 2 ] _ 0 d aE[leeI 2 ] = 0 for all r. For 
The optimal parameters can be determmed by settmg aar - an aPr 
R = 2 the minimization procedure leads to the following linear systems of equations: 
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(5.25) 
(5.26) 
Where E[·] represents expectations that are estimated by averaging over the N training sequence 
samples. 
5.4.2.2 Evaluation of convergence speed and accuracy 
With similar assumptions stated in Section 5.4.1.2, Table 5-6 and 5-7 provide corresponding 
results (to those in section 5.4.1.2) for the 3rd and 5th order polynomial pre-distorters, respectively. 
Before commenting on the tabulated results, it is noted that the simulations showed that the 
polynomial pre-distorters provide better accuracy when a pseudo-random training sequence is 
used, rather than a sequence with 'ramp-up' characteristics (as the one used for training the LUT 
pre-distorters) . 
Table 5-6: RMSE between input-output signals with a 3rd order polynomial pre-distorter, for 
different training sequence lengths and SNR levels in the feedback channel 
L = 25 L = 50 L = 100 L = 500 L - 1000 
SNR = inf. 0.0016 6.2· 10-4 2.71· 10-4 7.59.10- 5 6.62' 10 5 
SNR = 10dB 0.0014 8.26.10 4 5.49. 10 4 5.62 . 10 4 5.49.10 4 
SNR = OdB 0.0048 0.0036 0.0034 0.0067 0.0050 
Table 5-7: RMSE between input-output signals with a 5th order polynomial pre-distorter, for 
different training sequence lengths and SNR levels in the feedback channel 
L = 25 L = 50 L -100 L - 500 L 1000 
SNR = inf. 0.0015 7.0. 10 4 1.73.10 4 7.35. 10 5 3.84. 10 5 
SNR = 10dB 0.0017 7.6. 10 4 4.67. 10 4 3.65. 10 4 3.3.10 4 
SNR = OdB 0.0063 0.0072 0.0066 0.0083 0.0078 
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Table 5-6 and 5-7 show the RMSE performance of the 3rd and 5th order pol . I . I ynomIa s, respectIve y. 
It is observed that the performance of the 5th order polynomial is slightly better than the 3rd order 
polynomial pre-distorter. Moreover, Table 5-R shows similar results obtained to those in Table 5-
7, but by neglecting the even-order terms in the polynomial. It is observed that including even-
order terms in the polynomial has significant effect on the accuracy of the polynomial based pre-
distorters. 
Table 5-8: RMSE between input-output signals with a 5th order polynomial pre-distorter (only odd 
terms), for different training sequence lengths and SNR levels in the feedback channel 
L - 25 L - 50 L = 100 L = 500 L = 1000 
SNR = inf. 0.0025 0.0014 7.51.10-4 3.23.10-4 3.92· 10-4 
SNR - 10dB 0.0016 0.0014 5.26.10 4 4.9· 10-4 5.25.10-4 
SNR - OdB 0.0035 0.0040 0.0041 0.0058 0.0049 
5.4.2.3 Complexity of MMSE based Polynomial Pre-distorter 
In order to evaluate the computational complexity of the MMSE based Polynomial pre-distorter, 
the 3rd order polynomial pre-distorter is considered herein. 
Adaptation Mode: 
It can be observed that the matrices in (5.25) and (5.26) are deterministic for a given training 
sequence and therefore they can be determined and inverted offline and only once. Therefore the 
only significant computations involved are the estimation of the expectation terms on the left hand 
sides of (5.25) and (5.26). Moreover, unlike for the Secant method, the estimate does not need to 
be updated at each step and therefore a single estimate can be produced after N samples. Such an 
approach would also be consistent with the relaxed requirement of relatively slow re-adaptation of 
the pre-distorter. Therefore the total computational requirements of the MMSE training approach 
are two polynomial evaluations and the estimation of the expectations terms. 
However, this section only considers the complexity associated with the algorithm whilst the 
complexity associated with the calculation of pre-distortion parameters and finding the magnitude 
of the signal samples will be considered in the operational mode. 
In the case of 3rd order polynomials, there are 14 expectation terms need to be estimated and 
therefore, it requires approximately I-complex division, 14-real additions, 14-real divisions. 40-
real multiplication and a 4 x 4 matrix inversion. 
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Operational Mode: 
When used to pre-distort the input signal sample, the polynomial pre-distorter processes the 
sample into three consecutive phases. In the first phase, the magnitude of the complex signal 
sample is evaluated according to: 
magnitude = .Jreal2 + imag 2 (5.27) 
The above operation requires two real multiplications and real additions27 • 
In the second phase, the pre-distortion parameters are found by simply evaluating the third order 
polynomial. The evaluation of a third order real function requires six real multiplications and two 
real additions. 
Finally, the pre-distortion coefficient is multiplied by the input signal sample. This operation 
requires one complex multiplication which is equal to four real multiplication and two real 
additions. 
The overall complexity of the 3rd order polynomial pre-distorter is presented in Table 5-\). 
Table 5-9: Complexity Analysis per sample for polynomial pre-distortion schemes (MMSE) 
Method Mode Real x Real + Complex 7 
Poly. Pre-distorter Adaptatio? 40 14 lLlJ 
(MMSE) Operation 18 7 0 
5.4.2.4 Observations: MMSE based Polynomial Pre-distorter 
The following main points can be observed from the simulation results: 
• For the particular amplifier model, the 5th order polynomial provides slightly better 
accuracy than for the 3rd order. 
• Including the even-order term provides significant performance improvement. 
• The convergence speed of the polynomial pre-distorter is significantly faster relative to 
the LUT pre-distorter. 
• The adaptation of the polynomial pre-distorter is significantly more resilient and stable to 
low SNR conditions relative to the LUT pre-distorter. 
27 The complexity of the square-root operation is not considered. 
28 Matrix inversion is not considered. 
29 14 real divisions 
1 1-l 
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The complexity of the polynomial pre-distorter is significantly higher both m the 
adaptation and the operational modes of the pre-distorter. 
As observed from the simulation results, the polynomial pre-distorter converges significantly 
faster than the LUT pre-distorter. However, the computational complexity, especially in 
evaluating the polynomials, in the polynomial pre-distorter dramatically increases if the pre-
distorter is extended to use higher order polynomials; obviously, the complexity in the operational 
mode also increases I Bl:SBO II. On the other hand, it is only the adaptation time that increases if 
larger sized Look Up Tables are employed and thereby, the complexity of the adaptation 
operation increases significantly rCA VE90j. In the next section, we extend our investigation on 
the LUT based pre-distorter based on a modified Secant algorithm which is based on the Newton-
Raphson modification in !HUAN041. 
Moreover, the performances of the two aforementioned pre-distortion techniques under different 
SNR assumptions are further evaluated through downlink (HSDPA, OFDM) and uplink (HSUPA, 
SC-FDMA) simulations and will be presented in chapters 6. 
5.5 LUT Pre-distorter based on Modified Secant Algorithm 
In this section, a modified Secant algorithm, derived from the modifications to IHUANO-t-!, is 
investigated for the LUT based pre-distortion technique, assuming the feedback signal is only 
contaminated by additive white Gaussian noise in the training process. The transmission path of a 
typical OFDM based communication system, including TWT A, Pre-distorter, is depicted in 
Figure 5- I 3. 
The performance of the algorithm is first evaluated under very noisy feedback channel conditions. 
Subsequently, they are also investigated for higher signal to noise ratio (SNRs) in the feedback 
channel. The performances are evaluated in terms of link-level performance and in the reduction 
of out-of-band radiation or adjacent channel interference (ACn. In addition, the investigations are 
further extended to evaluate the performance in terms of the following performance measures: 
f ret) - G(IF(lr(t)1)1) 2] 
NMSE = E l ret) 
ret) - G(IF(lr(t)l)l) 
NMAE = max ret) 
RMSE = E{lr(t) - G(IF(lr(t)I)I)1 2 } 
RMAE = maxlr(t) - G(IF(lrCt)I)1)1 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
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Where E denotes the expectation operator. NMSE and NMAE denote the normalized MSE and 
normalized maximum absolute error (MAE), whereas RMSE and RMAE denote the relative MSE 
and relative MAE, respectively. The NMSE and NMAE react to the error resulting from the pre-
distorter in the small signal region, whereas RMSE and RMAE are more sensitive to the error 
near to the input signal saturation region. Thus, these performance indexes can provide a fair and 
comprehensive comparison for the adaptation algorithms employed. Moreover, it must be noted 
that although the input signal to the pre-distorter is random, the performance indexes above are 
not sensiti ve to the input signal itself if enough samples are taken30 I HU A N061. 
5.5.1 Modified Secant Method 
y 
Xo X.I X 
Figure 5-16: Modified Secant Method (Higher order Secant method) 
In I HU AN041, the well-known linear Newton-Raphson method was modified to improve the 
performance and is referred to as the non-linear Newton-Raphson method. On the other hand, the 
main difference between the linear Newton-Raphson method and the Secant method is the 
approximation to the derivative of the function by finite difference value, shown in equation 
(5.16). Therefore, we adopt a similar modification with the conventional Secant method and thus, 
the modified Secant algorithm is given by: 
30 1 million samples were used 
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(5.32) 
Where, 
(5.33) 
When r = 1, it reduces to the conventional Secant formulation. For higher values of r, the 
modified Secant method uses the curvature (a parabola for r = 2) rather than using the straight 
line for updating the LUT parameter at each iteration. This fact is illustrated in Figure 5-16. 
Moreover, the algorithm was only experimented for real polynomial root finding problems and no 
work has been done for complex root finding problems and the optimal selection of the parameter, 
r. However, depending on the type of problem involved, the algorithm tends to become unstable 
for increasing values of parameter, r. Thus, it is appropriate to investigate this algorithm here. 
5.5.2 Performance Evaluations 
Table 5-10: Simulation Parameters 
Simulation Parameter Value 
No. subcarriers in OFDM 512 
Modulation Technique QPSK 
OversampJing rate 4 times 
Input Back-off (IBO) 6 dB JI 
LUT size 128 
In this section, the perfonnances of the LUT pre-distorter based on the modified Secant algorithm 
is evaluated and compared under various feedback channel conditions. 
'rahle 5-10 lists the simulation parameters used for investigation. It should be noted that although 
the LUT with larger sizes provide improved performance, the investigations are only performed 
using a 128 sized LUT pre-distorter leA VE90). In Section 5.4.1, the performance of Secant based 
LUT pre-distorter was evaluated under various feedback channel conditions and it was found that 
the perfonnance was heavily degraded in noisy feedback channel conditions (lower SNRs). Due 
31 This was fixed in the investigation. 
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to this fact, in this section, the performance was first evaluated . f 
, m tenns 0 out-of-band radiation 
power and link level perfonnance, for noisy feedback channel c d't' I on lIons on y (SNR = OdB). 
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Figure 5-17: Spectrum of output signal from TWTA for different values of parameter, r. (SNR = 
OdB and Length of training sequence, N = 500) 
The spectrum of the output signal from the TWT A for different values of r is shown in Figure 
5-17. It is observed that the modified Secant algorithm significantly reduces the adjacent channel 
interference (ACI) compared with the conventional Secant algorithm (case when r = 1). When 
r = 1000, approximately 35 dB improvement is observed at an offset, equal to twice the signal 
bandwidth, from the centre frequency. Moreover, from Figure 5-1 S, a similar improvement in the 
link-level performance is also observed. However, the improvement is significant only up to a 
certain value of parameter, r in both cases. 
Similarly, the modified algorithm was further investigated for different lengths of training 
sequence and for this purpose, the case when r = 100 was chosen. Figure 5-19 shows the 
spectrum of the output signal from the TWT A for different lengths of training sequence. It is 
observed that the reduction of out-of-band radiation power is significantly reduced when the 
length of training sequence is larger than the LUT size, 128; for example N = 500,1000, and 
10000. However, in all these cases, there is no significant variation in the reduction of out-of-
band radiation power. 
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Figure 5-18: Link level performance of OFDM system for different values of parameter, r (SNR 
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Figure 5-20: Link level performance of OFDM system for different length of training sequence, N. 
(SNR = OdB and parameter, r = 100) 
On the other hand, Figure 5-20 shows the link level performance of the OFDM system for 
different lengths of training sequence. There is no significant difference in the Bit Error Rate 
(BER) performance when the length of the training sequences are 10000,1000 and 500. 
However, the performance is significantly degraded when the length of the training sequence is 
100, which is smaller than the size of the LUT,128. 
Investigations were further extended to evaluate the performance indexes given above. Figure 
5-21 shows the evaluated performance indexes, NMSE, NMAE, RMSE and RMSE, for modified 
Secant algorithm with different values of parameter r under a very noisy feedback path from the 
satellite (5 N R = 0 dB). All these indexes shows performance improvement when the value of 
parameter r is increased. Moreover, the value of the parameter, r chosen from the above 
investigations is consistent. 
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Figure 5-24: RMSE for different values of parameter, r under different feedback channel conditions 
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Figure 5-25: RMAE for different values of parameter, r under different feedback channel conditions 
Similar performance indexes were evaluated for various feedback channel conditions in the 
feedback path from the satellite. Figure 5-22,5-23,5-24 and 5-25 shows the performance indexes 
NMSE, NMAE, RMSE, and RMAE, respectively, evaluated under different SNRs; 
0,10,15,20,30 and inf dBs. It is observed that when the feedback channel conditions are 
improved, the performance indexes show significant improvement at lower values of parameter, 
r. However, the improvement is significant only when the SNR in the feedback channel is greater 
than a certain value (i.e threshold SNR). Accordingly, an approximated threshold-SNR can be 
fixed at SNR =20 dB. Within this limit, the modified Secant algorithm outperforms the 
conventional Secant algorithm. 
The simulations were further extended to evaluate the link level performance of both the modified 
Secant algorithm and the Secant algorithm in different feedback channel conditions by keeping 
the parameter, r constant at 100 and the length of the training sequence at 500. The evaluated 
performances are reported in Figure 5-26. It is observed that the conventional Secant based pre-
distorter shows improvement when the SNR in the feedback channel is increased. However, it 
shows poor performance in very noisy channel conditions. On the other hand, the modified Secant 
based pre-distorter shows improved performance in noisy channel conditions. However, the 
performance improvement obtained by increasing the SNR in the feedback channel is limited. It is 
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also noted that the conventional Secant based pre-distorter outperforms th d'f' d S e mo I Ie ecant based 
pre-distorter beyond a certain SNR in the feedback channel; approximately when SNR= 20 dB, 
10 
10 12 14 
Figure 5-26: Link Level Performance of Modified Secant Algorithm for different SNRs (r = 100 
and length of training sequence, N = 500) 
5.5.3 Observations: Modified Secant Algorithm 
The following main points can be observed from the simulation results: 
• In the noisy feedback channel condition, the modified Secant algorithm provides 
improved performance in terms of both adjacent channel interference and link level 
performance. However, its performance is limited in noiseless feedback channel 
condition, 
• The conventional Secant based algorithm provides better performance in the noiseless 
feedback channel conditions. On the other hand, it shows poor performance in noisy 
channel conditions. 
• A threshold level in SNR = 20dB is observed, below this value modified Secant based 
pre-distorters provides performance improvement over the conventional Secant based pre-
distorters. 
12.+ 
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5.6 Summary and Conclusions 
This chapter can be summarized as follows: 
• The TR technique becomes very effective when combined with Pre-distortion technique . 
The performance advantage is significantly greater than the performance advantage 
obtained with any single mitigation technique: TR technique or ideal Pre-distortion. 
• The polynomial pre-distorter shows more robustness than the LUT pre-distorter in the 
noisy feedback channel conditions. However, its complexity is greater than the LUT pre-
distorter. 
• 5th order polynomial shows improved performance advantage when compared with the 3rd 
order polynomials. Moreover, polynomial pre-distorters with even-order terms show 
significant performance advantage compared with the pre-distorter without even-order 
terms. 
• The modified Secant algorithm showed significant performance advantage in nOISY 
feedback channel conditions. However, it showed a limited improvement in noiseless 
feedback channel conditions. Thus, the parameter r must be adapted according to the 
SNR in the feedback channel conditions, keeping SNR = 20dB as an approximate 
threshold level. 
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Chapter Six 
6 Performance Comparison of OFDM based 
and HSPA based Air Interfaces in the 
Wideband Mobile Satellite Channel 
6.1 Introduction 
As briefly discussed in chapter 2, evaluating the perfonnance of OFDM based air interfaces over 
the forward and return link of the hybrid satellite-terrestrial system is of high relevance to future 
Mobile Satellite Systems. Such systems will offer not only complementary coverage to terrestrial 
L TE-UMTS cellular networks, but also the possibility of satellite operators deploying their 
autonomous mobile networks by taking advantage of the terrestrial component in such hybrid 
architectures. Moreover, the newly formed ETSI Mobile Satellite Systems (MSS) group32 has 
recently started investigating the LTE air interfaces in the hybrid network. 
The main objective of this chapter is thus to evaluate the perfonnance of the OFDM based air 
interfaces, based on the 3GPP standard, over the hybrid satellite-terrestrial channel, represented 
by the power delay profiles given in Appendix A. The evaluated perfonnance is compared with 
the perfonnance of the High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) air interfaces, which represent the 
highest data rate version of the WCDMA based UMTS standards. As illustrated in Figure 6-1, the 
performance is evaluated in two different systems, namely Long Tenn Evolution (LTE) Satellite 
Systems and S-DMB type systems. In LTE satellite systems, HSDPA and OFDM are compared in 
the forward link whereas HSUPA and SC-FDMA are compared in the return link. The forward 
link comparison is also equally appropriate to S-DMB type system. 
The performance comparisons have been based on a tested and validated (C++) link-level 
simulator of T-UMTS Release 6 (HSUPA) and Release 5 (HSDPA)33, which are already 
.1~ The MSS group was fonned in early 2008 by merging the ETSI S-UMTS and ETSI GMR 
standardization groups. 
33 The link-level simulator includes the UMTS Release99 specifications. 
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available. These simulators have been extended to include dl'fferent b'l II' h mo I e sate He cannel 
model s, as produced via measurements within the European FP6 MAESTRO . [M project AES06], 
and also the non-linear response of the on-board satellite TWTA Ma' 'd ' " 
. In consl eratlOn IS gIven to 
evaluating the physical layer performance (Block Error Rate (BLER) Vs Eb / NO ) based on the 
3GPP 25 .814, 25 .896 standards. Accordingly, no special focu s has been made to modi fy the 
existing parameters in the standard and any other issues related to both OFDM and SC-FDMA 
systems, for example: channel equalization, pulse shaping, etc . 
Rl'turn Link 
Air Interfaces (I.TE Sa tellite Systems) 
• HSI :P,-\ 
• SC-FIHL\ 
Forward Link 
• I-ISDPA (L TE Sat. & S-DMB) 
• OFDM (L TE Sat. & S-DMB) 
• SC-FDE (S-DMR) 
1L 
~ 
Gateway 
..,... 
Figure 6-1: Considered System Scenario together with the air interfaces in the Forward and Return 
links 
This chapter also proposes the use of Single Carrier Frequency Domain Equalization (SC-FOE) as 
an alternative air interface to OFDM, within satellite digital multimedia broadcasting systems (S-
DMB). In particular, SC-FDE, due to its single carrier nature, implicitly removes the problem of 
high PAPR OFDM signal properties. In addition, SC-FDE has similar overall complexity 
compared to OFDM and also provides similar overall performance in a linear channel 
environment fl:A LC021 . A comparison of OFDM and SC-FDE systems was performed assuming 
a perfectly linearized satellite channel and ideal channel estimation. 
The chapter first introduces both SC-FDE and SC-FDMA air interfaces along with their system 
models . Section 6.3 provides performance evaluation and comparison in the forward link of the 
non-linear wideband mobile satellite channel. Both LTE satellite system and S-OMB type system 
are considered. In the LTE satellite system, OFDM and HSDPA are considered whereas in the 5-
0MB type system SC-FDE and OFDM are considered. However, the results obtained in LTE 
satellite system are also applicable to S-DMB type system. On the other hand. SC-FDMA and 
HSUPA is considered in the return link of the non-linear wideband mobil e sate lli te system and as 
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most appropriate to LTE satellite systems which incorporates a return link. Emphasis in the return 
link study is also given to realistic channel estimation, taking into account the effect of amplifier's 
non-linearity. Furthermore, the investigation of a CAZAC (Constant Amplitude Zero Auto 
Correlation) reference signals in the non-linear channel estimation for SC-FDMA is also included. 
For this purpose, the Zadoff- Chu sequence was considered due to its wide applications in 
communication systems and its recent recommendation for Random Access Channel (RACH) 
preamble [YANG06j. Other elements addressed in this chapter are the impact of linearization 
techniques, 3rd order polynomial pre-distortion technique described in chapter 5, and their effect 
on the channel estimation using CAZAC sequence. Finally, the chapter is summarized with the 
important outcomes. In addition, appropriate air interfaces for LTE satellite and S-DMB type 
systems are recommended based on the link-level investigation. 
6.2 Overview of Air Interfaces 
In this section, SC-FDE and SC-FDMA are introduced along with their system models. The SC-
FDMA and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) are multi-user versions of 
SC-FDE and OFDM, respectively. A DFT spread orthogonal frequency multiplexing is utilized in 
SC-FDMA whereas the multiple accesses in OFDMA are based on the assignment of the subset of 
subcarriers to individual users. Thus, the SC-FDE is introduced in comparison to OFDM whereas 
SC-FDMA is introduced in comparison to OFDMA. 
6.2.1 SC-FDE 
6.2.1.1 Overview of SC-FDE 
OFDM 
{ 
.. 
-. 
.. 
,. Q) 
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Q) 
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Figure 6-2: Transmitter and Receiver Structures of OFDM and SC-FDE Systems 
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Though OFDM provides efficient low complexity equalization in broadband communication 
systems, it suffers from the drawback of high PAPR, which does not exist with conventional 
single carrier system, In I FA LC02I, single carrier with Frequency Domain Equalisation (FDE) 
was proposed as another way to fight the frequency fading channel. It delivers performance 
similar to the OFDM system with essentially the same overall complexity, even for long excess 
delay spread [SARI95I, Figure 6-2 shows the block diagram of SC-FDE and compares it with that 
ofOFDM. 
In the transmitter of SC-FDE, the CP is added, which is a copy of the last part of the block, to the 
input data at the beginning of each block in order to prevent the inter-block interference (IBI) and 
also to transform the linear convolution of the channel to circular convolution. It must be noted 
that the circular convolution is equivalent to point-wise multiplication in frequency domain and 
thereby, simplifies the equalization or channel inversion process in the receiver. Thus, similar to 
OFDM, SC-FDE also provides low-complexity equalization, independent of the channel memory 
order and the signalling constellation. However, in SC-FDE both the FFf and IFFf processing 
takes place on the receiving end, and hence the transmission is single-carrier. It is also noted that 
the use of CP can be substituted by a silent period IZHOUOlj or a training sequence [DENE() II. 
The lack of IFFf processing at the transmitter makes SC-FDE inherently more resilient to the 
amplifier's non-linear distortion. Simulation results which confirm this can be found in 
[HORL041. 
The SC-FDE receiver transforms the received signal into the frequency domain by applying FFT 
and does the equalisation process in the frequency domain. Most of the well-know time domain 
equalization techniques, such as minimum mean-square error (MMSE) equalisation, decision 
feed-back equalisation (DFE), can be applied to the FDE and the details of the frequency domain 
implementation of these techniques are found in IDHAHOll, IBENY021, IPANCO:'iI. After the 
equalisation, the signal is brought back to the time-domain by applying IFFf and the detection is 
then performed. 
Many recent papers can be found, which provide comparisons between the two approaches (see 
II-IORL04 J and references therein). Comparing the OFDM and SC-FDE systems, they both use 
the same communication component blocks and the only difference between the two is the 
location of the IFFf block. Thus, a similar link level performance and spectral efficiency can be 
expected. 
However, there are distinct differences that make them perform differently. In the receiver, the 
data detection is performed on a sub-carrier basis for OFDM, whereas it is performed after 
applying the IFFf to the equalised data in SC-FDE (time domain). Due to this reason, the OFDM 
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system is very sensitive to spectral nulls. Furthermore, OFDM symbols are expanded with parallel 
transmission of the data block during the elongated time period. 
In summary, SC-FDE has the following advantages over OFDM: 
• Low P APR due to single carrier modulation at the transmitter 
• Robustness to spectral null 
• Lower sensitive to carrier frequency offset 
On the other hand, it is also interesting to note that a SC-FDE receiver has the capability to 
receive OFDM signals and conversely the OFDM transmitter to transmit SC-FDE signals. In 
other words, a dual mode system can be featured by simply incorporating a convertible modem 
switching the IFF[ block between the transmitter and receiver at each end of the link. 
In the remainder of this section a model of a SC-FDE system will be provided and then simulation 
results will be presented, which compare the performance of OFDM and SC-FDE in an S-DMB 
type of system. 
6.2.1.2 SC-FDE System Model 
Let ui be the ith block of transmitted data, which consists of K QAM symbols. The subsequent 
insertion of the CP, can be represented as a linear matrix of size (C + K) x K which has the form 
Tcp = [OCX(K-C), Icxc; I KxK ]34, where C is the length (in samples) of the CPo Thus the resulting 
signal can be expressed as: Ui = TCPUi and consists of P = (C + K) samples. Provided that 
timing is recovered accurately at the receiver, the received signal which contains complete 
observation of Ui is given as: 
(6.1) 
where Ii is a vector which contains samples of the Gaussian noise in the recei ver' s circuitry. 
In (6.1) it is assumed that the channel is modelled as an FIR filter of L + 1 taps: 
h = [h(O), h(l), ...... , h(L)], and "0 represents the P x P Toeplitz channel filtering matrix, 
which is given as: 
34 MATLAB notation is used. 
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h(O) 0 0 0 0 
h(O) 0 0 0 
Ho = h(L) h(O) 0 0 
0 h(L) 0 (6,2) 
0 0 h(L) .. h(O) 
Hi models the edge effect caused by the excess delay spread of the propagation channel and 
results in lSI with the previously transmitted symbol U i - 1 ' 
o .. h(L) h(l) 
o h(L) 
o o h(L) 
(6,3) 
o 0 o o 
It is observed that provided C ~ L the entries of Xi affected by lSI, are only those which contain 
the Cp, Incorrect timing recovery will result in collecting observations, which contain more than 
L symbols from U i - 1 and thus failing to avoid lSI through the removal of the cp, On the other 
hand, if the observation window is delayed (instead of being ahead in time) then even a slight 
timing error will result in lSI with U i+1 • 
The removal of the CP at the receiver can be modelled by a linear matrix: T R = [0 KxC ,I KxK ] , 
which effectively also removes the second term in the summation in (6.1). Thus the resulting 
signal is given as: 
(6.4) 
The effect of the inclusion and removal of the CP is that the effective channel matrix H has a 
circulant structure: 
h(O) 0 0 h(L) h(l) 
h(O) 0 h(L) 
h(L) 0 0 h(L) (6,5) 
H= 0 h(L) .. h(O) 0 0 
0 h(O) 0 
0 h(L) h(O) 0 .. 
0 0 0 h(L) h(O) 
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A circulant matrix is defined by the first row only and each row is obta' d b l' 11 .. 
, me y cyc lca y shIftmg 
the previous row to the right. The most important property of circulant t . . h h rna nces IS t at t ey all 
share the same set of singular vectors. Those singular vectors fonn the FFf matrix. In other 
words, any circulant matrix is diagonalised by the FFf matrix: 
A=FHF-1 (6.6) 
hAd' (0 1 K-I) i . were = lag OJ ,OJ , .. , OJ and OJ IS the channel response at the i1h frequency bin and: 
1 1 1 1 
j27r j47r j(K-I)27r 
1 e K e K e K 
F=_l_ _j47r j87r j(K -1)47r (6.7) 
-JK 1 e K e K e K 
.. .. .. 
j(K -1)27r j(K-I)47r j(K-I)(K-1)27r 
1 e K e K e K 
Thus following the FFf processing at the receiver the system input-output relationship becomes: 
Y· = Fx. = AFu + Fn I I I (6.8) 
Equation (6.8) suggests that the simplest zero-forcing (ZF) equalization can be performed such 
that the whole system is modelled as: 
(6.9) 
The ZF equalising matrix A -I exists as long as the channel frequency response does not have 
zeros on the FFf grid. Even if some of the OJi are close to zero, the estimate becomes unreliable 
due to excessive noise amplification. This problem is ameliorated by the MMSE equalization 
approach I DIJAl-IO II: 
* OJ I 
Wi = 2 1 
IOJI +-i SNR 
(6.10) 
Decision feedback equalization can also be employed (see I BENV()21 and references therein), 
which provides better performance than the linear equalizers but with increased computational 
cost. 
Following the single-tap equalization process and the IFFT processing, the soft signal estimates 
can be used in order to make the symbol decisions, or alternatively input to the channel decoder. 
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6.2.2 SC-FDMA 
6.2.2.1 Overview of SC-FDMA 
SC-FDMA utilizes single carrier modulation and frequency domain equalization (FDE), but has a 
similar performance and essentially the same overall complexity as those of the OFDM system. It 
can be viewed as an extension to single carrier frequency domain equalisation (SC-FDE) in order 
to accommodate multiple user access fHYUN06aj. Due to its inherent single carrier structure, it 
facilitates lower P APR as compared to an OFDMA scheme and this is one of the main technical 
reason that has been put forward by 3GPP members as an alternative to OFDMA in the return link 
of the next generation mobile communication systems [HYUN06b I. 
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conventional OFDMA system. SC-FDMA can be regar e as a -
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domain data symbols are transformed to the frequency domain by DFf before classical OFDMA 
modulation. Orthogonality between users is maintained by the fact that each user occupies 
different sub-carriers in the frequency domain, similar to OFDMA [HYUN06aj. 
As seen from Figure 6-3, the transmitter of the SC-FDMA system converts a binary input signal 
to a sequence of modulated sub-carriers. Specifically, a baseband modulator transforms the binary 
input to a multilevel sequence of complex numbers xn in one of several possible modulation 
formats including QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM. The modulation symbols {xn} are then grouped 
into blocks, each containing N symbols. The first step in modulating the SC-FDMA sub-carriers 
is to perform an N-point DFf to produce a frequency domain representation Xk of the input 
symbols. It then maps each of the N-DFf outputs to one of the Me> N) orthogonal sub-carriers 
that can be transmitted. If N = M / Q and all terminals transmit N symbols per block, the system 
can handle Q simultaneous transmissions without co-channel interference. Q is known as the 
bandwidth expansion factor of the symbol sequence. The result of the sub-carrier mapping is the 
set Xl (l = 0,1,2, ... , M - 1) of complex sub-carrier amplitudes, where N of the amplitudes are 
non-zero. As in OFDMA, an M -point IFFT transforms the sub-carrier amplitUdes to a complex 
time-domain signal xm. Each xm are then transmitted sequentially. 
{Xd 
NorT 
t 
IV ,J~l : number of data symbob 
T T : s"mhol durations 
. " 
Subcarrier 
J\lJapping 
(Xi} 
M IOrT 
T 
Figure 6-4: Generation of SC-FDMA transmit symbols. There are M total number of sub-carriers, 
among which N « M) sub-carriers are occupied by the input data 
. . I rforms two additional processing In addition to the above signal processmg, the transmitter a so pe 
. . . f l' f' (CP) and linear filtering referred to as functions prior to transmiSSIOn: msertIOn 0 cyc IC pre IX 
., .,. '1 t OFDMA as described in chapter 3. pulse shaping. The CP msertIOn operatIon IS sum ar 0 . 
d b h It'path propagation whIle the Similarly, it prevents Inter-Block Interference (lBI) cause Y t emu 1 
f b d · 1 ergy before transmission. pulse shaping filter operation reduces the out-o - an Signa en 
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Figure 6--+ details the generation of SC-FDMA transmit symbols. There are M sub-carriers, 
among which N « M) sub-carriers are occupied by the input data. In the time domain, the input 
symbol has symbol duration of T seconds and the symbol duration is compressed to t = (N / M)T 
seconds after SC-FDMA modulation. 
At the receiver, the received signal is transformed into the frequency domain via FFf processing 
and then the frequency domain equalization is applied to the de-mapped sub-carriers. After the 
equalization process, the signal is transformed into the time domain via IDFT processing, where 
detection and decoding takes place. 
Depending on how DFT -spread symbols are mapped onto the sub-carriers in the lFFf block, SC-
FDMA can be classified into two types: Localized SC-FDMA (LFDMA) and Distributed SC-
FDMA (DFDMA). As shown in Figure 6-5, in LFDMA the DFT spread symbols are mapped onto 
consecutive points in the IDFT block, whereas, in DFDMA, the OFT spread symbols are mapped 
onto the entire bandwidth with zeros assigned to the unused sub-carriers. The case of M = Q . N 
for the distributed mode with equi-distance between occupied sub-carriers is called Interleaved 
FDMA (IFDMA) fllYUN06a I. 
------, __ I Xci 
--+ 
Zeros J, i 
--.. 
~. - - + I • 
Zeros ~ i 
l. -- .. 
XX-l------
fAT()"i T 
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- - + ,-
, .'1. .11-1 
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Zero" ! -. l- - + .\"./-1 
Distributed .J.\Ilodc Localized Mode 
Figure 6-5: Sub-carrier Mapping modes: Localized and Distributed [HYll:'li06hl. 
The LFDMA can potentially achieve multi-user diversity in frequency selective fading if it 
., . f h . I b d where that user has favourable 
assigns each user to sub-carners m a portIOn 0 t e SIgna an 
. 1') MIt' ser diversity depends heavily on transmission characteristics (hIgh channe gam. u I-U 
. I . hannel-dependent scheduling independent fading among different transmItters. It a so reqUIres c 
. h h nel quality as a function of (CDS) of sub-carriers. CDS requires the system to mom tor t e c an 
. . . nment to changes in the channel frequency for each user termmal, and adapts sub-carner assIg 
h d DFDMNIFDMA does not need to frequency response of all the terminals. On the other an, ' 
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rely on CDS in order to exploit the frequency diversity since each user is effectively spread over 
the entire signal band, and in this sense is more effective than LFDMA. However, since sub-
carriers of different users are allocated adjacent to each other; it is more sensitive to frequency 
errors (eg. Frequency offset, Doppler spread), and also channel estimation becomes more 
challenging since coherency across the frequency domain is not available as in LFDMA. 
Moreover, LFDMA with CDS has the potential for considerably higher capacity in tenns of 
number of users than IFDMA I HYUN06a I. We therefore restrict the investigation herein to 
LFDMA based systems. 
6.2.2.2 SC-FDMA System Model 
Let U i be the t h block of transmitted data, which consists of N QPSK symbols. The first 
processing stage is the DFT spreading, which can be modelled by the linear DFT matrix Q of 
dimensions N x N. The subsequent zero insertions and sub-carrier mappings can also be modelled 
as linear transformations on the DFT spread signal, which we denote as M sized M x N. The 
remainder of the baseband processing stages at the transmitter are the IFFT and CP insertion, 
which are modelled by the linear matrices F-1 sized M x M and Tcp sized eM + L + 1) x M, 
respectively. Thus following all these processing stages the transmit SC-FDMA signal is given as: 
Xi =TcpF-1MQUi' 
Provided that timing is recovered accurately at the receiver, the received signal which contains 
complete observation of U i is given as: 
(6.11 ) 
where n is a vector which contains samples of the Gaussian noise in the receiver's circuitry (zero 
mean and variances of (/2). In (6.11) it is assumed that the channel is modelled as an FIR filter of 
L + 1 taps: h = [h(O), .. h(L)] , and Ho represents the Px P Toeplitz channel filtering matrix, 
which is given as: 
h(O) 0 0 0 0 
h(O) 0 0 0 
Ho = h(L) h(O) 0 0 (6.12) 
0 h(L) 0 
0 0 h(L) h(O) 
d I d f the propagation channel and H I models the edge effect caused by the excess e ay sprea 0 
results into lSI with the previously transmitted symbol xi-!' 
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o h(L) h(1) 
o h(L) 
o o h(L) (6.13) 
o 0 o o 
The removal of the CP at the receiver can be modelled by a linear matrix: T [0 I ] 
R = KxC' KxK ' 
which effectively also removes the second term in the summation in (6.11). Thus the resulting 
signal is given as: 
(6.14) 
The effect of the inclusion and removal of the CP is that the effective channel matrix H has a 
circulant structure: 
h(O) 0 0 h(L) h(l) 
h(O) .. 0 h(L) 
h(L) 0 0 h(L) 
H= 0 h(L) .. h(O) 0 0 
0 h(O) 0 (6.15) 
0 .. h(L) h(O) 0 
0 0 0 h(L) h(O) 
A circulant matrix is defined by the first row only, and each row is obtained by cyclically shifting 
the previous row to the right. The most important property of circulant matrices is that all share 
the same set of singular vectors. Those singular vectors form the FFf matrix. In other words, any 
circulant matrix is diagonalised by the FFf matrix: 
A=FHF-1 (6.16) 
where A = diag (AD, i , .. , AK -I) and AD is the channel response at the ith frequency bin and: 
1 1 
j21r j41r )(K -1)21r 
e K e K e K 
F=_I_ 
j41r _)81r j(K-I)41r 
K e K e K (6.17) JK e 
.. .. 
.. 
j( K -1)21r )(K-I)41r j(K-I)(K-1)21r 
1 K e K e K e .. 
Thus following the FFf processing at the receiver the system input-output relationship becomes: 
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(6.18) 
Following the FFf processing and channel estimation (using locall'zed '1 t t " pl 0 ones transmitted m 
the short blocks), MMSE equalization is performed in the frequency do . 35 (. IDIT mam pnor to de-
spreading). Denoting as Xi the estimated channel response of the ith sub-channel, the MMSE 
estimate of the signal sample on the ith sub-carrier, is obtained as: 
X~ 
..... t = Xi = ~ y. it X~ + _1_ t 
• t SNR 
(6.19) 
where Yt is the sample of the ith sub-channel, following FFf. The MMSE equalization, although 
being effective in suppressing noise amplification compared to zero-forcing equalization, it 
introduces a small complication in calculating the channel reliability scaling on the soft 
demodulated signal, for Turbo decoding. This issue is discussed in more detail in Appendix G. 
6.3 Air Interface Comparisons in the Forward Link 
6.3.1 Performance Comparison between OFDM and HSDP A in the Forward 
Link of the Wideband Mobile Satellite Channel36 
This section provides link-level simulation results on the performance of WCDMA (HSDPA) and 
OFDM, in the downlink of wideband mobile satellite system. The simulator was modified to 
include the hybrid terrestrial-satellite channel model shown in Figure 6-6. While the result 
provided within [A'1"1'A05] were mainly in the form of throughput against Eel lor curves (for 
different scenarios), the simulation results presented in this section are in the form of BLER 
against Eb/No37• This change in the performance measure has been introduced because BLER 
against Ebl No curves is a more typical measure of the link performance, particularly in OFDM 
based systems. Moreover the performance evaluations of HSDPA and OFDM, presented in this 
report, focus on the single transmission case (i.e. the HARQ protocol is de-activated), and as such 
the BLER performance provides a good measure of performance (compared to the multi-
transmission case, where throughput is more suitable). 
35 Zero-Forcing equalization provided worse performance. 
36 Also applicable to S-DMB type systems. 
37 In the HSDPA simulator, Eb/No cannot be defined directly as an input parameter. The 
methodology followed for defining Eb/ No values in the HSDPA simulator is described in 
Appendix E. 
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Figure 6-6: Multipath Power Delay Profile, representive for Integrated Terrestrial-Satellite System, 
Sampling Frequency=7.68 MSamples/sec38 
Table 6-1: OFDM simulation Parameters (set 1 from 3GPP 25.892) 
Parameters Set 1 
TTl duration (msec) 2 
PFT size (points) 512 
OPDM sampling rate (Msamples/sec) 7.68 
Ratio of OPDM sampling rate to UMTS chip rate 2 
Guard time interval (cyclic prefix) (samp1es/llsec) 56/7,29 
Subcarrier separation (kHz) 15 
# of OPDM symbols per TTl 27 
OFDM symbol duration (Ilsec) 73.96 
# of useful subcarriers per OPDM symbol 299 
OPDM bandwidth (MHz) 4.485 
For the simulation of OFDM, some parts of the HSDPA simulator (data multiplexing functions, 
receiver demodulator, pilot channel multiplexing and channel estimation functions) were modified 
based on [3GPP802j and described in Appendix D. The OFDM transmission parameters (FFT 
size, sampling rate, CP length, etc.) have been selected according to the reference parameter set 1 
provided in 13GPPR92I, listed in Table 6-1. The vehicular speed was assumed to be lOOkmlh and 
this value applies for all results presented in this section. 
38 I' f The delay spread of the channel will be reduced for lower samp mg requency. 
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Table 6-2: Information bit payload and code block sizes for each transport format assuming 10 
WCDMA or OFDM data units allocated to a single user per 2 ms TTl [3GPP892] 
Modulation Code Information 24-bit CRC Code Block R=1/3 Rate 
Rate Bit Payload Addition Segmentation Turbo Matching 
Encoding 
QPSK 1/3 3200 3224 1 x3224 9684 9600 
QPSK 1/2 4800 4824 1 x4824 14484 9600 
QPSK 2/3 6400 6424 2x3212 19296 9600 
QPSK 3/4 7200 7224 2x3612 21696 9600 
QPSK 4/5 7680 7704 2x3852 23136 9600 
16QAM 1/3 6400 6424 2x3212 19296 19200 
16QAM 1/2 9600 9624 2x4812 28896 19200 
16QAM 2/3 12801 12825 3x4275 38611 19200 
16QAM 3/4 14400 14424 3x4808 43308 19200 
16QAM 4/5 15360 15384 4x3846 46200 19200 
For comparing the two multiplexing techniques, coding and modulation parameters were chosen 
according to one of the test cases provided in Appendix A.I.3 in 13GPP892j. The specific details 
of the test scenario are highlighted on Table 6--':, where it is assumed that 10 parallel codes and 10 
data units are allocated to a single user (per 2ms TTl) in WCDMA(HSDPA) and OFDM, 
respectively. In OFDM each 2ms TTl consists of 3 time slots, where each carries 9 OFDM 
symbols. The multiplexing of the QPSK data symbols across the available time-frequency 
resources (in OFDM) was described in Appendix D. It also describes the essential modifications 
primarily based on 3GPP 25.892, to the T-UMTS simulator in order to replace the WCDMA 
multiplexing (and related processing functionalities at the transmitter and receiver models) with 
OFDM multiplexing. 
Before embarking on the presentation of the mobile satellite performance results, the performance 
of the OFDM simulator is validated against results produced independently by LG and the 
validated results are presented in Appendix F 13GPPLG J. 
6.3.1.1 Simulation Results - OFDM Vs. HSDPA 
Figure 6-7 gives the performances of the two multiplexing techniques for different satellite 
channel profiles, by assuming no amplifier and perfect channel estimation. It is observed that 
OFDM performs better over the 'satellite only' channels, whereas WCDMA performs 
substantially better over the 'SAT+IMR' channel. This is due to the advanced rake receiver used 
in the HSDPA system which has a larger window length to be able to detect the delayed signals 
by assigning fingers (six fingers used) to them. These features of the rake receiver reduce the self-
interference induced by the multipath channel and effectively exploit the multipath diversity. 
Furthermore, the extended cyclic prefix length showed approximately 2 dB gain (at BLER=lO')) 
in the OFDM performance, which is still significantly below the HSDPA performance. 
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Figure 6-7: Performance of HSDPA and OFDM for different mobile channel profiles, assuming no 
amplifier distortion and perfect channel estimation 
Table 6-3: Coherence Bandwidth/Time of the considered multipath channels 
Channel Type Mobile Velocity [Kmlh] Coherence BW [kHz] Coherence TimeJ!! [ms] 
Case '1' 100 366 1.7 
Case '3' 100 2560 1.7 
Case '5' 100 114 1.7 
Figure 6-X shows similar results to those in Figure 6-7, except for the assumption of realistic 
channel estimation. In the HSDPA simulation the common pilot channel is used for channel 
estimation, to which 10% of the total transmit power is allocated. 
F 100 3 0.4628 1 7 
39 Doppler frequency Fd = ~ = -*- = 277.8 Hz. Thus, coherence time = -- = . ms 
, J c ,max c 1.08 277.8 
\.+ \ 
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Figure 6-8: Performance of "SOPA and OFOM for different mobile channel profiles, assuming no 
amplifier distortion and pilot-based channel estimation 
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Figure 6-9: Slot Structure in OFOM with pilot tones 
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In OFDM, 100 pilot tones are placed in the first (frequency-domain) OFDM symbol in each 
slot40. The slot structure with pilot tones is shown in Figure 6-Y. After the sub-channels which 
carry the pilots are estimated then interpolation is performed across the frequency domain for 
estimating the responses of the intermediate sub-channels. Since 1600 QPSK symbols are 
mapped in each slot, only the first 6 (out of the 9 available) OFDM symbols are used. The sub-
channels are assumed to be fixed within the remaining five OFDM symbols in the slots which 
carry data. Thus the channel estimates, obtained for the first symbol are re-used directly for 
equalizing the remaining symbols in the block. This estimation approach across the time 
dimension is consistent with the coherence time of the radio channel for the particular carrier 
frequency and vehicular speed. In particular the coherence time of the channel is approximately 
1.7ms, whereas the time separation between the first and sixth symbol in the slot is about 0.4ms. 
The overhead introduced by the pilot tones in OFDM is less than 6%, and 10% of the total power 
is allocated to the pilot channel. 
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Figure 6-10: Performance of OFDM for different mobile cha~nel ~rofiles, assuming amplifier 
distortion and pilot based channel estimation 
40 Pilot locations in frequency domain = {1,4,7,10, ............ ,Z95,Z98}. 
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The results show that HSDPA suffers only small performance degradation, rel ative to the perfect 
channel estimation case. On the other hand the performance of OFDM is severely degraded with 
the pilot-based channel estimation (up to SdB). It is thought that thi s large performance 
degradation is due to the inherent lack of averaging in the frequency domain channel estimati on. 
More precisely, each estimate relies on a single (noisy) observation and thus the estimati on errors 
are characterized by large variances. 
Another important point is that, the design of the pilot sequence plays an important role in the 
performance of OFDM, when the non-linearity is applied. If the pilot tones are given fixed values. 
this results in a large magnitude periodic pattern, following the IFFT processing. As the amplifier 
compresses these signals a large proportion of energy in the pilot channel is lost and this leads to 
very poor estimation performance. Thus it is important that the pilot pattern is characterized by 
low PAPR following in the time domain. In the simulation a random pilot sequence was used, and 
thus improved results can be obtained (in the presence of the non-li nearity), through a more 
elaborate design of the pilots. 
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figure h-IO shows the performance of OFDM with the amplifier non-linearity and with realistic 
channel estimation. The relatively small performance degradation introduced by the non-linearity 
is explained by the large number of null sub-carriers in each OFDM symbol. In effect the IFFf 
processing spreads the total power, which is concentrated in the 299 active sub-carriers, across 
512 time samples. This results in reduced average time domain power, and in effect the amplifier 
is driven 'naturally' at about 2.3dB below the saturation point. Figure h-I I examines the effect of 
the 3rd order polynomial pre-distorter under the same assumptions. It is observed that in this case 
the pre-distorter does not yield any performance benefits, except for channel case 3, in which 
approximately O.5dB are gained. 
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Figure 6-12: Performance of OFDM for channel profile 1, by normalizing the saturation point of the 
amplifier at the average power of the time domain signal 
M · h I rofile 1 by normalizing the Figure h-12 examines the performance of OFD m c anne p , 
saturation point of the TWT A at the average power of the time domain samples (after IFFf). Thus 
b . . (rt 'f cially) removed so that in this case the 2.3 dB back off introduced by the zero su -carners IS all 
..' .' t of the amplifier. It is 
the average power of the time-domam SIgnals IS at the saturatIOn pom 
. . b t' 11 degrades the link performance: 
observed that under these assumptions the amplIfIer su stan Ia y 
k ff f 3dB the performance is improved by up to 5dB with IBO= OdB. By applying an input bac -0 0 , 
O.5dB-1dB. 
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The effect of pre-distortion on the link performance is also shown in Figure 6-1~. In particular 
both the 64-element LUT and 3rd order polynomial pre-distorters were simulated. It can be seen 
that the combination of the 3rd order polynomial pre-distortion and 3dB lBO, yields a further 
performance improvement by about O.S-O.6dB (even by assuming that training is performed in 
relatively poor SNR conditions (lOdB». On the other hand the LUT pre-distorter provides a 
similar gain only when it is assumed that training was performed in noiseless conditions. When 
the SNR in the feedback channel is assumed to be lOdB, in the training stage of the LUT, then the 
LUT pre-distorter considerably degrades the overall link performance. These results are consistent 
with the simulation results presented in section 2, which showed that the adaptation of the LUT 
becomes unreliable when noise is applied in the received training sequence. 
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Figure 6-13: Performance of HSDPA, assuming amplifier distortion and pilot-based channel 
estimation for IBO of OdB and 3dB 
. h f the amplifier non-linearity Fi!!urc 6-1.1 illustrates the performance of HSDPA m t e presence 0 
, . . d d 3dB It . s observed that in HSD PA the 
and realistic channel estImatIon, for IBO of 0 B an . 1 
d dt' n compared to OFDM, when both amplifier introduces a more moderate performance egra a 10 
. . . int In particular in HSDPA the techniques are assumed to drive the amphfIer at the saturatIOn po . 
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degradation is in the order of 2dB with IBO= OdB and applyi 3dB rno ' . 
ng gives an Improvement 
of 0.3-0.4dB. On the other hand OFDM shows more resil"e h '. 
I nee to t e non-hneanty when the 
effect of zero sub-carriers is not normalized (Figure 6-10) . 
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Figure 6-14: Performance of HSDPA for Channel Profile 1, assuming amplifier distortion, pilot-
based channel estimation and Digital Pre-distortion 
Figure 6-14 shows the impact of digital pre-distortion on the performance of HSDP A for channel 
profile 1 (satellite only). It is first observed that with the particular back-off level the linearizer 
does not offer any performance improvements, relative to without pre-distortion and IBO= 3dB . 
This can be explained by the fact that the amplifier's output back-off is about l.S-2dB when the 
input back-off is 3dB, and thus there is some power benefit when the amplifier is not lineari sed. 
These results suggest that the back-off level needs to be carefully calibrated in order to max imi ze 
the performance benefits of the pre-distorter. 
The second point to be noted from Figure 6-14 is that (as in OFDM) the polynomjal pre-dis torter 
performs robustly even with very low SNR in the feedback channel (during the trai ning phase of 
the pre-distorter). On the other hand the LUT pre-distorter performs poo rl y even with a moderate 
1.+7 
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SNR level (lOdB) and it requires higher SNR levels in order to approach the performance of the 
polynomial pre-distorter 
6.3.2 As an Alternative to OFDM for S-DMB: Single-Carrier Frequency 
Domain Equalization (SC-FDE) 
6.3.2.1 Performance Comparison of SC-FDE and OFDM for the S-DMB System 
The performance of the SC-FDE and OFDM based S-DMB systems have been evaluated through 
simulations. Table 6-4 summarizes the selected system parameters. It can be observed that the 
power amplifier has been assumed to be perfectly linearized over its operating region. Hence the 
only distortion which takes place is on instantaneous signal samples, which 'enter' the saturation 
region (IBO>OdB) and are normalized to a power of OdB. This setup can be considered as 
equivalent to ideal pre-distortion. It is noted that in the SC-FDE system the power of the transmit 
sequence is constant, hence only one point on the power amplifier is operated. In the SC-FDE 
system linear MMSE equalization is applied. It is also pointed out that in order to make the 
comparison between the two techniques as fair as possible, in the OFDM system all 512 sub-
carriers have been assumed to carry useful data. 
Table 6-4: Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Assumption/V alue 
Information Block Size 4800 bits 
Coding 1/3 Turbo [5,7] 
Modulation QPSK 
FFfIlFFf size 512 
Number of FFf Blocks per Frame 15 
CP Length 56 samples 
Symbol Rate 7.68Ms/s 
Vehicle Speed 100Kmlh 
Channel Power Delay Profile Case 6 [Appendix A] 
Turbo Decoding Log-MAP (8 iterations) 
Power Amplifier Perfect Linearization over Operating Region 
Channel Estimation Perfect 
Timing/Frequency Synch. Perfect 
Referring to Figure 6-15, it is observed that without the power amplifier's non-linearity, OFDM 
performs about O.5-1dB better than SC-FDE. With the amplifier present however and OdB back-
off, SC-FDE provides a 2dB benefit. The performance of the two systems becomes approximately 
. .. FDM t Therefore at least for this ideal the same when 3dB back-off IS applIed III the 0 sys em. , 
linearization case, SC-FDE allows the amplifier to be driven at saturation, whereas OFDM 
requires some back-off in order to perform at the same level. 
1.+8 
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Figure 6-15: Performance comparison between OFDM and SC-FDE based S-DMB System-Channel 
case 6. 
6.4 Air Interface Comparisons in the Return Link41 
6.4.1 Performance Comparison between SC-FDMA and HSUPA in the 
Return Link of the Wide band Mobile Satellite Channel 
This section presents simulation results for evaluating and comparing the perfonnance of HSUPA 
and SC-FDMA in the return-link of the wideband satellite channel. The simulations have been 
based on a detailed (C++) link-level (T-UMTS) HSUPA simulator, which was modified for the 
purposes of this study; for modelling the hybrid satellite-terrestrial environment (satellite channel 
profiles and TWT A). Additionally, the power control function was disabled in the HSUPA 
simulator in order to produce BLER against Eb I No curves. The HSUPA simulator diagram is 
presented in Appendix C with its important features summarized. In addition, a new link-level 
SC-FDMA simulator based on 3GPP 25.814 was developed using MATLAB software. 
41 Applicable only to Long Term Evolution Satellite systems. 
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E-DPDCH ~----------------------~DY<a~taa-----------------------­
Ndata bits 
Ts10t = 2560 chips, N data = 1 0*2k+2 bits (k=O ... 5) 
II 
Slot #0 Slot #2 Slot #14 
1 subframe = 2 ms 
1 radio frame: Tf = 10 ms 
Figure 6-16: E-DPDCH Frame Structure [3GPP896] 
Table 6-5: Transmission Parameters Used in the WCDMA (HSUPA) Simulations [3GPP896] 
Transport Number of Code Modulation OVSF Code Code Rate Pc Peu Rate after 2 Block Size Blocks 
-_ ................ _-.... _------ ---,~,-.... -.~-.. - ...... -~~ ........ _- --.--~-~-,---.-.......... -. -..... ---.. ~.----.-.---
Tx (kbps) 
320(1 I 
. __ .... _--
------ 1--._-----f--.-~-.. ~-.. -~. QPSK C(4,1) 0.33 15 II 16 
640(1 I QPSK C(4,1) 0.33 15 15 32 
1280(1 I QPSK C(4,1) 0.33 15 21 64 
1920(1 I QPSK C(4,1) 0.33 15 27 96 
2560(1 I QPSK C(4,1) 0.33 15 30 128 
5120 2 QPSK C(4,1) 0.33 15 42 256 
7680 2 QPSK C(4,1) 0040 15 53 384 
10240 3 QPSK C(4,1) 0.53 15 60 512 
12800 3 QPSK C(2,1) 0.33 15 67 640 
15360 4 QPSK C(2,1) 0040 15 75 768 
17920 4 QPSK C(2,1) 0047 15 84 896 
20480 5 QPSK C(2,1) 0.53 15 95 1024 
.. 
I) RepetItIOn has been used to achieve the given data rates 
Concerning the simulation of HSUPA, a 10 ms TTl was used in the HSUPA simulator, although a 
2ms TTl is also supported in the standard [3GPPR081. The structure of the Enhanced Dedicated 
Physical Data Channel (E-DPDCH), which is defined for carrying data in HSUPA, is shown in 
Fieure 6- J 6. The Enhanced Dedicated Physical Control Channel (E-DPCC), which for the 
purposes of the simulator is used for channel estimation, is transmitted in parallel to the E-
DPDCH, and also has the same framing structure. In particular, following spreading, the E-DPCC 
chips are mapped onto the orthogonal component of the QPSK signal, while E-DPDCH chips are 
mapped onto the in-phase component. In the simulations the total transmitter power is assumed to 
be equally divided between the two channels. 
The simulated transmission parameters, which are highlighted in Table 6-5. were selected 
according to one of the evaluation cases described in section A.2.2.2 in [3GPPSl)61. As in the 
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forward link simulations, a single transmission was assumed in the simulations, and thus the 
HARQ protocol was deactivated. 
1 sub-frame = 0.5 msec 
Figure 6-17: Sub-Frame Format in SC-FDMA with two Short Blocks per Sub-Frame [3GPP8U] 
For the simulation of SC-FDMA, the sub-frame format and transmission parameters defined in 
[3GPPB 141 were adopted. The sub-frame format is illustrated in Figure 6-17; each sub-frame 
consists of 6 long blocks that are obtained after the IFFf processing and the CP insertion. Two 
short blocks, used for carrying reference signals, are multiplexed in-between the long blocks, as 
shown in Figure 6-17. According to [3GPPRI-H, the minimum TTl duration is equal to a single 
sub-frame, 0.5ms. 
Table 6-6: Transmission Parameters used for the simulation of SC-FDMA 
Parameter Value 
Assumed Spectrum Allocation 5MHz 
Symbol Rate 7.68MS/s 
Sub-Frame Duration 0.5ms 
Long Block Size ( microsecond! Number of occupied 66.67/300/512 
Short Block Size ( microsecond/ Number of occupied 33.33/150/256 
CP duration (4.04/31) x 7 (i.e. for the 7 out of 8 blocks in the sub-frame) 
Sub-Carriers per Resource Unit 25 (6 Resource Units per Long Block) 
Resource Unit Mapping Type Localized 
Points in the DFf Spreading 25 
Reference Signal Structure for Uplink Channel Localized sub-carriers (carried by the short-blocks) 
Table 6-6 gives the reference parameters that are used for the simulation of SC-FDMA. Coding 
and modulation parameters were selected as for HSUPA (QPSK, code rate 1/342 and transport 
block size of 2560 bits). It is noted that depending on the Resource Units (RUs) allocated to a 
single user, several SC-FDMA sub-frames might be required to transmit a single transport block. 
This is in contrast to HSUPA where it is assumed that the whole block is transmitted within a 
single TTL 
42 In fact the code rate in the simulated scenario is 0.266, where the additional redundancy IS 
obtained through repetition, as specified in section A.2.2.2 in 13GPPB96 1. 
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6.4.1.1 Return-Link Simulation Results in the Wideband Mobile Satellite 
Channel- SC-FDMA Vs. HSUPA 
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Figure 6-18: Performance of HSUPA and SC-FDMA for different mobile channel profiles, assuming 
no amplifier distortion and perfect channel estimation 
Figure 6-18 shows the performance of WCDMA (HSUPA) and SC-FDMA in different satellite 
channel profiles, assuming no amplifier distortion and perfect channel estimation. Moreover, in 
this simulation scenario it is assumed that the complete transmit power is allocated to data (i.e. no 
power is allocated to the pilot channels), and also a vehicular speed of 100kmlh43 was specified. 
For the simulation of SC-FDMA it was assumed that a single user is allocated a single resource 
unit (of 25 sub-carriers) per OFDM symbol. Thus 26 sub-frames are required in order to transmit 
a complete transport block. This benefits the turbo decoder since different parts of the block 
experience uncorrelated mutipath fading. As shown in Figure 6-1 S three satellite channel profiles 
were simulated. 'Channel I' and 'Channel 3' model satellite-only channels, whereas 'Channel 5' 
models the combination of satellite and three terrestrial repeaters (urban environment): their 
power delay profile is shown in Figure 6-6. It is observed that both techniques provide 
43 This value applies to all results presented in this section. 
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approximately the same performance over the 'satellite- I' h on y cannel profiles. HSUPA performs 
better over the combined 'satellite+repeater' profile Th' I' 
. . . IS resu t IS not very surprising, since the 
rake receIver (whIch was allowed to have 6 fingers) is bl t d a e 0 etect long delayed channel taps 
and allocated a finger to them. On the other hand the SC-FDMA . '" 
. receIver IS lImIted by the CP 
length, whIch for Channel 5 is significantly shorter than th . e maXImum excess delay spread of the 
channel. 
u 
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Figure 6-19: Performance of HSUPA and SC-FDMA for different mobile channel profiles, assuming 
no amplifier distortion and pilot-based channel estimation 
Figure 6-19 gives analogous results, but in this case realistic (pilot-based) channel estimation is 
assumed. As explained previously, in HSUPA 50% of the available power is allocated to the E-
DPCC (as recommended in the HSUPA standard [3GPP896]) and thus there is automatically a 
3dB deficit in the link performance. On the other hand in SC-FDMA 26 pilot tones (and 150 data 
symbols) were transmitted per sub-frame (-117), and the power allocation (between data and 
pilots) was also kept at this proportion. Although in HSUPA the channel estimates are more 
reliable than in SC-FDMA (due to the higher power allocated to the pilot channel and the noise 
averaging effect, which is not present in the SC-FDMA channel estimation algorithm). the overall 
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performance of the two techniques is analogous to the perf ' h '. 
. ec t cannel estlmatlOn scenario. F I~lIrl' 
6-19 also provIdes a curve of SC-FDMA over ChannelS h' h . ~ 
, W IC corresponds to Increasi no the 
power allocated to the pilots from 14% to 209; It ' b b 
O. IS 0 served that th is provides a small 
performance improvement. In general 't . 
. . ' I IS commented that the interpolation type channel 
estImatIOn approach does not provide good accuracy beca h b . 
, use eac su -channel estI mate relies on 
a single sample. Alternative channel estimation approaches co ld . Id . . u Yle Improved performance 111 
SC-FDMA. 
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Figure 6-20: Performance of WCDMA and SC-FDMA for different mobile channel profiles, with 
amplifier distortion (OdB IBO) and pilot-based channel estimation 
Figure 6-:20 compares the performances of the two techniques in the presence of the TWTA non-
linearity and IBO of OdB . Realistic (pilot based) channel estimation was applied for these 
simulations . It is first pointed out that in the HSUPA simulator only a single user is transmitting at 
each time, and also in the simulated scenario only a single code is used. Thi s means that there is 
no superposition of the signals in the code/user domains and thus the transmi t signal sampl es have 
determini stic amplitudes ; fixed at OdB. Thus, the amplifier is driven consistently at IBO=OdB , and 
thu s only a fixed phase shift of 47 degrees is introduced by the TWT A. Thus, as far as the in -b 3. nd 
di stortion is concerned , it can be corrected almost perfec tl y through channel es timati on. Thi s is 
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demonstrated by the simulation results, as the HSUPA results are almost identica l to th o~e 
presented in Figure 6-19 (no amplifier case) . 
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Figure 6-21: Performance of HSUPA and SC-FDMA for different mobile channel profiles, with 
amplifier distortion (OdB lBO, Polynomial Pre-distortion and pilot-based channel estimation 
On the other hand, in the SC-FDMA technique there is a significant variation in the amplitudes of 
the signal samples (due to the IFFI' processing) and thi s results in some performance degradati on 
compared to the results of Figure 6-19 (in the order of 1.5-2dB). Figure 6-2 1 illustrates the 
performance of SC-FDMA when a third order polynomial (assuming lOdB SNR in the feedback 
channel) is used for compensating the amplifier non-linearity, for the three channel satellite 
channel profiles. The IBO was again set at OdB44 . It is observed that the pre-distorter yields onl y 
a small performance advantage (O.3-0.7dB). This result suggests that the performance degradati on 
is primarily due to the saturation region of the amplifier which cannot be compensated by the pre-
distorter. It can also be concluded, based on this result that pre-distorti on does not bring any 
significant advantage to the link performance, since the non-linearity is effecti ve ly mjt igated to a 
large extend through channel estimation and strong channel coding. Figure 6-2 1 also s how~ the 
performance of SC-FDMA when an ideal pre-di storter is used (perfec tl y linear ope rating regi on) 
44 An IBO of 3dB (without pre-distortion) was also simul ated but it did not prov ide noti ceab le 
performance improvements relative to the IBO=OdB case. 
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It is observed that the performance of the polynomial pre-distorter is very close to the 
performance of the ideal pre-distorter and thus no additional performance improvements can be 
expected by practical pre-distortion techniques. 
An important point to be noted, from r;igure 6-20 and 6-21, is that the performance of SC-FDMA, 
in the presence of the non-linearity, depends heavily on the structure of the pilot sequences used 
for channel estimation. In particular if the selected sequence is characterized by high P APR in the 
time domain (after IFFf), then a large proportion of its energy is saturated by the TWT A, and this 
results in poor channel estimation and substantially degraded link performance. Therefore careful 
design of the pilots will lead to limited performance losses due to the amplifier's non-linearity. 
For the results presented in Figure 6-20, several pilot sequences were generated randomly in the 
frequency domain, and the one which provided the best link performances was retained for further 
simulations in Figure 6-21. Obviously this approach does not provide optimal selection of the 
pilot sequence, and thus the results presented in Figure 6-20 and 6-21 can be improved through 
better selection of the pilot sequence. 
o 
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Figure 6-22: Performance of SC-FDMA for different mobile channel profiles with realistic channel 
estimation using CAZAC sequence 
C I tion (CAZAC) sequence is According to [3GPpg 141, a Constant Amplitude Zero Auto orre a .' 
. f SC FDMA because its amplItude IS constant proposed as a potential candidate for pIlot pattern 0 -
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both in time and frequency domain, perfect zero circular autocorrelatI'on pro rt d I pe y an ower cross 
correlation between two different sequences (allow to provide orthogonality among different RS 
sequences). They are also named as polyphase sequences with good pe . d' . no IC or optImum 
correlation properties I KUMA851; generalized chirp-link polyphase sequence I POP0921. 
However, 3GPP 25.814 does not recommend any specific type of CAZAC I3GPP81..J.1. We 
therefore consider the Zadoff-Chu sequence for investigating the channel estimation in the 
presence of amplifier non-linearity because it is widely used in radar systems. Moreover, its 
application as a Random Access Channel (RACH) preamble was strongly recommended due to its 
attractive autocorrelation and cross-correlation properties I Y ANG061. 
A Zadoff-Chu sequence of length N can be expressed in time domain as: 
( ) [ j2rrk (n2 )] Ck n = exp - N T+qn for even length of N (6.20) 
(6.21) 
where n = 0,1,2, ...... , N - 1, q is any integer and k is the index of the Zadoff-Chu sequence 
within the set of Zadoff-Chu sequences of length N. Moreover, k implies the maximum number 
of Zadoff-Chu sequences which can be used in the uplink system, which is any integer relatively 
prime with N. 
Figure 6-22 shows similar results for SC-FDMA as in Figure 6-20 , but with Zadoff-Chu 
sequence used as a reference signal (RS) sequence for channel estimation purposes. According to 
[JGPP~ 141. this reference sequence is carried by the two short blocks (SBs) in the sub-frame 
structure shown in Figure 6· 17. These SBs were later removed from the latest 3GPP standards and 
the RS is carried by the 4th symbol45 in the time slot. It is observed from Figure 6-22 that the 
performance is slightly46 improved when compared with the performance of SC-FDMA in l-igLiIT 
6-20. 
The investigation was further extended to evaluate the similar scenario considered in Figure 6-21 
and the results are shown in Figure 6-23. A performance improvement in the range 0.3 - 0.8 dB 
is observed at higher Eb/NO values. However, the improvement is not very significant when 
compared with the improvement obtained via the random pilot sequence method as in Figure 
6-21. 
45 There are seven symbols (when normal cyclic prefix is used) in the sub-frames and the fourth 
symbol is in the middle of the sub-frame. 
46 The best sequence was retained via a trial and error method. 
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Figure 6-23: Performance of SC-FDMA for different mobile channel profiles with realistic channel 
estimation using CAZAC sequence (3 rd order polynomial pre-distorter) 
Another important point worth discussing is the effect of the null sub-carriers on the average 
power level of the signal in the time-domain (after IFFf), and consequently on the practical 
operating point of the amplifier. Clarifying this, if a specific power level is allocated to the data 
symbols in the frequency domain (prior to 1FFf), to achieve a particular Ebl No level, then the 
presence of the null samples in the IFIT will result in the time domain samples having a 
significantly reduced average power level. For example if the average power level of the transmit 
signals prior to the IFFT is P and only L out of N sub-carriers are non-zero, then the average 
power level in the time domain sequence will be P * (LIN). Given that the maximum number of 
non-zero sub-carriers is 300 out of 512, then under these assumptions, in the worst case the 
amplifier will be driven 'naturally' (i.e. without applying any rnO) about 2.3dB away from the 
input saturation point. 
Figure 6-24 shows the performance of the SC-FDMA with all 300 sub-carriers being used in the 
uplink transmission, and without normalizing the saturation point of the amplifier to the average 
time domain signal power level. Firstly it is observed that the link performance with ideal channel 
estimation is worse compared to the one shown in Figure 6-\~. This is due to fewer sub-frames 
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being required to transmit one code block (about 2 as co d 2 
mpare to 6, when one re~o u rce unit i:-. 
assumed to be occupied). This results in reduced exploitat" f ' . . . . IOn 0 tIme dIverSIty m the multi path 
channel, as observed by the channel decoder The most s· T . 
. Igm Icant pomt to be noted from Fi aure 
6-24 is that the effect of the amplifier's non-linearity on th l ' k rf C e m pe ormances is almo~ t 
negligible, and this is due to this natural input back-off resultl'na o from having 212 null sub-
earners. 
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Figure 6-24: Performance of SC-FDMA in the presence of the TWTA model without normalizing the 
saturation point of the amplifier to the average time domain signal power level. Single user assumed 
to occupy all 300 sub-carriers 
In the extreme case where only a single user is active and uses just one resource unit , then the 
IBO resulting from null sub-carriers is about -13 .1dB. In thi s case the amplifier int roduces 
negligible phase distortion , while the OBO in this region of the T WT A is almost uni form ly 6dB 
higher than the mo. The results obtained in thi s scenario are shown in Figure 6-25 . where it i:-. 
observed that the amplifier simply adds 6dB of power to the transmit signa\. 
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Figure 6-25: Performance of SC-FDMA in the presence of the TWTA model without normalizing the 
saturation point of the amplifier to the average time domain signal power level. Single user assumed 
to occupy 25 sub-carriers 
6.5 Summary & Conclusions 
The following main points can be concluded based on the simulation results: 
In the Forward Link: 
• 
• 
A (C++) link-level OFDM simulator was modelled by modifying an established HSDPA 
simulator. The new simulator supports a satellite channel model and amplifier non-
linearity. 
In the 'satellite-only' channel profiles, and with the assumption of perfect channel 
estimation, OFDM performs marginally better than HSDPA. On the other hand HSDPA 
(with 6 fingers in the rake receiver) provides substantially better performance in the 
'SAT +IMR' channel profile. 
• The performance of HSDPA IS not significantly degraded when realistic channel 
estimation is used. On the other hand, with the channel estimation approach used, OfD\! 
suffers very large performance degradation. In practice this level of degradation can be 
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• 
• 
• 
considered as unacceptable and a more reliable channel estl'mat' h d IOn approac nee S to be 
examined, 
The non-linearity marginally degrades the performance of OFDM d th' , d an IS IS ue to the 
large number of zero points in the IFFf which reduced the average power level of the 
time domain sequence. Under this assumption, pre-distortion does not offer any 
significant performance benefits. 
The non-linearity significantly degrades the performance of OFDM when the saturation 
point of the amplifier is normalized to the average power of the time domain signals. In 
this case amplifier back off and pre-distortion helps to partially recover the link 
performance. 
The polynomial pre-distorter performs robustly even when the adaptation is performed 
over a noisy channel (at SNR= lOdB). On the other hand the LUT pre-distorter performs 
well only when adaptation is performed in noise-less conditions. Furthermore, LUT pre-
distorter becomes unreliable in the noisy condition and therefore, provides worse 
performance than without performing pre-distortion at all. 
• The amplifier non-linearity degrades the performance of HSDPA by around 2-2.SdB, 
Input back-off helps to partially recover this performance loss. With an IBO of 3dB, pre-
distortion does not offer any performance benefits. These results suggest that the input 
back-off needs to be calibrated carefully in order to maximize the performance benefits 
offered by the pre-distorter. Finally, as with OFDM, the polynomial pre-distorter 
performs robustly even when training is performed under poor SNR conditions, In 
contrast to the LUT pre-distorter which requires a high SNR to perform robustly. 
In the Return Link: 
• In the 'satellite only' channel profiles, and under the assumption of perfectly linear 
amplifier response, HSUPA and SC-FDMA provide approximately the same performance 
• In the 'SAT+IMR' channel profile, HSUPA yields substantially better performance than 
SC-FDMA (this result shows that provided the rake receiver has enough fingers to cover 
the dominant channel taps, HSUP A can perform well in environments with very large 
excess delay spreads) 
• 
In the scenarios examined the degradation introduced by the amplifier, on the 
performance of HSUP A, was negligible because the transmit signal samples had fixed 
• 
amplitudes. 
For SC-FDMA, the amplifier leads to a performance degradation in the order of 1,5-2 dB, 
l'f" I' ed at the average when it is assumed that the saturation point of the amp 1 ler IS norma IZ 
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• 
power level of the transmit signals. These results show that channel estimation and strong 
channel coding substantially limit the effects of the non-linearity. 
The structure of the pilot tones in SC-FDMA has a large impact on the link-performance . 
in the presence of the non-linearity. Pilot sequences based on the CAZAC sequence 
slightly improve the performance when compared with the case that the sequence was 
selected from a trial-and-error approach. 
• Ideal pre-distortion yields relatively small performance improvements (O.3-0.7dB). 
Moreover the 3
rd 
order polynomial pre-distorter achieves these improvements, even when 
noisy conditions are assumed in the training phase. 
• Under the simulation assumption adopted, the pre-distorter does not introduce a very 
significant benefit in the performance of SC-FDMA. This suggests that the main 
degrading factor is the saturation region of the amplifier that cannot be linearised. 
• The null sub-carriers result in a reduction of the average transmit power level in the time 
domain signals. This introduces a 'natural' back-off which substantially limits the 
degrading effects of the non-linearity. If this assumption applies in a practical system then 
the effects of the non-linearity on the performance of SC-FDMA can be concluded to be 
very limited. 
Recommendations based on the BLER Vs. Eb/NO performance comparison: 
Table 6-7: Recommendation of Air Interface for S-DMB type System 
Direction Air Interface 
Forward SC-FDE 
Link 
• Delivers better performance than OFDM in the non-linear mobile satellite 
environment due to low PAPR characteristics. 
• It has the same overall complexity as OFDM technique and therefore, can co-
exist with the OFDM receivers with the help of a convertible modem. 
The investigation in this chapter is only based on the link-level performance (BLER Vs. Eb/NO) 
of the air interfaces in the single user scenario. The HSP A based air interfaces perform better than 
OFDM based air interfaces both in the forward and return links of the satellite system. Based on 
S b d" t rfaces for the L TE satellite this fact, one might consider to recommend the H PA ase aIr In e 
system. 
I · the comparison between the air However, the study is by no means complete and conc USIve on 
. d th omparison in terms of outa£e interfaces. A further study must be carried out to proVI e e c ~ 
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probability, number of users, air interface delay, spectral efficiency, receiver complexity for 
increased bandwidths and the achievable capacity improvement from the upper layers point of 
view. Thus it cannot be concluded from this study that HSPA would be preferred option. 
Considering an S-DMB type system, SC-FDE demonstrates significant improvement compared 
with OFDM system due to its low PAPR characteristic. Moreover, it has the same overall 
complexity as OFDM and the capability to co-exist with the OFDM based receivers via a 
convertible modem. Thus, it can be recommended for the forward link of the S-DMB system as 
shown in Table 6-7. 
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Chapter Seven 
7 Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have investigated physical layer performance of the OFDM-based air interfaces , 
in particular OFDM and SC-FDMA, for future mobile satellite systems aiming to provide the 
complementary services to the continuously evolving terrestrial UMTS systems. In order to 
implement OFDM in the satellite systems, the issue related to the non-linear distortion introduced 
by the on-board power amplifier to the OFDM signals was also addressed. Investigation was 
performed whilst keeping maximum commonalities with the already available 3GPP based 
terrestrial standards. This minimal impact evolutionary criteria approach is further supported by 
the Mobile Satellite System (MSS) frequency allocation in IMT-2000 specification, which is 
adjacent to the present T-UMTS. 
Firstly, TR based PAPR reduction techniques were considered as one of the possible transmitter 
based mitigation techniques for compensating the non-linear distortion. Although several 
methodologies have been proposed to implement TR, they are not completely optimal in terms of 
complexity and performance. A novel gradient based algorithm was proposed which provides 
higher PAPR reduction performance with reduced computational complexity than TR techniques 
based on the active set algorithm, the most efficient algorithm presently existing. The algorithm 
performs better than the DFT - spreading technique irrespective of the pilots/tone locations. 
However, the performance depends critically on the pilot locations. When spectral constraints are 
applied, the P APR reduction performance in all cases is affected. The more scattered the pilots 
within the bandwidth, the more it is affected by the incorporation of spectral constraints. 
Moreover, the pilots can be loosely constrained to obtain a slightly improved PAPR reduction 
performance. It was also shown that the proposed algorithm offers an efficient trade-off between 
PAPR reduction gain and relative mean power increase, at the cost of slight spectral efficiency 
loss. From the extended investigation in the non-linear TWT A environment, it was shown that the 
proposed algorithm becomes effective at larger IBO levels. The impact here is in the impro\cd 
TR algorithm and in inputs to future standard pilot allocations. 
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Chapter 5 introduced the mathematical modelling of the pre dI' storte I . h h 
- r, a ong WIt t at of the 
TWT A. The performance of the proposed algorithm for TR based PAPR d' h . re uctlOn tee mque, 
with pilots are constrained to the average power level of the data tones wa . .,' d' h' 
, s InVestIgate WIt In 
the combined' Pre-distorter + TWTA'. The performance obtained showed that the TR technique 
becomes effective when combined with amplifier linearization techniques. Moreover, the 
performance advantage is significantly greater than the improvement obtained with any single 
mitigation technique: TR technique or pre-distortion. Thus, the impact is that the pre-distortion 
technique and the TR technique must be combined in order to efficiently mitigate the non-linear 
distortion introduction by the TWT A. Further investigation showed that the choice of pilot 
location does not show significant performance variation in terms of BER and spectral re-growth 
performance. 
Two different digital pre-distortion techniques based on the LUT and polynomial modelling 
approach were evaluated and compared in terms of computational complexity, convergence speed 
and accuracy in the context of the satellite-gateway remote adaptation scenario. More 
specifically, it was assumed that the observed training sequence at the output of the amplifier was 
degraded by AWGN, and the effect of noisy training signals (on the adaptation and performance 
of the digital pre-distorters) was studied for different SNR. Comparisons were made using the 
conventional adaptation algorithms; Secant algorithm for the LUT pre-distorter and Minimum 
Mean Square Error (MMSE) parameter estimation for the polynomial pre-distorter. When A WON 
was applied on the feedback channel the accuracy provided by the pre-distorter becomes 
practically independent of the LUT size (within the range of the examined cases). The accuracy 
provided by the LUT pre-distorter deteriorated consistently and significantly with decreasing 
SNR. On the other hand, the adaptation of polynomial pre-distorter is more resilient to low SNR 
conditions relative to the LUT pre-distorter. 
It is also observed from the simulation results that the polynomial pre-distorter converges 
significantly faster than the LUT pre-distorter. However, the computational complexity, especially 
in evaluating the polynomials, in the polynomial pre-distorter dramatically increases if the pre-
distorter is extended to use higher order polynomials; obviously, the complexity in the operational 
mode also increases. On the other hand, it is only the adaptation time that increases if large sized 
Lookup Tables are employed and thereby, the complexity of the adaptation operation significantly 
Increases. 
Due to the sensitivity of the Secant algorithm towards the noisy feedback channel. a modified 
Secant based algorithm based on the modified Newton-Raphson method was proposed for 
. k h I d'(ons the modified algorithm 
updating the LUT pre-distorter. In the nOISY feedbac c anne con 1 1 , 
, h d' t h nel interference and link level 
showed performance improvement In terms of bot a Jacen c an 
, ' , d' h 'less feedback condition, On the performance. However, its performance IS lImIte In t e nOIse 
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other hand, the conventional Secant based algorithm showed better perf 'h' ormance In t e nOIseless 
feedback channel conditions and poor performance in noisy channel co d't' Th h n I Ions, us, t e chapter 
recommends an adaptive strategy based on an approximate threshold SNR level of 20dB; the 
modified Secant algorithm can be used when the SNR in the feedback channel is less than 20dB 
and the conventional Secant algorithm can be used otherwise, 
Chapter 6 provides a comparison study between the OFDM based and HSPA based air interfaces 
in the forward and return link of LTE satellite systems. In the forward link, the comparison was 
made between OFDM and HSDP A whereas SC-FDMA and HSUPA were considered in the 
return link. Three different satellite channel profiles were simulated. 
In the 'satellite-only' channel profiles, and with the assumption of perfect channel estimation, 
OFDM performs moderately better than HSDP A. On the other hand HSDPA (with 6 fingers in the 
rake receiver) provides substantially better performance in the 'SAT +IMR' channel profile. The 
non-linearity significantly degrades the performance of OFDM when the saturation point of the 
amplifier is normalized to the average power of the time domain signals. However, a moderate 
degradation was observed when the saturation point of the amplifier is not normalized to the 
average power of the time domain signals. This is due to the larger number of zero points in the 
IFFT reducing the average power of the time domain signal. 
This chapter also proposed the use of Single Carrier Frequency Domain Equalization (SC-FDE) 
as an alternative air interface to OFDM, within satellite digital multimedia broadcasting (S-DMB) 
systems. A comparison of OFDM and SC-FDE systems was performed assuming a perfectly 
linearized satellite channel assuming ideal channel estimation. With OdB back-off, SC-FDE 
provides 2dB performance gain over OFDM system. The performance of the two systems 
becomes approximately the same when 3dB back-off is applied to OFDM system. Therefore, at 
least for this ideal linearization case, SC-FDE allows the amplifier to be driven at saturation, 
whereas OFDM requires some back-off in order to perform at the same level. 
In the return link of the L TE satellite system, HSUPA and SC-FDMA provide approximately the 
same performance when the 'satellite only' channel profile is considered with ideal channel 
estimation. However, HSUPA yields substantially better performance than SC-FDMA in the 
'SAT+IMR' channel profile. This is because the rake receiver has enough fingers to cover the 
dominant channel taps and therefore, effectively exploit the multipath diversity. Moreover, SC-
FDMA showed improved performance when the channel is estimated using the CAZAC 
sequence. 
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Although HSPA based air interfaces demonstrate advantages over OFDM b d" . ase air Interfaces 1 n 
terms of BLER performance in the LTE satellite systems considering OFDM b d" 
, ase air Interfaces 
is appropriate due to the following reasons: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Terrestrial systems are moving towards OFDM based air interfaces, for example 3GPP L TE. 
OFDM based air interfaces are more spectrally efficient than HSPA based air interfaces. 
The complexity of the HSPA receiver increases tremendously for larger bandwidths, which 
are proposed in the LTE standards. 
OFDM based air interfaces provides another dimension (Frequency) for resource allocation 
and scheduling. This can improve the throughput from the upper layer point of view. 
Efficient integration of MIMO antennas to OFDM based system. 
7.2 Implications of the Research 
The results of the study carried out in this thesis have some interesting implications, particularly 
for the OFDM based mobile satellite systems, and their future evolution. These are outlined as 
follows: 
1. A gradient based algorithm for reducing the PAPR of OFDM signals using a TR technique 
was proposed in chapter 4. The algorithm showed lower computational complexity and 
improved performance compared with the most efficient existing active set based algorithms. 
Due to the fact that the TR based algorithm does not depend on the transmitter based 
information at the receiver for correctly decoding the received signal, the proposed algorithm 
is appropriate to the future mobile satellite systems in order to improve the transmitter power 
efficiency. 
2. The investigation in chapter 5 showed that the proposed algorithm becomes more effective 
when it is combined with power amplifier linearization. In other words, the combination of 
power amplifier linearization technique and the TR based algorithm can always outperform 
their individual performances. Therefore, the TR based algorithm must be combined with the 
amplifier linearization technique in order to significantly improve the power efficiency of the 
system. 
3. The comparison in chapter 5 showed that the polynomial pre-distorter is more robust in the 
noisy environment than the LUT based pre-distorters. It also showed faster convergence than 
the LUT pre-distorter. However, the complexity associated with the polynomial pre-distorter 
is greater than that of the LUT based pre-distorter. Thus, using the polynomial pre-distorter in 
the noisy environment provides performance advantage but at some extra cost. 
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4. An adaptive strategy based on an approximate threshold SNR of 20dB was proposed for 
remotely adapting the LUT based pre-distorter via the feedback channel degraded by A WGN. 
The proposal is based on the modified Secant algorithm defined by the parameter r. 
Depending on the SNR value in the feedback channel, r can range between 100 to 1. Thus. 
the conventional Secant based algorithm (r = 1) can be used when the SNR is greater than 
20dB and the modified Secant algorithm can be used otherwise. 
5. The performance of OFDM based air interfaces based on 3GPP standards47 were investigated 
in the non-linear wideband satellite channel. The comparison study with the HSPA based air 
interfaces showed that the HSPA based air interfaces can outperform OFDM based air 
interfaces if the Rake receiver is able to cover the larger excess delay spread of the mobile 
satellite channel. However, the complexity of the receiver is higher than the OFDM based 
receivers for increased bandwidths. 
6. The channel Estimation for the SC-FDMA system in the presence of amplifier non-linearity 
was investigated using Zadoff-Chu based CAZAC sequence and showed improved 
performance when compared with the trial-and-error approach. 
7. SC-FDE was proposed for S-DMB type systems and can easily be incorporated into the future 
OFDM based receivers via a convertible modem. SC-FDE provides performance similar to 
OFDM based systems with 3dB back-off applied in the presence of ideally linearized power 
amplifier. 
7.3 Future Work 
The work carried out in this thesis for investigating OFDM based air interfaces for future mobile 
satellite systems is by no means a complete and conclusive work on the subject. The study has 
lead to many open problems and avenues for further research that could extend the present work 
and may bring to light new insights and understanding. Some of the directions in which the 
present work could be extended are pointed out in the following: 
1. The proposed gradient based TR algorithm uses a constant step size parameter for updating 
the gradient direction at each iteration. Thus, the convergence of the algorithm must be 
47 The OFDM and SC-FDMA air interfaces are based on the 3GPP 25.892 and 25.81.+ standards, 
respectively. 
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investigated in detail in order to efficiently update the gradient and thereby, reducing further 
P APR of the OFDM signal. Furthermore, the TR approach can be extended to mitigate the 
distortion caused by insufficient cyclic prefix, as demonstrated in [MALK07]. This is most 
appropriate to future mobile satellite systems which shows larger excess delay spread 
compared to terrestrial based systems. 
2. In this thesis, the memory effect in the power amplifier characteristics was not considered 
because of the 5MHz bandwidth consideration. The scalable bandwidth configuration is one 
of the main features of 3GPP LTE based systems. Similarly, IMT-Advanced systems 
considered greater bandwidths up to 100MHz. Thus, the power amplifier memory effect must 
be taken into consideration when investigating the pre-distortion algorithm for future mobile 
satellite systems. Again, its performance in the remote adaptation scenario, assuming 
feedback channel with AWGN noise, needs further investigation. 
3. The comparison between OFDM based and HSPA based air interfaces were based on Block 
Error Rate performances and therefore, are not comprehensive. In order to provide a 
comprehensive study, both systems must be compared in terms of capacity/throughput, outage 
probability, number of users, air interface delay, spectral efficiency, and receiver complexity 
for different bandwidths. This needs further study. 
4. The SC-FDE and OFDM systems were compared only in the perfect channel estimation 
scenario. It would be interesting to compare their performance in the non-linear channel with 
realistic channel estimation scenarios. This needs further investigation of the channel 
estimation algorithms for SC-FDE and OFDM. Moreover, the channel estimation of the SC-
FDMA system in the presence of non-linearity needs further investigation due to its recent 
modification in the 3GPP 36.211 standard, where only one short block is considered rather 
than two blocks as in the previous 3GPP 25.814 standard. 
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APPENDIX A: Measured Power Delay Profiles from the 
MAESTRO Project 
Table A-l: S-DMB propagation channel, Case-l 
Case-I: Satellite LOS with many rays 
Delay [ns] Power [dBm] Rice Factor [dB] 
0 
-91.9 10 
195.3 
-106.3 
-inf 
260.4 
-110.1 
-inf 
846.3 
-112.5 
-inf 
1171.9 -110.2 
-inf 
1953.1 -112.5 
-inf 
2734.3 -112.5 
-inf 
Table A-2: S-DMB propagation channel, Case-3 
Case-3: Satellite NLOS with many rays 
Delay [ns] Power [dBm] Rice Factor [dB] 
0 -108.5 -inf 
195.3 -110.9 -inf 
260.4 -106.6 -inf 
390.6 -109.3 -inf 
Table A-3: S-DMB propagation channel, Case-S 
Case-5: Satellite+3 IMRs (without processing delay) open area 
Delay [ns] Power [dBm] Rice Factor [dB] 
0 -91.8 7 
1692.7 -67.8 -inf 
1757.8 -80.7 -inf 
2278.6 -67.5 -inf 
2343.7 -72.8 -inf 
2408.8 -69.6 -inf 
3190.0 -73.1 -inf 
8203.0 -74.8 -inf 
8268.1 -78.4 -inf 
8788.9 -81.6 -inf 
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Table A-4; S-DMB propagation channel, Case-6 
Case-6: Satellite+3 IMRs (without processing delay) -large delay 
Delay [ns] Power [dBm] Rice Factor [dB] 
0 -91.7 7 
8203.0 -74.4 
-inf 
9179.5 -86.3 
-inf 
10872.2 -85.4 
-inf 
11002.4 -86.8 
-inf 
12630.0 -86.4 -inf 
18098.6 -89.2 -inf 
18424.1 -73.6 -inf 
18498.2 -88.6 -inf 
22981.3 -89.3 -inf 
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APPENDIX B: Measurement Data for Travelling Wave Tube 
Amplifier from MAESTRO Project. 
IBO [dB] OBO [dB] Phase [degree] 
-20.00 -14.00 0 
-19.00 -13.10 0.492354354 
-18.00 -12.10 1.112191762 
-17.00 -11.10 1.892520826 
-16.00 -10.10 2.874896914 
-15.00 -9.20 3.392625066 
-14.00 -8.20 3.9425375 
-13.00 -7.40 4.634836238 
-12.00 -6.50 5.465516055 
-11.00 -5.60 6.675322835 
-10.00 -4.80 8.350519192 
-9.00 -4.00 10 
-8.00 -3.30 12.48797921 
-7.00 -2.70 15.20555538 
-6.50 -2.40 16.5882523 
-6.00 -2.10 18.13966376 
-5.50 -1.90 19.42976289 
-5.00 -1.60 20.38319041 
-4.50 -1.40 21.45295369 
-4.00 -1.20 22.65324783 
-3.50 -1.00 24 
-3.00 -0.80 25.09320103 
-2.50 -0.60 26.31979275 
-2.00 -0.40 27.7735732 
1.50 -0.30 29.48974274 
-1.00 -0.10 31.41531664 
-0.50 0.00 33.57584609 
0.00 0.00 36 
0.5 0 37.49981555 
1 -0.1 39.18263627 
1.5 -0.2 41.07079217 
2 -0.4 43.18933794 
2.5 -0.7 45.10999935 
3 -1 47 
3.5 -1.3 47 
4 -1.6 47 
4.5 -2 47 
5 -2.4 47 
5.5 -2.8 47 
6 -3.1 47 
7 -3.9 47 
8 -4.6 47 
9 -5.1 47 
10 5.6 47 
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APPENDIX C: HSUPA Simulator Architecture 
HSUPA has been defined (in Release 6 of UMTS) in order to complement in the uplink the higher 
speeds and reduced delays, provided by HSDPA in the downlink. As in HSDPA these 
enhancements are facilitated by the introduction of (carefully selected-low complexity) advanced 
features that are highly compatible with previous Releases (99, 4 and 5). In particular the 
following key features have been introduced: 
Enhanced Dedicated Channel (E-DCH) 
E-DCH has been defined as a new (enhanced) uplink channel in the physical layer, while 
retaining the Release 99 DCH. E-DCH is supported by three new downlink signalling channels: 
• Enhanced HARQ Indicator Channel (E-HICH) , which is used to acknowledge E-DCH 
transmissions from the mobile terminal. 
• Enhanced Absolute Grant Channel (E-AGCH), which delivers absolute scheduling 
information to the mobile terminals: allocated data rate and maximum allowed power. 
• Enhanced Relative Grant Channel (E-RGCH), which delivers relative scheduling 
information to the mobile terminals: increase/decrease allocated resources relative to 
previous value. 
HARQ 
HARQ is defined in a similar manner as in HSDPA: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Stop and wait protocol, based on synchronous downlink ACKJNACKs, and on 
synchronous retransmissions in the uplink. 
The number of parallel processes depends on the TTl: 8 processes for the 2ms TIl and 4 
processes for the 10ms TTL 
Pre-emption is not supported by E-DCH (ongoing re-transmissions are not pre-empted by 
higher priority data for a particular process). 
Incremental redundancy shall be supported by the specifications with Chase combining as 
a sub-case: 
o 
The UTRAN configures the UE to either use the same incremental 
redundancy version (RY) for all transmissions, or to set the RV according 
to set of rules based on E-TFC, Retransmission Sequence Number (RSN) and 
the transmission timing. 
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Optional use of 2ms TTl 
In HSUPA the use of short (2ms) TTl is provided (optionally) for better utilization of the short 
term channel capacity. In the satellite environment resource allocation changes are limited by the 
propagation delay, and thus the standard lOms TTl is sufficient. 
Fast Scheduling 
A more efficient scheduling mechanism allows better use of the available spectrum and power 
budget. In particular this is controlled by the Node B, which uses QoS-related information from 
the SRNC as well as requests from the UE to determine the amount of resource to be made 
available to each UE. The resource level is allocated using E-AGCH and E-RGCH channels. 
Simulation Model 
CRC Attach 
.. 4- .--t 
-
N $ ~ ~ 
<Ii <Ii .. 
-0 -0 -0 
0 0 0 
u u u 
Figure Col: HSUPA Simulation Model 
Fhmre C-I illustrates the HSUP A simulator model used for evaluating the return link performance 
in ~his investigation. The main characteristics of the simulator are summarized as: 
• 
• 
• 
Simulates Enhanced Uplink as per [3GPP808] 
Inner and Outer Loop Power Control 
Receive Antenna Diversity 
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• Channel Estimation (Ideal or through DPCCH). 
• Antenna Correlation 
• Up to 6 Stop and Wait (SAW) HARQ processes with Chase Combining and Incremental 
Redundancy (deactivated for the purpose of this study) 
• Up to 8 retransmissions for an HARQ process (deactivated for the purpose of this study) 
• TTl of 10 ms 
• Handover: Soft / Softer (currently disabled in the present version as it needs testing for E-
Uplink) 
• Variable Inter-TTl Interval specification 
• Variable Power Ratio of DPCCH/E-DPDCH 
• Variable number of Rake Fingers with the option of combining 'm' best out of "n' paths 
where n > m 
• Turbo Decoder with Max-Log Map algorithm 
• Scheduling functions are not implemented. 
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APPENDIX D: HSDPA Simulator Architecture and Its E t . 
to OFDM x enSlon 
In order to study the performance of OFDM as an alternative mit' l' h' 48 
, U Ip eXIng tec mque to COMA 
in the downlink of wideband mobile satellite system physI'cal 1 ' 
, ayer processes In the HSOPA 
simulator have been modified, as these are shown withl'n the b 'l" oxes In !'lgure 0-1, These 
modifications have been primarily based on [3GPP892] and are d' d ' , 
, IScusse In more detaIl below, It 
must be noted that the performed modifications are transparent to processes not included in the 
boxes, and thus the advanced features of the HSDPA protocol can be sl'mulat d ' , . e In conjUnctIon 
with OFDM. 
~ n !If 11, 
'" ~ <> -0 '"C 0 0 0 
c..; u v 
Figure D-1: Modified PhysicaJJayer procedure for introducing OFDM in HSDPA [ATTAOS] 
The essential modifications start just after the MoD block and end just before the Soft OeMoO 
block, as shown within the central box, In particular, the modulated symbols are obtained from 
the HSDPA simulator and are subjected to: OFDM modulation processing, channel processing, 
and OFDM demodulation processing. Finally the OFDM demodulated data is sent to the soft 
demodulation block. Another important modification introduced in the HSDPA simulator, is the 
multiplexing/de-multiplexing procedures, as these are fundamentally different to those specified 
currently in HSDP A. These are described in more detail in the following, 
48 And also multipath interference suppressing technique 
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According to [3GPP892], data multiplexing is performed in both time and frequency di me nsions. 
In the frequency dimension, data symbols are mapped on different sub-carri ers whereas the 
presence of multiple OFDM modulated blocks within a time slot, NOFD M , is expl oited in the time 
dimension. Subsequently, an OFDM Data-Unit is composed by a sub-set of the avail able OFDM 
sub-carriers, Nsc · The useful frequency band is divided into Na Data-Units. Thu s, the Na 
incoming QPSKJQAM symbol sequences are inserted row-wise by filling adjacent Data-Units of 
the OFDM time-frequency matrix, as depicted in Figure 0 -2 . This time-frequency matri x has a 
size of Nsc x NOFDM ' 
1 
2 
OFDM Data-Unit 
\-----\ i::! 
QI 
'i: 
----~-----4------ ~ G 
I 
QPSK symbolSc=) 
from Physical 
Channels I-----+---t--- -------+-----+---I"§ 
160 
r./) 
1---_---+ __ -+ ____ O'J 
?l 
time to n=FT 9 OFDM Symbols 
Figure 0-2: OF OM time-frequency channel mapping 
Data Unit 
#5 
OFDM Multiplexing 
9 OfDM Symbols 
L------l-----l-------l iii 
·c 
~--~--~------------~ 1 
as 
l---i--~k___.__-----I ~ 
o 
IFFf 
Fl1 Fl2 Fl9 
----_/ ~~-----l -T-i~t 
. f rameter set-l and 5 Data L'ni ts Figure 0-3: example of time-frequency multiplexJI1g or pa 
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Finally, each column, composed by Nsc sub-carriers, is processed by the OFDM modulator that 
consists of a zero-padding block and aN-point IFFf (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform) processor. 
An example of OFDM multiplex is depicted in Figure D-J, assuming the parameter Set-l from 
[3GPP892] and N8 = 5. In order to facilitate the IFFfIFFT, a member function was included 
inside the appropriate class, which returns the IFFT or FFT output for the input by doing 
appropriate parameter settings. This single module was separately validated with the IFFTIFFT 
function available in matlab. 
Next, the OFDM blocks are serialized by using a parallel-to-serial converter and then it is sent for 
channel processing by setting the channel profile parameter and scaled additive white Gaussian 
noise samples. At this point, the interference noise model, previously simulated for the WCDMA 
(HSDPA), is switched off. 
At the receiver, the OFDM processed data are received after the channel processing with the 
selected channel profile. This received data is then sent through the OFDM demodulator, which 
works exactly in the same way as the OFDM modulator, but in the reverse order. Thereafter, the 
OFDM demodulated symbols are sent to the HSDPA simulator for further processing which are 
already available with the simulator like demodulation, BER calculation, etc. 
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~PPENDIX E: Pr~cedure for determining the orthogonality factor 
In the HSDPA sImulator for setting the E IN I . 
simulations b 0 va ue In the 
The technique described in this Appendix, for determining th d h . 
e co e ort ogonahty factor for some 
particular multipath channel profile and defining the E IN' '1 bl . 
b 0' IS aval a e In [JAAN02]. 
In the HSDPA simulator Eb / N 0 values cannot be directly defined for obtaining BLER against 
Ebl No results. Instead the link quality input parameters are Ee/lor , Geometry factor G = 
lorlloe. However, the parameter EblNo is related to Eellor and lorlloe and is given by the 
following relationship: 
where, 
W 
R 
a 
G 
Eb (W I R)(Eel lor) 
No (1 - a) + (1/G) 
Chip Rate 
Bit Rate 
(E.I) 
Transmitted Energy per chip on a chosen channel relative to the 
total transmitted power spectral density at the base station. 
Code orthogonality factor 
Geometry factor which is lorl lac. 
According to the above equation, it is essential to have three unknown parameters, Ee/lor, 
lorlloeand a, to define a particular EblNo value. Except the orthogonality factor, the other two 
parameters, Eellor and lorlloe, can be defined as input parameters to the HSDPA simulator. In 
general, the orthogonality factor takes various values depending on the wireless channels. For 
instance, it is assumed to be 1 for static channels. However, its value in the multipath channel has 
to be estimated in order to estimate the Eb/ N 0 by varying the parameters Ee I lor and lorl lac· 
In order to determine the orthogonality factor of a particular multipath channel, we first have to 
fix lor/lac and then find out the corresponding Eellor value which gives a certain BLER. The 
process was repeated for different values of parameter lorl lac . The observations were then 
plotted as shown in Figure E-l and E-2, which were obtained for multipath channel profiles case 3 
and 5, respectively. Due to the fact that the BLER is kept constant at a particular level, the 
parameter EblN 0 is also expected to be constant. Substituting the observations in the above 
equation will result in a set of equations with two unknowns a and Ee I lor· They can be easil y 
found by using the method of least squares curve fitting techniques. 
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Channel Case 3: a 0.9834 
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Figure E-l: Curve Fitting for determining the code orthogonality factor for channel profile 3 
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Figure E-2: Curve Fitting for determining the code orthogonality factor for channel profile 5 
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APPENDIX F: OFDM Simulator: Validation 
The performance of the OFDM simulator has been validated by replicating the results provided in 
[3GPPLG], for the OFDM reference parameter set 1, QPSK modulation and code rate of 1/3. The 
validation results are provided for the following fading channel profiles: 
• Flat Fading Raleigh at 3 kmlh and 120 kmlh 
• ITV Pedestrian A channel at 3 kmlh 
• ITV Vehicular A channel at 120 kmlh 
• ITV Vehicular B channel at 120 kmlh 
-------
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Figure F-l: BLER Performance of OFDM in a Flat Fading Rayleigh Channel at 3km/h 
that 1 001.0 of each symbol is used for overhead and all the In this simulation, it is assumed -/( 
available resources are allocated to single user. Moreover ideal channel estimation is assumed. 
I d th's gives a good indication that the The VniS results appear to match closely the LG resu ts, an 1 
OFDM simulator is correctly calibrated. 
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APPENDIX G: Log-Likelihood Ratios Calculation In SC-FDMA 
with MMSE Equalization 
In order to calculate the channel reliability values for turbo decoding purpose, we start the 
explanation from equation (6. J R), following the FFT processing at the receiver: 
(G.1 ) 
where the FFf processing does not have any effect on the statistics of the noise. In SC-FDMA 
MMSE equalization is performed: 
= * 1 _\ * * 1 \ * z=TYi =(A A+--I) A AMQui +(A A+--I)- A Fii SNR SNR 
(G.2) 
v~---~ 
w 
where T represents the diagonal MMSE equalization matrix. The remaining part of the 
processing is to demap the data symbols (M -\ ) , which does not affect the statistics of the signal 
or noise, and finally to carry out the IDFT dispreading. With respect to the statistics of the noise, 
the latter has the effect that variance of the noise samples becomes: 
(G.3) 
Moreover the MMSE equalization does not cancel perfectly the inter-subcarrier interference and 
this effectively results in increased noise power and a bias that need to be taken into account in 
the calculation of the log-likelihood ration for the log-MAP decoder. 
In order to determine this inter-subcarrier interference power and bias, let us consider only the 
signal part in (G.2) and denote: 
* 1 \ * * 1 1 -1 A*A-z'=(A A+--I)- A AMQu =(A A+-- ) ui SNR I SNR 
(GA) 
. 1 * 1 1)-1- (G 1) t· Adding and substractmg --(A A+-- ui on .-1- we ge. SNR SNR 
1 1 * 1 1 1 * 1 1)-1-
z' = (A * A + __ 1)-1 A * Au· +--(A A +--1)- ui ---(A A + SNR ui SNR 1 SNR SNR SNR 
(G. Sa) 
, I * I 1)-1-Z =U· ---(A A+-- Ui 
1 SNR SNR (G.Sb) 
where the second term in (G .511) models the inter-subcarrier interference. 
Following the IDFT processing, the bias introduced on some m-th (QAM) signal sample is: 
IS-+ 
APPENDIXG 
Bm = _(_l_[Q-l . diag{ (A * A + _1_ I) -1}]1 )um 
SNR SNR I 
(G.6) 
where [']1 denotes the first element in the vector, diag{} denotes a vector obtained from the 
diagonal of the input matrix, and Uim is the m-th transmit data point. 
Moreover, following the IDFf processing, the inter-subcarrier interference power on some m-th 
signal sample is: 
(G.7) 
where W = 1 ~(_l_[Q-l.diag((A*A+_l_I)-l)]), and assuming signals have 
m M _ 1 L...J SNR SNR m 
m=2 
constant amplitudes. 
Thus, assuming QPSK modulation the log-likehood ratios to be input to the Log-MAP decoder 
are determined as: 
(G.8) 
where A is the signal amplitudes on the I or Q branches 
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